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Young Wild West and the "Busted" Mining Camp
-OR-

ARIETTA AS AN AUCTIONEER
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
OUR li'Rl1!:NDS HEAR

O]'

THE "BUSTED" l\CTNING C.AMP.

"Which way are you folks headin'?"
The questioner was a middle-aged man mounted upon a
bony mustang, who had come to a halt before a party of
riders who had not rounded a bend in the trail in the mountains cif western Arizona.
Those in the party had heard the horsemen coming, and
they had slackened the pace of their horses to wait for him.
Having such a question put to them they were not a little
surprised, though the man himself seemed to be one just like
the average to be found in those parts.
There was a peculiar smile on his face as he waited for
an answer, and it was evident that he felt in a joking mood.
" I reckon we were heading about due south when we saw
you coming," a handsome, athletic boy, who was attired in
a fancy hunting suit of buckskin and wore a wealth of light
chestnut hair hanging over his shoulders answered, coolly.
"But why do you want to know, stranger?"
"Well, I'll tell yer," and the horseman removed a quid of
tobacco from his mouth and threw it upon the ground. "If
you're headin' for Golden Bubble Camp you might jest as well
turn back, 'cause the camp's busted."
··we didn't know that there was such a place in existence as
Golden Bubblf;l Camp, my friend. To tell you the truth, we
were not -heading for any place in particular. We were just
riding along taking our chances of coming upon a mining
CaJllp or settlement. But it would make little difference to
us whether we did or not, since we are quite used to camping
out in all parts of the West and in all kinds of weather."
··Oh! You ain't like a lot of fellers I've seen lately, then."
"What do you mean by that?"
"Well, there's been somethin' like thirty qr forty what's
coming to Golden Bubble Camp in the past month, an' all of
'em was expectin' to strike it rich. 'But she's gone up, kid.
She's busted. Golden Bubble is the busted minin' camp now."
''Is that so? How far is the camp from here?"
"Oh, we're putty close to it. I reckon it ain't more than
three or· four miles from here. An' you didn't know nothin'
about it, eh?"
•
"Not a thing, stranger. We never heard tell of such a place
as Golden Bubble Camp."
"D,i.dn't meet nobody on your way here, then?"
··we haven't met a solitary soul all day. But," and the
boy nodded and smiled. "We haven't been following this
trail very long. We struck it about a mile above here. We
took notice of the fact that plenty of fresh hoof-prints
showed, and there were a few wagon-ruts that looked as
though they were made recently."
"That's it, you have got it jest right. More than half the
population has left the minin' camp,"
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"And you are leaving it now, I see?"
As the boy asked the question he looked at the bag the man
had strapped on the saddle behind him.
"Yes, that's right. Got all my belongin5!3 right here in this
bag. They don't amount to much, but tney was all I had.
I've got a few bags of gold dust, an' about fourteen dollars
in good clean money. I've hit the trail for some other place.
My name is Tom Lucas, an' I've been a prospector for somethin' over twenty years, an' I ain't never struck it rich yet.
I'm what you call a pack of hard luck, I s'pose."
Then the man laughed good-naturedly.
"But say," he added, looking sharply at the boy, "you're
about as likely a lookin' kid as I've ever seen. Your friends
all seem to be of the right sort, too. But when I first set eyes
on yer I felt sorry for yer, especially when I seen you had
three good-lookin' gals with yer. I thought to myself what
a shame it would be for you to go to the busted minin' camp."
"Oh, I don't know as it would matter much about that
part of it. I think we will go there now, since we have heard
of it."
"You think you will, eh?" and Tom Lucas showed no little
surprise.
"Yes. We might find something there in the way of excitement."
"Excitement, eh? Is that what you're lookin' for?"
"Always," and the boy laughed lightly and turned to his
companions, who promptly joined in.
"Mighty funny, I should say," the stranger declared, shaking his head as if he could not quite understand the boy's
meaning. "Lookin' for excitement. Then you ain't got nc.
idea that you'll strike it rich over at the busted mlnin' camp."
"Not the least bit of it, Mr. Lucas. The fact is that we have
already struck it rich and now we are enjoying ourselves by
riding about the wildest parts of the country hunting up wha1
there is to be found in the way of adventure as some people
call excitement and lively times. It has become a sort of
second nature to us, you see and we are never better satis,
fled than when there is something really lively going on."
"Say!" exclaimed Lucas, suddenly, as he leaned over as if
he wanted to get a better look at the speaker, "I'll bet I know
who you are. You're Young Wild West, the champion dea.d·
shot, ain't yer?"
"Oh! now i understand. It jest struck me that I've heard
tell how there was a boy named Young Wild West what wa11
always ridin' around lookin' for a chance to do somebody a
good turn an' to clean out all the bad gangs he come across.
Well, this is what I call great. But I'm sorry," and he shook
his head, "that you're thinkin' of goin' to :.he busted minin'
camp."
"Why are you sorry?" Young Wild Wes~ asked, in his
cool and easy way,
" 'Cause about every honest man that was there has left
by this time, an' there's nothin' but a gang of the worst kind
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or rascals you ever set eyes on hangin' around there now.
Then he happened to catch sight of the two Chinamen as
They've made up their minds to stay a while an' prey upon they came around a bend.
strangers when they come there. Maybe you like excite"There's one thing, though," and he shook his head and
ment an' plenty of shootin', Young Wild West, but there's looked eolemnly at Young Wild West, "it's a putty bet that
about twenty fellers in Golden Bubble what don't care no they'll start right in to hang them two heathens up by their
more about law than they do about drinkin' tan glcfoot."
pigtails. That w!ll only be fun for such a gang as that.
"That makes it all the better. Since you have told us that
They've cleaned up about fourten heathens, so I undermuch we'll go there, anyhow. How about it, boys?"
stand,."
"You kin bet your life," came the reply from Cheyenne
"That's all right, Tom," our hero answered, coolly. "Maybe
Charlie, the scout, who was one of Young ·wild West's part- they've cleaned up fourteen heathens, as you say, but you
ners, who was with him.
can rest assured that they won't hurt our two Chinamen."
Lucas looked at the faces of the girls and when he saw that
•'You have got an awful lot of stuff they call confidence,
they did not seem to be at all worried he shook his head ain't yer, Young Wild West?" Lucas asked, looking at the boy
and exclaimed:
admiringly.
"Well, this does beat me! You all seem to want to go over
··1 reckon I have, Tom. But I suppose I was born that way.
there after I've told yer that there's about twenty of the worst From what you have told us there are only about twenty men
rascals what ever lived waitin' there to rob every stranger left in the camp."
what comes along."
'·Well, there may be two or three more what ain't had time
"Maybe you only think they're the worse men that ever to git away. I can't say as to that. It's a blamed shame,
lived," Young Wild west said, smilingly.
•
too, 'cause everything was gain' along fine. There ha,d. been
"V/ell I've seen a aood many of 'em, an' r never seen any three shaf~s sunk, ~n· there was all kinds of machinery an'
what kl~ match ·cm.';:
they was Jest startm' to put up an ore crusher when word
"All right. We'll take our chances with them. We are .come f:om t~em a~ owne~ the t~o b)g mines to shut down.
bound to go to the busted mining camp now, Mr. Lucas."
, Of comse I s pose 1t wasn t payin, an rather than spend any
·• All right. I'll go back wttll yer, then. I did feel as though more money t.~ey would be satisfied to lose what they had
I was mighty glad to git away when I struck out a little al~_eady spent.
.
,
while ago, but I'd jest like to go back an' see how things
Oh, _ yes, that tl11ng happens. very oftec.. We ve been ln
turn out. But r think you're making a mistake, though, es- a_ll pa1 ts of the West :"~ere mmiug is carried on, and we
pecially when you take them gals there."
know qui~e a lot about it ..
.
.
"Most likely yer do. I am't been around sich an awful lot.
·'That's _all right, Mr .. Lucas. If you are gomg back with Most of my time has been spent down here in Arizona. But
us come right along. Smee you bave told us so much &bout as I say I've been twenty years at it an' I ain't no further
the 'busted' mining camp, we are anxious to get there as ahead than I was when I started. B~t I've bad lots of fun
quickly as possible.··
. .
as well as plenty of rough times, too. I ain't kickin', 'caus~
Tom Lucas gave a nod and promptly turnea his horsii what's the use of klckin'? I'm a feller what always takes
a.round.
thi~gs as they come, believin' that some time everything
Then the whole party started along the trail at a brisk will turn out all right.,.
trot.
•
.
They kept on riding as they talked,. and when about three
Whil~ Lucas wa.s talking to . Young Wild West . and his miles had been covered the mining camp came in view as
compamons it would be a good 1dC'a for us to describe them they reached the top of a hill.
briefly.
It was quite a good-sized camp, too, and the derricks and
As the horseman had said, Young Wild We>st was called other mining appurtenances gave it the appearance of a place
the champion dcadshot of the West, and though but a boy he where business was done.
had !ll!l.~e a name for himself tbat many a man old enough
But just now there was no smoke rising from either of the
to be bis _grandfather would. h~ve been proud to own.
two stacks, and an air or dullness showed.
His dan~g adventures, thrilhug escapes, ~an~ th e good he
Young Wild West called a halt, and then all hands took a
had done smce he h~d been going ab~ut th, ou.,h the wildeS t view of Golden Bubble which lav something like half a mile
parts of the West ,n search of excitement and adventure awar and down at the' mouth of· a wide gulch.
were many, and so much has been written about him th at it
"So that is Golden Bubble Camp, eh, Wild?" the young
is not necessary to go any further.
.
deadshot's sweetheart said as she rode up beside him and
The young deadshot's two pa:tners, Cheyenne Chal_'he, the looked curiously at the coilcction of shanties.
scout, and Jim Dart, a Wyommg boy, had b~en "." 1th him
"That's right, if what Mr. Lucas has told us is true, Et"
since he was sixteen years of age, and something hke three was the reply.
•
or four years befor~ this story _o pens the girls, as they were
"Well, the bubble has burst, then."
always called, had oegun traveling wlth them.
·'Ha, ha, ha!" Tom Lucaa laughed. "That's what I call a
The girls were ·~_rletta :'1~rdock, the golden-haired sweet- putty good one. No wonder they named it the Golden Bubble.
heart of Young _v. 1ld Wedt, ~nna, t~i~e wife of. Cheyenne There was R'posed to be tons an' tons of gold here, an' men
Charlie; and Eloise Gardner, Jnn Dart., sweetheai t.
was foolish enough to put a lot of money out to sink shafts an'
Arletta had_ been born and reared in the WeS t . though dig for it. But it didn't pan out, so the bubble has busted.
Anna and Eloise had not.
Ha, ha, ha!"
Y,it the latter two had accustomed themselves to the open.. That is a putty good one," Cheyenne Charlie observed, a
air :He, and they ha.cl not only been benefited by it but had grin showing on his tanned and weather-beaten face. "But
learned how to face peril and were able to handle firearms you take it from me that Arietta ha·s got a good education,
abo 11t as well as thf.: average man of that region.
eveu though she didn't have much chance to go to school up
Wlth the party in the capacity of servants were two China- near Fort Bridger when she was a little kid. There's my
men, who were brothers, named Hop ·wah and Wing Wah.
wife, Anna; she's got what you might call an amazin' educaThcy invariably bronght up the rear leading two pack- tion. She could teach school if she wanted to. An' there's
horses, which carried the camping outfit and supplies.
Eloise, she could do the same. But there ain't either one o!
Attired in their fancy riding and hunting costumes, Young 'em as knows any more about readin' an writin' that Arietta
Wild West and his friends made a rather picturesque appear- does."
ance, while the two Chinamen in their oriental garb con"Readin' au' writin' ain't gain' to count in this here busltrasted just enough to make the picture complete.
ness, an' you kin bet on that," Lucas retorted, shaking his
'l'om Lucas, the unlucky prospector, had looked them all head. "I reclton shootin' will be the proper thing, 'cause jest
over, of course, but he had made no comment about any of as sure as the sun rises an' sets Hog Jenks will start somethem other than to the effect that he was sorry the girls were thin' goin' the very minute we git down there. I'm somewhat
going to such a place as Golden Bubble, the "busted·• mining on the shoot mycelf, an' Hog knows It. Yet he would like to
camp.
git the chance to put a bullet through me when I wasn't
Tom was quite a talker, and he kept rattling off his lingo lookln'. He's a bad man, an' they call him a deadshot.
at a great rate as they rode along.
There's jest about twenty of 'em behind h:m, too, an' they're
But the further he went with the party the more glad he all blockheads what don't know the difference between right
felt that he had made up his mincl to turn back with them.
an' wrong, an' are willin' to do anything Hog says. They'va
.. I reckon Hog .Ten ks, the bos$ of the camp, will sorter open been runnin' things putty much their own way even when
his eyes when he S!les you comllf back ,vith 1,lich a flne-lookiu ' things was on the boom here. But now they've made up their
lot of people," he exclaimed, when they had ridden a trifle minds to hang around here for a wblle an' prey on everybody
over a mile.
what comes here. Most likely the first thing they'll do
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when they see us is to run up an' tell yer to hand over all
you have got in the Wll-Y of money."
"How is it they didn't rob you before you left, Tom?"
Young Wild We!it asked, looking at the man curiously.
"Oh, that's 'cause they know I'm putty quick on the shoot,
I s'pose. But anyhow, they don't bother nobody what leaves.
They're only waitin' for the new ones what's to come."
"Oh, I see. Well, we'll just ride down there and see what
will happen. I am very anxious to find out just what they'll
try to do."
"When I told you I was comin' back with yer I made up
my mind I was goin' to stick to yer, so you kin count on me,
Young Wild West," and Tom Lucas showed by his manner
that he was anything but a bluffer.
Young Wild West gave a nod, and then rode on over the
crest of the hill and down the crooked path that led to the
mining camp below, the r est following him.
If they were really riding into trouble they were soon to
find it out, but it ls needless to say that Young Wild West
rather courted trouble of this sort than avoided it, and was
ready for anything that might happen.
CHAPTER, II.
AN IN'J.'Ji;RRlJPTED LYNCHING.

Tom Jenks had stated the case pretty well when he told
' Young Wild West and hia friends of the condition · of affairs
at Golden Bubble Camp.
It happened that all but twenty-two of the hundred and
thirty men, young and old, who had inhabited the camp a
week before were the only ones left there now.
One thing Lucas had failed to state was that he had been
looked upon as a leader of the better element, and this was,
no doubt, after he had been permitted to take his departure
without getting into trouble with the bad gang.
When Lucas rode away with his few belongings strapped
behind him to his saddle Hog Jenks, a man of the lowest
type of human beings to be found almost anywhere, nodded
his head and tu~·n!ng to the crowd which had gathered in the
back barroom of the Blazing Star Saloon, and with a nod of
satisfaction exclaimed:
"Well, boys, he's gone, an' I'm glad of it. I've been thinkin'
for some little time that either me or Tom Lucas had to die
with "his boots on in a big hurry. I never did put him down
as not beln' of some consequence, 'cause I know that Lucas
is mighty swif.t with a gun. Maybe he's jest as swift as I
am, an' that's sayln' a whole lot, as you fellers all know.
But he's gone now, an' good riddance to bad rubbish is what
I say. Come on, there, Jerry, an' give us a drink. You give
it out to us yisterday that you was goin' to sell as long as
anyone had money to pay for it. I reckon it's goin' to be
some little time yet afore we're all broke, an' if the time does
come when we're broke an' you got all the money, I reckon
you'll have to give the rest of your stuff away."
"That's jest what I'm goin' to do, Hog," a red-faced man
with a bristling black beard retorted, as he got up from a
chair at the end of the bar and went behind it. "I've got
something like a barrel an' a half of liquor on hand yet, an'
there's maybe four or five gallons that's bottled on the shelves.
I'm goin' to sell tanglefoot here jest as long as anyone's got
any money to pay for it, an' as soon as I find there ain't no
more money I'm goin' to pull up stakes an' trot out for a new
country."
Hog Jenks looked over the crowd and began counting them.
"Say," he called out suddenly, "I thought that when Tom
Lucas hit the trail there were twenty-two of us left here. I'm
only able to count twenty-one."
"You're countin' me, ain't yer, Hog?" Jerry, the proprietor
asked.
"Sartip.ly, I am. I've always put you down as bein' one of
the regular gang. But I know who's missing'. It's that
wized-faced galoot they call Sally, ;Ele didn't have sand
enough in him to hit the trail like the rest of 'em. He told
me he wanted to belong to my gang. Now, then, I want to
know where he is."
. "Here I am, Hog," a rather weak voice called out, and then
a thin, undersized man hurried in through a doorway at the
rear of the room.
He looked around timidly, but when he saw nearly all of
them laughing at him or showing contempt he braced up
and walking up to the leader of the gang, said:
,:What do you want of me, Hog?"
"I want you to have a drink, you little fool," was the
retort. "What are you goin' to have?"
"You're givln' me my choice of what I'm goin' to have, eh?"
and a smile showed upon the little man's fa.ce,
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"Sartin. You know as well as I do that you kin git any
kind of a drink that -was ever mixed. Jerry's the man what
kip. make it. Now then, name what you want."
.. I'll take a mint julep, then."
"Right yer are, Sally," the man called Jerry answered, with
a grin. "There ain't no blamed drink that was ever invented
that can't be had right here. It ain't no trouble to mix 'em,
either. I've gqt 'em alre.a uy mixed. :E]verything comes out
of the same barrel. Here's your mint julep. Pour it out
yourself."
Then he pushed a thick glass that was anything but clean
toward the newcomer.
. Already 1.hose at the farther end of the bar were pouring
drinks from a bottle, and when it came Sally's turn he was
rather generous with the stuff and smiled as he lifted the
glass, ready to drink when the. leader gave the word.
Jerry was the last to get his drink ready.
"I'm drinkin' a sherry cobbler, " he said. "Here she goes,
Hog."
"Wait a minute," Jenks called out, sharply. "I'm goin' to
give you a little toast afore we swaller this here fluid light·
11in'. Everybody k1,1ows that this is a busted minin' camp.
But that don't mean that them what's made up their minds
to stay here a while is goln' to git busted very soon. We're
here to win out, 'cause there'll be hundreds here, an' when
they come we'll be r eady for 'em to clean 'em out of all the
money they've got. :Now, then, here's hopin' that nothln'
but success comes our way. Hooray for the busted minin'
camp."
""Hooray!" came the retort from every man there, and then
all hands drank.
Hog dove down into one of his capacious pockets and drew
out a handful of gold coins.
"I ain't broke yet, not by a long shot, boys," he called out.
"How much do I owe yer, ·Jerry?"
. "I'll make it twenty for five dollars," was the reply.
That's lettiu' you have two drinks for nothin'."
"All right. Here she is. You always was a liberal galoot.
I ain't findin' no fault with you. You take in all the money
you kin, an' when there ain't no more for you to take in we'll
fix up things the way they oughter be fiJ1:ed." '
The timid little maid lingered a few minutes and then went
outside.
The fact was that he was a very cowardly fellow, but he
was a villain, withal.
He had thought of something that seemed to have escaped
the minds of the rest.
As many as thirty miners had left the camp the day before,
and no one had taken the trouble to visit the shanties they
had occupied to see if they had left anything worth while
behind them.
Sally figured that he might 'profit by making a search, and
though he had the opportunity the night before he had feared
to light a lantern lest some of the others might find out what
he was up to and force him to share his spoils.
All the morning he had not been able to get away from
the crowd, but now that it was near noon and the men seemed
to have settled down to have a good time at the saloon, he
thought he might be able to slip away and start upon his tour
of investigation:
He got outside all right, but just then someone in the
crowd who seemed to possess plenty of money called for a
drink, and the leader looked around to see if all were there.
He missed Sally right away.
"The wizen-faced little galoot has sneaked agin, boys," he
said, half angrily. "I wonder what he's up to, anyhow?
Somebody go 11-n' look for him."
Two men volunteered tQ go ,right away, but Hog decided
that one of them was enough, so he picked a fellow called
Reddy, who was a sort of lieutenant to him, and told him to
go and find out what the little man was up to.
Reddy no sooner got outside than he aaw the object of his
search sneaking into one of the shanties that had been
vacated the day before.
He had no difficulty in getting up close to the shanty, and
then peering through a ci:ack he discovered Sally mak1ng a
search of the interior.
It seemed that the little man was in luck, for he found
an old pair of trousers and on turning the pockets inside out
unearthed a few silver coins.
The coins fell upon the floor and the jingle seemed to tickle
Sally greatly.
.
It also made the vlllaln outside feel pretty good, for he
figured that he was going to get half the money.
Sally put the coins in his pocket and then after looking
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a little further about he room left the shanty and went
st:.aight to the next one, which happened to be vacant ali,o.
Reddy followed him, and when he saw him find more
money, a good pipe, and a pack of cards, he made up his
mind that it was going a little too far.
.. I reckon I'd better go back an' tell Hog about this," he
thought. "We sorter made it up that we was goin' to divide
everything fair an' square. It's a · putty sure thing that Sally
means to git all he kin without any of the rest of us knowin'
it. Most likely he'll git a rope around his neck afore he's an
hour older."
He slipped away from the shanty and made his way back
to the saloon, without the little man knowing he had been
watched.
"Where is the wizen-faced galoot?" Hog called out, as Reddy
entered in a hurry.
"Come here, Hog, I want to tell you somethin'," was th·e
reply.
Jenks was a little surprised, but he quickly went to a corner
where the man led him, and then learned what Sally was up
to at the time.
"Goodness! " he exclaimed. "I never thought anyone would
, go away an' leave anything like money behind 'em. So he's
:t,pund somethin' in two places, has he?"
"Yes, an' what he found runs up into dollars, too."
"All right. He always was a little sneak. Now, then, let
him go ahead an' find what there is. Then when he gits
through I'll jest call him up afore all hands an' ask him to
put the money on the bar here."
·
"S'pose he denies that he's• found anything," Reddy suggested.
''What?"
Hog looked at him in amazement. "You don't think he'll
,:lo that, do yer'?" he added.
"Well, it sorter looks as though he's goin' it alone, don't it?"
'·Yes, but he won't have the nerve to say he ain't found
anything, when he's accused of searchin' about through the
shanties."
''S'posin' he does say he ain't found nothin'? I know he has
fom1d money in the first two places he went into."
"All right, then. If he says he didn't find no money we'll
hold court right away an' I'll be the judge. Sally ain't hardly
heavy enough to break his own neck when he takes · a drop.
But I reckon we'll hang him if we have to tie a big stone to
his feet.''
"That's jest what I was thinkin', Hog. But I'm goin' to
advise you to let him alone if he comes back an' tells us
what he's been doin' an' offers to whack up the money."
:· Sartin, I will. If he sa.,ys that he's honest it will be all
right. lVIa.ybe he'll do that. I know he's always been a sneak,
as I jest said, but a sneak kin be honest with men of his
own kind."
The two did not let the rest know what they had been talking about, but soon joined them and then more drinks were
ha\J, after which one of them, who was quite a singer, treated
them to a rollicking old song.
Whether Sally went through all the vacant shanties or not
cannot be said, but it was not long before he came back.
"Hello, you wizen-faced shrimp! " Hog called out as he
entered. "Where have you been?"
"I've been over to my shanty sorter fix in' things up," was
tue reply.
"Over to your shanty, eh?"
~'Yes."

"Ain't been in no other shanty, have you?"
"Why, no," and the little man looked at him sharply.
"All righ~_ then. l\:Iaybe you kin afford to treat us."
"I can't do that, Hog. You know I ain't got hardly any
money left."
"You have ,~ot more money now than you had yeste~day,"
the leader culled out, his eyes flashing, while at tke same
time his hand dropped to a revolver at his side.
"What do you mean by sayin' that, Ho!;?" the sneaky little
man retorted, his face turning pale.
l' Jest what I say. You have been stealin' a m,arch on the
rest of the gang by goin' around an' huntin' through all the
shanties what's been left empty by them wha.t went away.
You have found some money, too, an' I know i' ."
"I ain't, I ain't," cried Sally. "There ain't · a man livin' as
kin say I did, either."
"There ain't, eh? Here's a man what see.\'. you do It. I'm
referrin' to Reddy.''
.. That's right," Reddy spoke up, looking at the accused
angrily. "I seen yer go Into two• shant'.es, an' you found

money in both of 'em. I was watchin' yer, you little sneak.
Now, then, I reckon you'll have to take your medicine."
"Arrest him," called out Hog. "He never was no good.
He would' steal money from any one of us, an' I know it.
We'll hold a trial right here without waitin' a minute. I'm
the jedge, you're the court officer, Reddy, an' the rest kin be
the jury."
Reddy hurriedly seized Sally and dragged him to the center
of the room.
'' Hold on, boys," the accused called out, shaking like a
leaf. "I did go in a couple of shanties, an' I found a little
money, too. I didn't have much, an' I made up my mind I'd
better keep it. But you kin have it. I don't want a bit of
it now."
'rhen he looked around for sympathy, but there was none
there.
Every man was dead against him, for even though they
were villains themselves and would not hesftate to take what
did not belong to them, they seemed to despise one who
claimed to•be of their own class who would do such a thing.
"Gentlemen of the jury," Hog Jenks began, iipeaking in a
voice that was Intended to be very impressive, "you have a
prisoner before you who admits of his guilt. He's a little
sneak thief, an' he owns up to It. Now, then, to give .him a
fair show the jury kin decide whether he's guilty or not."
"I reckon he says he's guilty, judge," one of the ruffians
~alled out, with a laugh.
"That's all right. But he ain't had no trial."
"All right, then. I'll jest call off the name of each man,
an' he kin say whether he's guilty or not."
This was done, and every man declared that the prisoner
was guilty.
"Hog, it's up to you to sentence him," Reddy said a minute
or so later when the prisoner was weepingly begging them
to let him go.
"I'll do it right now," was the retort. "Gentlemen of the
jury, the verdict is that Sally is guilty. The sentence of the
eourt Is that he be taken outside an' hanged until he's dead.
Go ahead and string him up."
The wizen-faced man let out a yell of terror and began to
break away from them.
But he stood no more show than if he were a goose that
had dropped into the midst of a pack of hungry wolves.
He was picked llp bodily and hustled outside.
Then willing hands brought a rope and put a noose about
his neck..
The other end of the rope was quickly put over the limb of
a nearby tree, and everything was in readiness for the hang.
ing of the sneak.
But at this very moment the clatter of hoofs sounded, and
startled by the unexpected sounds, the crowd turned and
looked in the direction they came from.
What was their surprise to see Tom Lucas, the man who
had left the camp that morning, riding furiously toward
them, while at his side was a boy mounted upon a sorrel
stallion.
The boy had a rifle at his shoulder, too, and something
seemed to tell the villains that they had better go a little
slow.
'"l'hunder!" cried Hog Jenks. "What does this mean?
Wait a minute, boys. Don't string him up yet."
CHAPTER III.
ROW THE LYNCHING WAS STOPPED.

Young Wild West and his companions did not see much of
a stir anywhere in the mining camp until they reached the
level at the foot of the descent.
Then men were seen running excitedly out of one of the
buildings, which Tom Lucas quickly informed them was the
Blazing Star Saloon.
"Somethln's up, Wild! " Cheyenne Charlie · exclaimed.
"Great gimlets! It looks as though they're goin' to lynch
a feller ."
"That's jest what they're goin' to do," Lucas cried, excitedly. ·'It's that little shrimp they call Sally, too. I wonder
what could have got over 'em."
"Come on, Tom," Wild called out, and then he urged .his
sorrel stallion to a swjft gallop and rapidly approached the
crowd in front of the shanty saloon.
Lucas had a pretty good horse, and he managed to keep up
with the boy, while the rest lagged a little behind .
Not until they were within a hundred yards of the excited
men were they observed.
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Wild had raised his rifle, for he intended to put a bullet
in the arm of one of those who had the rope rather than see
the man hanged.
When they halted in their villainous work the boy quickly
swung his rifle over his shoulder and pulled a gun.
Up he dashed, bringing Spitfire to a halt within a few feet
of the crowd.
Lucas halted about the same time, and there was a revolver
in his hand as he looked defiantly at those who had left
that morning.
"What are you fellows trying to do?" the young deadshot
asked, in his cool and easy way.
"Sonny," Hog Jenks answered, taking a step toward the
boy, "it strikes me that you're mighty impudent like. What's
it your business what we are tryin' to do? It ain't no business
of Tom Lucas's, either. I don't know what he's come back
here with yer for, but if he ain't careful he'll git a lead
pill."
"Not whiie I'm lookin' I won't, Hog," retorted Lucas, as he
pointed his gun at the leader of the villains. "You know
blamed well that I ain't one bit afraid of you. I'm ready
right now to have it out with you. I'll jest git down off my
horse an' step out here, an' when somebody counts three
we'll both shoot. Are you willin' to do that?"
Crack!
The sharp report of a revolver rang out, and Lucas made
a grab for his hat with his left hand.
Young Wild West saw where the shot had come from.
Someone had fired from the doorway of the saloon.
The next instant Jerry, the prcprietor of the Blazing Star
Saloon, came running out, a smoking revolver in his hand.
He was about to fire another shot when Wild turned his
gun that way and pulled the trigger.
Crack!
As the report rang out Jerry let out a yell and dropped his
gun to the ground.
Then he turned and leaped back into the bulldlng with
remarkable quickness.
"Came near getting you, eh, Tom?" the boy said, a smile on
his face as he nodded to his companion.
"I reckon so," was the reply. "That's all right. Jerry
never was no friend of mine. But we'll have this thing out.
I reckon Golden Bubble Camp will be without a saloon-keeper
afore very long.
Just then Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart came riding up.
The girls were not far behind them, but they halted a couple
of hundred feet away.
"A little shootin' match eh, Wild?" the scout called out,
and then he showed a revolver in either hand and acted very
much as if he was eager to get into a fight.
"Not much of a one, Charlie," the young deadshot answered,
without taking his gaze from the men before him. "There's
one big bluffer here who was afraid of Lucas. There's a
fellow In the shanty who ls nursing a scratch on his right
arm just about now, too. He tried to get Lucas on the sly,
but the best he could do was to send a bullet through the
crown of his hat. I reckon there won't be a whole lot of
shooting done, either. If there is I'll do the most of it, you
can bet on that."
The mere fact that the boy had shot so quickly and caused
Jerry to drop his gun was quite enough to convince the crowd
of villains that they were up against something that was
rather out of the usual.
The cool way in which the boy SP-Oke had greatly helped
along the conviction without a doubt.
The little man, who had no doubt given himself up as a
"dead one," was now looking at the newcomers hopefully.
The rope was stlll about his neck, and the other end hung
down from the limb above, ready for anyone to grasp it and
pull him upward.
·
Wild shot a quick glance at his partners, and seeing that
they were ready for anything that might happen, he coolly
dismounted and then ignoring the villains entirely, walked
straight to Sally, and removed the rope from his neck.
"I don't know what they were going to hang you for," he
said, In his cool and easy way, "but I am always opposed to
a lynching. If you have done anything th~t makes you deserving of being put to death I reckon you had better be
turned over to the sheriff or some other official who is supposed to take care of such fellows. Maybe you can explain
why it was they were going to hang you, though?"
"They was goin' to hang me 'cause I found some money in
the shanties what's empty now an' didn't want to divide it
up with 'em," Sally ans_wered, eagerly.
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"'He lied about it," one of the crowd :,poke up. "He said he
hadn't found no money."
"Then you were going to bang him because he lied; is that
it?" Wild asked, a peculiar smile showing on his face.
"I reckon that's about the size of it, young feller."
"Well, I hardly think a liar should be punished by hanging,
so if this fellow is wlse he will get away from the diggings
as fast he he can."
Sally took the hint.
Without waiting a second he began backing away from the
cro.wd, and seeing that no one offered to follow him, he
turned and ran as if for his life.
He was quickly lost to view behind one of the shanties,
and then the young dead shot turned to the leader and said:
"I suppose your name is Hog .Jenkins."
"You're s'posin' jest about right, kid," Hog retorted, insolently, for he seemed to have recovered himself pretty well
by this time.
"Good! My name is Young Wild West."
Hog gave a violent start, and then looked questioningly at
Tom Lucas, who still held the revolver in his hand ready
to fire at the least notice.
"There ain't no mistake about it, Hog," Lucas spoke up.
"He's Young Wild West all right. He's the boy what kin
outshoot anything that ever walked on two legs. You're a
putty good one, an' so am I. But I reckon neither of us
could hold a candle to Young Wild West."
Jim Dart had moved over close to the door of the saloon.
He had been near enough to see Wild shoot the gun from
Jerry's hand, and he felt that it was his duty just then to
keep a watch upon the man who had hastened inside alter
dropping his gun.
But it happened that the proprietor of the saloon was sitting on a chair nursing a flesh wound on his right wrist just
then, and from the way he acted it was hardly likely that he
would attempt to fire another shot very soon.
Non:e of the rest of the gang made the least move to pull
a weapon, but l)y the looks of them it was plain that they
would be quite wllling to shoot down those who had arrived
in time to prevent the lynching.
However, they were cowed, and that was all there was to it.
"So you're Young Wild West, the champion deadshot, are
yer?" ' Hog Jenks remarked, after a pause, as he looked the
boy over with a critical eye.
"Yes, that's right, Hog, though I will say that I don't call
myself the champion deadshot. That is a title that others
have given me. But I'm a mighty good shot just the same."
"So am I."
Tom Lucas told me that."
"He did, eh? Well, it's a wonder he , would be willin' to
admit it."
"That's all right, Hog. I'm always willin' to give a man
what belongs to him. You're somewhat swift with a gun, I
know, but I reckon I'm jest about as swift as you are. You
heard what I said a little while ago."
"Maybe it might be nip an' tuck between us," Hog said,
after a pause. "What's tho use of us gittin' out there an'
shootin' it out? One or both of us might git killed."
'Tm willin' to take my chances on it."
"I'd be willin', too, if there was any real cause for It, but
jest now there ain't. You're soon with a gun, an' so am I.
It would be nip an' tuck, that's sartin. We'll let it drop for
a while, an' see if we can't straighten up this trouble here."
"You can't straighten up any trouble, Hog," our hero called
out, in his cool and easy way. "I reckon I'm the one to do
that. Don't think that because I'm only a boy that I can't
do it, either. I've heard all about you and your gang. There
are something like twenty of you here who decided to remain
and prey upon the strangers who might arrive. You're a fine
lot of criminals, I must say. There's a cell In some jail for
every one of you, but I doubt if many of you will ever get that
far. It rather strikes me that the most of you were born to
be shot rather than locked up in a jail."
"Boys," Hog remarked, with a shrug of the shoulders, as
he turned and looked at those he counted on as being his
loyal supporters, "this is what I call a mighty funny situation. Here's twenty of us standin' right here takln' all this
from a kid. Of course he's got Tom Lucas with him an' a·
couple of others. That only makes four."
"Four kin do a whole lot when they're ready to do it, an'
I reckon they're ready jest now, Hog," Reddy, his lieutenant,
retorted quickly.
"Yes, that's jest what I was goln' to say. Well, I don't
believe any of yer wants to die any quicker than I do, an'I
that means that I don't want to die a.t all. There ain't no
0
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use in bein' shot down, so we'll jest submit. You know what
submit is, don't yer?" and he turned quickly to our hero.
"I reckon I do. I've seen so many of your stripe submit to
what I tell them that it has got to be an old thing."
''It has, eh? Well, some of these times it might be a new
thing."
"I'm pretty well satisfied that you'll never show me that
it's a new thing, Hog. But say, you certainly have a fine
name. I rather like it. It just fits you, doesn't it?"
"Maybe it does. I was always tryin' to git more than my
share of everything, an' that's why I come by the name of
Hog."
"Well, I-log, there ls one thing that you'll never get any
more than your share of. You know what that is."
"Yes, I s'pose I do. I ain't as ignorant as you think I am.
I went to school a few years when I was a youngster, an' I
ain't forgot what I was taught there. You mean that I'll die
some time, an' when any man does that he can't git no more
than his own share. He sartinly can't die for somebody
else."
''Right you are, Hog. Now, then, if I were you I would
advise the gang to break away and mind their own business,
We are going to stop here at the busted mining camp for
· a while, and if you fellows don't behave yourselves while
we're here there will be a whole lot less of you when we ge~
tllrough with you."
''Huh! That sounds all right when you have got things
your own way. Knowin' you to be as quick as ll.ghtin' with a
gun, I'd be a fool to say anything different. You would git
roe afore I had the least chance, an' most likely you;- pards
an' Ton, Lucas would git a lot more of us. We ain't no
fools, kid. You have got it your own way jest now, so go rigllt
ahead. We don't care how long you stay in the buster minin'
camp. But you kin bet that we're gain' to do things the way
we want to do 'em, no matter what you say. Now, then, you
have heard my sentiments."
"A putty windy galoot, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie ven·
tured. "Sorter slings out the American language putty good
too, don't he?"
"Ob, he's no fool, Charlie, even though he Is a hog," the
boy answered, with a laugh.
"Come on, boys," the leader called out, motioning for the
crowd to follow him as he started to leave.
"Hold on, there!" Young Wild West exclaimed, raising a
warning finger. "I reckon you fellows had better scatter.
If you get together in a bunch you'll probably be foolish
enough to make up your minds to rush upon us and make
an attack. If you do that you'll all be shot down, and I'll
tell you honestly that I never want to shoot a man unless
there is no other way. Now, then, just scatter. I mean by
that that some of you can go one way and some another, while
those who feel like going into the saloon can do so."
"You mean that you don't want us all to git together 'cause
you would be afraid that we would git the best of yer," Ho&
called out, sarcastically.
"Do you really think that?" Wild asked, sharply.
"Sartin, I do."
"All right, then, keep together. Now go ahead. If you want
to get cleaned out in a hurry go ahead with yo1.1r game. I
won't say any more just now."
·
So saying, the boy tumed on his he(;ll and coolly walked
,Into the saloon.
Jerry arose to his feet and turned very pal() w)len he saw
the boy who had wounded him in the arm coming in.
"Don't be afraid, you sneaking coyote!" Wild said, smiling
at htm. "It was a dever trick you played a llttle while ago,
You thought you could down Tom Luca.i; when he wasn't looking, didp.'t you?"
''That's ;tll right. He ain't no fr~end of mine, a.n' Hog
Jenks ii:, 1 " was the reply.
"Say· no more about it. If you're running this place get
behind the bar there and attend to business."
"Oh, I'll do that mighty quick," and with his right hand
thrust into the bosom of his shirt -and a big cotton handkerchief tied about the wounded wrist, Jerry hastened to get
behind the little bar.
"I s'pose you want a little pizen ?" he said, looking lnqu!r,
1ngly at the young deadshot.
"Not on your life, boss. I have never yet tasted whisky,
and if I keep of the same mind as I am now I never will.
Have you got any ginger-pop?"
"Yes, I've got a lot of it. That stuff never did sell much
here."
;, All right, put out a few bottles."
Jerry was forced to lift aside aome boxes in order to obtain

what the boy called for, and having one hand to do it with
it took him some little time.
Walking· to the door, our hero nodded to Jim Dart, who
had dismounted and was standing there close to his horse,
and said:
·· Just call Hop. I reckon the girls won't decline a bottle of
pop apiece."
Jim gave a nod, and then promptly shouted to the Chinaman the young deadshot referred to.
Hop, who was sometimes called Young Wild West's clever
Chinee, quickly dismounted and ran eagerly to the shanty.
"Velly nlcee day, so be," he remarked to the crowd of villains, who still lingered a short distance away. "Me velly
glad to see you."
Some of them laughed, and others looked at him in anger
and disgust.
But Hop only laughed, and stepping past Jim, came into
the saloon bowing and smiling.
"Whattee wantee, Misler Wild?" he asked.
"I reckon we'll treat the girls. But we won't fetch them in
here, because this is no fit place for them. You take out
some of these bottles, and 1f you can find three clean glasses
take them, too,"
But Jerry was already busy rinsing some glasses, and he
put them on the bar quite willingly.
Hop took half a dozen bottles of the mineral water which
was called pop, and went on out.
When he had delivered them to the girls he lost no time
in coming back.
"Mlsler Wild," he said, "me gottee 11llee pain, so be.''
"Of course you have. I expected that before," was the
reply. "You want a little tanglefoot to cure the pain."
"Lat light, Misler Wild, me wantee Ullee tanglefoot."
"Here yer are," Jerry answered, readily. '·Take what you
want. This is my treat. Young Wild West ain't got to pay
a cent."
"Hold on, there, my friend, you are making a mistake,"
the young deadshot spoke up. "I don't want you to think
that I am trying to bull-doze you into treating us. That won't
go. I am going to pay you your regular price for this stuff,"
·· Suit yourself, then. But you're wc\come, just the same.
I'm expectin' to bust up here any day. As soon as I git rid
of what liquor I've got on hand I mean to hit the trail for
some other place."
"Wild," Jim called out from the door just then, "I reckon
Hog has changed his mind. He's coming here with some
of his friends."
"Let him come, Jim. That's all right," was the reply,
Then, sure enough, Jenks, Reddy and four of the others
came walking in.
Then Cheyenne CharJ!e was not long in following them, Jim
still remaining at the door, as if on guard.
CHAPTER IV.
HOG JENKS ..I.ND HIS CROWD REMA.IN DOCII.J!:.

"Young Wild West," Hog Jenks said, in a matter of fact
way, as he nodded to the boy, "we'd sorter talk~ it over an'
our conclusion is that there ain't no use in bein' bad friends.
Even if everything is true what Tom Lucas told yer, it don't
say that we're gain' to bother with you. Of course me an'
Tom has got to have it out some time, but not jest now. He's
out there an' if he's willing to come in I'll treat him."
But it seemed that Lucas thought it was necessary for
him to remain outside, and he was wa.tching the rest of tee
gang as they went off toward a good-sized shanty which had
been occupied as a store a few days before.
He knew this was the headquarters of the gang.
They had taken possession of it immediately after the owner
abandoned, and they had found quite a few things in the way
of eatables that bad been left there because it was too much
trouble to carry them away.
Of course Jerry had purchased a vast quantity of provisions
before the storekeeper left.
The gang he was a member of had stolen as much 'm ore, so
the villains had figured that they would not starve even
though they had to remain there three or four weeks without having a chance to buy or sell anything more.
Lucas was not afraid of the villains, and he knew they
were all airaid of him, even to their leader, so leaving his
horse standing, he followed the gang and boldly walked into
the store after the last one had entered it.
"You fellers is a fine lot," he declared, si;>eak!ng to them
fearlessly. "I told you all two or three times that if you
stuck to Hog Jenks it would be the ep.d of yer sooner or later,
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But you have been stickin' to him an' you're stickin' to him he's figurin' on gittin' all ho kin from 'em, jest the same. .A:.
yet. Now you see who's here. That kid who shot the gun thief is a thie'f, an' I happen to know that them what's here
from J erry's hand is one of the wonders of the world. He will steal from the others. That's the way it was with the
kin outshoot any man you ever seen or heard tell of. H e's little shrimp they was goin' to hang. He got hold of soma
made a reputation for himself, an' it's known all over. He money an' lied about it so he wouldn't have to divide it with
ain't afraid of chained lightin', either, much less a sneakjn' the rest. A funny thing to want to hang him for. But that's
'
crowd like this is. Now, then, I'm goin' to tell you somethin' jest like Hog ,Jenks an' a few more of 'em."
Arietta thought the place· was all right to camp at, but
what you oughter do. You don't have to do it, of course, but
she knew Wilrl always settled upon such things and she
I'm goin' to tell you, jest the same."
"What are you goin' to tell us, 'l'om?" one of them asked, would not dEJcide upon it until he had his say.
"If you don't mind you can go over there and tell Wild
showing that he was somewhat interested.
"I'm goin' to tell yer that the quicker you break away from we're waitin:s to find out where we are going to stop," sha
Hog Jenks the betteT it will be for yer. The camp is busted, said, nodding to the prospector.
"All right, .-uiss. I'll go right away. I did allow that I
an' you know it, so what's the use of hangin' around here
wait.in' for the chance to rob strangers when they happen wasn't goin' in there at all, 'cause I didn't want to make
things any worse than they was. I ain't afraid one bit of Hog
to come here?"
"That's all right, Tom," another spoke up. "You know as Jenks or any of tlre rest of 'em. But it sorter might stir
well as I do that we've always been put down as bein' thieves things up if I went in a little while ago. Now, most likely
an' everything else. If it hadn't been for Hog some of us things Is putty quiet, 'cause I didn't hear nothin' in the way
wouldn't be livin' to-day. He kept the gang together so there of a rumpus goin' on."
So saying, he left bis horse with the girls and Wing Wah,
wasn't no danger of us bein' shot or hung or chased out
of the camp. He stuck to us, so it ain't no more than right and hurried toward the shanty saloon,
Tliere was no one outside the place at all, and as the rest
for us to stick to him. We ain't gojn' to stay here very long,
'cause after a while the grub will run out. But if we kin of the gang remained inside the store, there was not a man
pick up a few dollars while we're here It will be all the to be seen anywhere.
But as he came to the Blazing Star Saloon a burst of
better when we're ready to leave."
"All right, then," Tom answered, when he saw that nearly laughter sounded, and . then he knew that something funny
every one of them sanctioned what the fellow said. "Go right must be in progress.
This surprised Lucas not a little, so be hurriedly entered.
ahead an' stick to Hog Jenks. But you kin bet your life that
It happened that Hop Wah had just started to entertain
I'm goin' to git Hog Jenks afore I go away from here. When
I went away this mornin' you all know that I wasn't do!n' it the villainous gang of the "busted mining camp."
The Chinaman was a born practical joker, and being gifted
'cause I was afraid. I went 'cause I thought there was
nothin' more here for me. Now, then, Young Wild West bas with the art of sleight-of-hand, be was really a wonder in
decided to stop in the busted camp for a little while, an' I'm bis way.
It was seldom, indeed, that he lost the opportunity to play
goin' to stay with him. If he don't make things hum in
Golden Bubble afore he's ready to go I'll miss my guess. a joke or do something that was mystifying to those about
But I'm goin' to tell you once more that I'm goln' to git Hog him, and after satisfying himself that the "bad Melican men,"
as he called them, were very docile, he started in.
afore I go. That's about all I want to say."
The first thing he did was to pro.duce a tiny Japanese
Then after looking about the interior of the store and
noticing that the men had fixed 1t up as a sqrt of living parasol that was made of tissue paper and jointed bai;nboo.
Where the parasol came from no one seemed to know, but
place, Lucas turned and walked outside.
He did not even loolc behind him, for he knew the char- to all appearances Hop drew it from his mouth.
acter of the men so well that he was not afraid of being , After he bad raised it and paraded about the room two or
three times he swallowed it, and then be made out that he
shot at.
He did not go Into the shanty saloon, however, but made was taken with a pain, and his antics were so comical as he
his way to where the girls had dismounted and were waiting. went about the room holding upon bis stomach and making
"Well, gals," be said, smiling at them, "I reckon Young all sorts of faces that even Hog laughed.
It was at this very moment that Lucas came in, and seeing
Wild West sorter took the starch out of the bad gang, didn't
the Chinaman doubled up as if in agony, he could not underhe?"
"He always does that," Arletta answered, smilingly. "It's st,i.nd it.
He looked questioningly at Young Wild West and his partwonderful to see how Wild can cow a gang of ruffians. I
really think there coufdn't be a person on earth as cool as ners, for Jim had now entered the place, though he was rebe is. That is what l!,ccounts for It, you know. He always maining close to the door.
They were smiling, so this made it more mystifying than
keeps his head and never gets excited."
"I heard enough of him afore I met him to know somethin' ever.
"'What's the matter with the heathen?" Lucas questioned,
about that, but what I've seen in the last few minutes makes
me think that I didn't hear half as much about him as what stepping up to our hero.
"Nothing very much, I reckon," was the reply. "He has
he kin do when he wants to. But," and he looked around
thoughtfully, "since you're goin' to stay here, most likely just swallowed a little parasol, and I suppose it's hurting his
it would be a good idea to pick out one of the best of the insides a little."
"Swallowed a para13ol! You don't mean one of them little
shanties what's left vacant." ·
"I hardly think Wild would care to do that," Arletta an- umbrellas that the women folks carry somet1me13, do yer?"
"Yes, that's just what I do mean. But It's a very small
swered, with a shake of the head. "He would much rather
camp out and sleep in a tent than to stop in a shanty that one. Hardly large enough for a baby, but quite large enough
to hurt bis stomach, I suppose."
wasn't over clean."
Hop leaped about, fell upon the floor, crawled upon his
"That's so, too. It ain't likely there's anything but dirt
left in most of 'em. I s'pose if you was goin' to camp you hands and knees and then turned a somersault, at the same
might put up the tents right alongside of this brook over time groaning as if fn agony.
Then suddenly he leaped to his feet, and making a gra.b at
here. There's a shanty there what a man used to live in
what had a wife an' kid. It ain't a very big place, but It his mouth seemed to pull the parasol from It .
.. Ah!" be sighed, straightening up instantly, while his
might be used for somethln'. S'pose we camp right alongside
face became illumined with a smile. "Me allee light now."
of it?"
"Mighty lucky to git that thing out of, you, I sorter think,"
"We had better wait and see what Wild says about lt,•t the
girl answered. "But it will be all right for us to go over Lucas declared.
"You kin bet your life he's lucky," the scout answered,
there and Wing can unload the pack-horses."
"Oh, I think Young Wild West would pick out this place, with a grin. "But he's the luckiest heathen you ever seen,
anyhow," the prospector declared, nodding his head in a anyhow, an' the smartest one, too, ain't yer, Hop?"
·· Me velly smartee Chinee, M!sler Charlie," Hop retorted.
satisfied way. "I'll go an' ask him about it, if you say so."
"You might do that. You can take these empty bottles as if he was pleased to acknowledge it."
"I've seen lots of funny things in my time, but I uever
.
with you, if you \ike."
"Pshaw!" and Lucas laughed. "There ain't no need of seen anything like that," Lucas declared.
"You ain't seen as much as I have, then," Hog Jenks spoke
takln' them bottles back. It ain't likely Jerry, the boss of
the saloon wlll ever have iJ,nY use for 'em a.gin .. He means to up, looking at him frowningly. "That's only what they call
git out of here jest as soon as he gits all the money he kin magic. I've been to as many as twenty-five theaters 1n my
trom the gang. He's jest as bad as any of the rest of 'em, but time, an' I've seen jest sich things as that done, .There ain't
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nothin' wonderful about it, when you come to figure it all up.
That heathen has got mighty quick
It's sleight-of-hand.
hands, an' he kin do things so sudden like that they fool us.
I ain't say in' he ain't a smart heathen, though," and he
turned a:iid looked at Wild as if he were apologizing.
·'rt malters not what you say, Hog," the boy answered,
smilingly. · If you take my advife you'll never try to make
trouble for that Chinaman. Why, he could eat you alive, if he
took a notion. Another thing, don't do any gambling with
him. I have an idea that a little later on he might propose
a game of draw poker or perhaps he may want to roll the
dice. If you put any money up against his you will surely
wse it."
·'Much obliged to you for sayin' all that, Young Wild West.
I don't know as I've got any notion to make trouble for the
heathen, but when it comes to p!ayin' poJter or chuc_kin' th e
dice, I'd be willln' to put myself agin you or anyone else. I
don't care if he is a sleight-of-hand performer."
"All right, you can do as you like about it. I thought I'd
tell you, that's all."
.. Hop again disposed of the parasol, this time causing it to
disappear gradually down his throat, while he kept biting and
chewing.
When the last of it was out of sight he stroked his stomach
affectionately and gave a nod and said:
"Lere! Evelythling allee light now. No hurt l!s timee.
Now, !en, me havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
He invited all hands to join him at the bar, and Jerry
p:omptly gave them what they called for.
·· See here, Wild," Lucas said, as he thought of what he had
come there for, "I was talkin' to Miss Arietta jest now about
where you·re go!n' to stop while you stay in Golden Bubble
Camp. She said as how it wasn't likely you would want to
put up in one of the shanties on account of 'em bein' putty
dirty inside. Then I showed her a mighty good place out
there by the brook, if you want to put up the tents there."
·• .A.II right, Tom," was the reply. "I reckon that will be as
good as afty."
"But she said she v.a.nted you to see the place first afore
they done anything."
"Very well. We'll all go over there now, then. It will be
noon pretty soon, and I suppose our cook would l!ke to start
preparing dinner. I reckon Hop will be all right here. These
fellows won't harm him, that's one thing certain. If they
try such a thing he'll blow them into a thousand pieces, for he
always carries half a dozen sticks of dynamite in his pockets."
This was said to frighten the villains, and it certainly had
its effect upon them, for those who had been standing close
to the Chinaman promptly drew back.
Nodding to Charlie and Jim, the young deadshot went on
out of the place.
Lucas followed him, and the boy's partners went right after
him, taking care to keep an eye on those they left in the
place.
But it was hardly necessary to do this, for Hog and the
others were not at all inclined to do anything just then.
The four walked quickly to the spot where the gil·ls and
Wing were waiting, and seeing that it was an admirable
spot to camp upon, Wild at once teld the gang to proceed
to unload the pack-horses.
"Where my blother?" Wing asked, as he looked around and
failed to see Hop coming.
"That's all ri~ht. We'll lend a hand. Hop ls over there
amusing a few villains," Wild told him.
Then they all lent a hand, and it was not a great while
before the two tents were erected and the camp put in shape,
while the horses were tied so they could get what there
was to eat on the banks of the brook.
CHAPTER V.
HOP'S "DYNAMITE."

The six vlllalns in the saloon no sooner saw Young Wild
West and his friends go out than they became very talkative,
though not one of them showed any Inclination to Injure or
even touch the clever Chinee.
"Say, heathen," one of them said, looking rather shyly at
Hop, "what do you carry dynamite around with yer for?"
"Lat allee light," was the reply. "Nobody hurtee me len.
If bad Melical'.l roan hittee me um dynamite go bang! Len hfJ
glttee killee velly muchee quickee."
"I reckon so. But wouldn't you git killed,. too?"
"No,"· and Hop looked at him soberly. "_Dynamite no
klllee me. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Must be mighty smart, I reckon," spoke up Jenks, sneer-

ingly. "I reckon you can't stand dynamite any better than
anyone else. But maybe you're fool enough to carry some
of the stufr around with yer. Jest look out how you act with
it, 'cause we don't want to be .blowed sky-high for nothin'."
"All light. Me lookee outtee velly muchee.'·
Then Hop calmly took a seat at a table, and taking a cigar
from one . of his pockets, struck a match and lighted it.
While he had no such thing as dynamite on his person, he
did have a half dozen or more home-made firecrackers, which
would make tremendous reports when exploded.
H e decided right then and there to set one of the crackers
off before he left the place.
· But he was not ready just yet.
He knew pretty well that Hog would be willing to play
cards with him, and that was what he was itching for now.
Taking a pack of cards from his pocket, he gave it a shuffle
and then proceeded to show them an ordinary trick.
Most of them had seen the same trick, but all but Hog
sho wed great interest.
Having given them a sample of a few of his ordinary tricks,
Hop decided to show them one that they had never seen
before.
He knew that the card tricks would surely lead to a game
of draw poker, but he was satisfied to wait a while.
"Now, len," he said, addressing Reddy, who really seemed
to be the most interested one of the lot, "you takee um card
flom um deck."
"All right, heathen, •1 was the reply, and as Hop held out
the cards Reddy selected one, and after looking at it himself
he showed it to his companions and then returned it to the
pack.
"You remember um card?" Hop asked.
"Sartin I will."
"Allee light. Now you watchee." .
Then the Chinaman looked about the room, after which he
turned to the boss of the shanty and said:
"You got tee um cigar box, so be?"
"I reckon I have. Here yer are," ancl an empty cigar box
was handed over.
The clever Chinee opened it and showed the man that there
was nothing inside it, and then he stepped over to the further end of the room and placed it upon a table upon Its end.
"Now, len, you watchee," he said, as he stepped back to
the table upon which lay the pack of cards.
Picking them up he sorted the cards over and then handed
one of them to Reddy, saying:
"Lat um card?"
"Yes," was the quick reply. "It's the king of clubs. That's
the one I looked at a minute ago."
"'Huh!" exclaimed Hog, looking at Reddy in disgust. "You
don't call that no trick, do yer? I kin do that myself."
"Lat allee light," Hop spoke up. "You wa!tec. Me showee
you velly nicee tllck, so be. You takee um card and ma~ee
in lillee pieces."
"I won't have nothln' to do with it. I've seen all them kind
of tricks afore, an' I kin do that one myself."
"You tear um card in lillee pieces, len," and Hop turned
to Reddy.
"Sartin I will, heathen," and the villain proceeded to do so.
When he had torn the card into about two dozen pieces
Hop reached in his loose-fitting blouse and drew forth the oldfashioned six-shooter he always carried with him.
It was a very clumsy looking weapon, and being of the
style that were in use long before the Civil War, some of
the men smiled.
But Hop paid no attention to this.
He quickly gathered up the pieces of the torn card and
jammed them into the muzzle of the pistol.
When the last piece had been placed there he used a common lead pencil to force them all down as far as they
would go.
Having done this he turned to Arietta and said:
'·Now, len, you watchee. Me shootee um llllee pieces of um
card in um box, and when you open um box you findee um
card allee light. Um king of clubs be lere."
"What do you think of that, Hog?" Reddy answered, as if
he felt sure that the leader had never seen that trick per.formed.
·' I ain't doin' no thinkin' jest yet," was the reply. "I'll
wait an' see if it happens."
"Allee light. You watchee."
Then Hop stepped to within about ten feet of the cigar
box, and cocking the weapon pulled the trigger.
Bang!
There was a good charge of powder that exploded, and the
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Hog came in, of course, and Reddy put up another ten
report was loud enough to make those inside think of the
dollars.
dynamite the Chinaman was supposed to carry.
Then the draw was made.
But they quickly forgot about it, and when Hop called
Hop did not have a pair, nor did he expect to get anything,
Reddy and told him to get the box and bring it over to the
but he was not surprised when upon drawing three cards
table the rest stepped up a l.i.ttle closer to see the result.
Reddy got the box, and quickly brought it to the table he found them to be aces.
He had held a king and a deuce just to make it appear that
where Hop was standing in waiting.
"You open um box, my Melican fliend," Hop said, blandly. he had a pair.
Three aces in an ordinary game is supposed to be a very
Reddy did so, and then he gave a start and exclaimed:
fair hand.
"Great snakes! That's the card, as sure as I live."
But Hop knew it would not win this time, for he had taken
Then he reached into the box and pulled out the king of
particular notice that Hog was manipulating the cards.
clubs, holding it up so his companions could see it.
In other words, he was stacking them.
"Velly nicee tlick, so be," Hop declared, as he threw out
They all drew and then Reddy started It off by betting a
his chest and put on an air of importance. Me velly smartee
'
dollar.
,
Chinee."
Hop raised it to ten, and Jerry made it ten better.
"That's about the best I've seen, anyhow," Jerry, the pro"There ain't nothin' like playin' a real stiff game," declared
prietor, admitted. "How about it, Hog?"
"Oh, I don't know as there's anything wonderful about it. Hog, with a grin. "I'm makin' it a hundred better. Now,
I can't say that I've seen exactly the same thing done afore, then, if you fellers has got any sand in yer this is the time
but I've seen things so much like it that it don't surprise me to show it."
a whole lot. Of course that ain't the same card what Reddy
Reddy, who was merely a stool pigeon, anyhow, promptly
tore up."
dropped out, and then Hop, with a bland smile showing on
out
sometliin'
is
"Yes, it is," Jerry declared. "This heathen
his yellow face, met the raise, saying:
of the ordinary, Hog. He's a regular he-witch, that's what
"Allee light. Me callee you."
he is."
in on it," came from the proprietor of the saloon.
"I'm
Hop now put away his pistol, and turned his attention to "What have you got, Hog?"
the pack of cards again.
"Four kings," was the reply, as the man showed them.
"Too bad," he said, as he was looking the cards over. Me
"That's putty tough. I've got a full house."
no gottee um king· of clubs. Me likee havee lillee gamee dlaw
"Me gottee thlee aces," Hop said, acting as if he was much
pokee."
disappointed.
"If you want to do that I reckon Jerry has got cards," Hog
"That's all right,"·and Hog raked in the money laughingly,
spoke up, as he stepped up close to the table and seized a
"When you fellers stack up agin me in a game of draw poker
chair.
you must understand that you ain't playin' with no tender"You wantee play?" Hop asked, as if he was surprised at foot. I've handled the pasteboards all my life, an' sometimes
man.
the
of
the manner
I kin make spots grow on the cards when I'm need in' em."
"Yes. I don't care what Young Wild West said about you
"You velly smartee Melican man," Hop declared, looking at
I
him,
told
I
As
yer.
with
poker
play
I'll
be!n' so smart.
him in admiration.
of
afraid
ain't
I
anybody.
with
play
to
was always willin'
Reddy was the next to deal.
you winnin' my money. I've been handlln' cards all my life,
He was not so clever at cheating as Hog was, though he
'em."
about
an' I reckon I oughter know somethin'
did a lot of it, which the clever Chinee noticed, but, of course,
"I'll play, too," Jerry chipped in.
"An' if you don't mind I'll take a little hand myself," came said nothing about it.
The money kept accumulating until there was about two
from Reddy.
hundred dollars upon the table this t!mf!, and then Hog,
Then the others wanted to play.
won It.
But Hop looked at them and shook his head.
"You're a lucky dog," declared Jerry, looking at him and
"Me likee play fivee-handee," he declared. "Lat velly nicee
shaking his head. "You beat me out agin."
gamee, so be."
"Five is enough, that's true," the proprietor declared.
"Me no lucky dog," Hop declared, sadly, as he threw down
'"I reckon it will have to be enough," said Hog. "There's his hand, showing that he held but two small pair.
some here as wants to play that I know ain't got enough
But it was his turn now, and the four aces of the pack were
money to go in a game. When I play poker It's always got to snugly tucked away in the left sleeve of his blouse, though
be a no-limit game, an' there ain't no straight flushes or no one had the least suspicion of it.
straights counted, either. If a man's lucky enough to git
The Chinaman shuffled the cards and after letting Reddy
four aces he's got the best hand out, an' four kings ain't no make the cut, dealt them around rapidly.
it."
to
more than a pair of deuces
Then unobserved by anyone he toolt the four aces from his
"Me likee lat," Hop declared, with a satisfied nod. "Some sleeve and let four of the cards he had dealt himself go
timee me gittee four lillee aces. Me like um aces velly back to the pack.
muchee. Ley nicee cards."
This was very easy, of course, for his hands were quicker
"Four deuces ain't so bad," Jerry ventured, with a grin, as
of those about him.
he took a seat at the table. "It ain't every time there's four than the eyes
But not only had he arranged it so he could hold a good
of a kind showin' up in a hand."
the others four of a ·
"Not velly often," Hop admitted, with a shake of his head. hand himself; he had given each of
kind as well.
"Now !en, we cuttee for dealee."
Jerry had brought a brand-new pack of cards with him to
If they had known it probably they would have become
the table, and Hop quickly threw out the extra card which is suspicious right away.
called the joker and gave them a shuffle.
But each thought he was going to be the lucky one this
Then they all cut, and Hog happened to win the deal.
time.
Reddy sat next to h'!m, and nodding to him the leader of
Jerry held four tens, with the deuce of hearts as a side
the villains said:
card.
"Put up a good ante, now. This ain't goin' to be no little
He called for one card in the draw, and discarded the
game. You have got money, so don't be afraid to lose it."
deuce, thus making it appear that he was either drawing for
·· All right, if that's the way it's goin' to be I'll make the a flush or a full hand.
·
ante ten dollars "
The next man held four jacks, and he declared that he
"Lat velly ni~ee ,, Hop spoke up promptly a.nd then he
did not want any more ca.i·ds.
"
'
'
'
Thi aused the others to look at him curiou s ly , espec i a 11 Y
'
makee
Me
table.
the
upon
gold-piece
twenty-dollar
a
pushed
s c
ten more to dlaw cards."
"Putty stiff, I reckon," Jerry observed, with a shrug of Jerry.
"I "reckon I'll take one car~." Hog said, after pondering
the shoulders. "Well, there ain't nothin' mean about me, but
over his hand in a thoughtful way.
I'll let it go at that."
But he was holding four kings, jUBt the same, and he cared
The cards were dealt, and when he had looked at his hand
Jerry found he had three fours, so he chipped in twenty not what the card he drew was.
Reddy had four queens, and he, too, stood pat.
dollars.
Probably they began to row eueploious that someth1Ill'
The other man did not have anything worth while, BO he
~as wrong, for they all eye ~a.ch other,
dropped out.
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But when Hop declared that he wanted one card all eyes
turned upon him.
The Chinaman made his discard, and took a card from
the top of the pack, and then his face lighted up as if he
was greatly pleased.
"Evelythling allee light, '' he said. "Now, len, how muchee
you bet?"
The $aloon-keeper started it off with a twenty-dollar bet.
The man next to him raised it ten.
Reddy hesitated, for he was not so well supplied with
money as his leader, but he did manage to advance it five
dollars.
Hop now saw a chance to get back ~11 he had lost and a lot
more besides, so after thinking it over for a few seconds,
he exclaimed:
"Me mal:ee allee samee hundled dollee better, so be. Me
gottee velly goodee hand."
He counted out the necessary money, showing a big roll of
bills as he did so, and pushed it to the center of the table.
Jerry became rather cautious now, and after figuring it
over for a minute, he said:
"I'm goin' to call yer, heathen. I don't know whether the
rest is willin' to let it go that way or not ..,
"Allee light." was the reply. '' Me no care. Me gottee
plenty money."
Hog looked at one and then the other of his pards, and
then gave a nod.
This meant for them to make the call, so the necessary hundred was put upon the table by all of them.
"What have you got, heathen?'' Hog asked, looking sharply
at the Chinaman, who seemed to act as if he thought it was
not time for him to show his hand yet.
"Evelybody puttee uppee um money?" Hop asked, affecting
surprise.
"I reckon so. What have you got?"
"You callee me?"
"Yes, what's the matter with yer? You ain't got herd of
·
hearin', have you?"
"No, me hear velly muchee goodee, so be. Me velly smartee
Chinee. Me gottee four Jillee aces."
Then he threw the cards upon the table face up and grabbed
the money.
Before the vlllains hardly realized that they had been
beaten he had the money in one of his pockets.
Hop knew there was going to be trouble, so leaping to his
f eet he called out, excitedly:
"Lookee outtee for um dynamite."
At the same time he touched the lighted end of his cigar
to something which lay upon the chair he had just vacated.
It was one of the big , home-made firecrackers he had mana ged to place there without being seen.
"Put that money back on the table," shouted Hog, reaching
for his gun.
"Lookee outtee," Hop answered. "Me makee dyna;m!te
g o bang!"
Then he struck upon the table with his fist ancl almost
instantly a loud report sounded.
A cloud of st~fiing smoke filled the room right away, and
under cover of 1t the clever Chlnee slipped out of the place,
and ran swiftly for the camp.
CHAPTER VI.
HOO AND REDDY l\1AKE A RAID.

The villains actually thought it was dynamite that had
exploded, and it was severe! seconds befdre any of them
fully realized that he was still alive.
Then there was a rush for the door, and all got outside,
including the proprietor.
The gang occupying the store came out the moment they
h eard the explosion, and they ran over and mingled with the
victims of the clever Chinee.
Everybody wanted to know what had happened, and the
only thing in the way of information they received was that
one of Young Wild West's Chinamen had exploded a stick
of dynamite, and then disappeared.
"Disappeared, eh?'' one of those who had been in the store
said, with a shrug of the. shoulders. "I reckon I was about
t he first one to git to the doo: when that big report sounded,
I seen a Chinaman runn~n' over that way afl fast as he could
go. That's the way he chsappeared. '!
_''.Oh, I don't t_hink he _got bl owed to ll}eccs," Jerry declared.
" Tnat hea.the11 is altogether too smart wr anything- lllrn that.
;He cleaned us out of a nice little pile of money. an' then

made the explosion so he could git away with it. That's plain
enough for anyone to see."
"That's jest what he done,•· Hog Jenks added, his eyes
flashing. "Jest wait a while, an' we'll git that money back an'
a whole lot more with it. We're goin' to hang around Golden
Bubble Camp for a while yet, an' we'll see who will come out
at the top of the heap."
There was much talk about the incident, and the crowd lingered at the saloon until noon came.
Then the members of the bad gang went to their various
quarters and prepared something to eat.
Hog was one of the first to finish his dinner, and when he
had puffed away at his pipe for a while he conceived the idea
of finishing the job that had been begun by the little man
•
called Sally.
"Reddy, " he said, turning to his pard, who was with him in
the shanty, "that wizen-faced liar what Young Wild West
saved from bein' hung sorter knowed what he was doin',
after all. I reckon it would be a good idea for us to go
through every shanty an' gather up everything there is that's
worth anything. I happen to know that a whole lot of men
went away an' left considerable stuff. Maybe we won't
find much in the way of money, but there's blankets an'
clothes an' sich like. S'pose we make the rounds right now?"
"That suits me all right, Hog," Reddy answered, as he
arose from the rickety table and wiped his mouth on the
sleeve of his shirt. "It's funny no one ever thought of that
afore."
"Well, Sally thought of it, an' he figured on gittin' all he
could. I wonder where the little galoot went?"
"None of us had a chance to see. Young Wild West advised
him to light out, an' I s'pose he went an' got a horse somewhere an' has done it. If he didn't he'll wish he had, 'cause if
I happen to set my peepers on him agin I'm goin' to shoot
to klll."
"So am I, Reddy. Sally ain't flt to belong to no sich gang
as ours any more."
The two went out of the shanty and then proceeded to visit
all those that had been vacated by the miners who had left
the· "busted" camp.
Every article of clothing they came upon they looked over,
and the garments fit to wear were soon made into a goodsized bu nd1 e.
The two were joined by half a dozen of the gang before
they had gone to more than half a dozen of the shanties, and
then lent their assistance, putting what was to be found into
bags or making bundles.
But no money was discovered, nor was there a speck of
gold dust to be found, either.
The booty, as it might be called, was carried to the shanty
that was occupied by Hog and Reddy, and piled in a corner.
"I don't know as that stuff is worth very much, but if
there's anyone around with money we might hold an auction,"
Sallie suggested.
uThere won't be no use of hold in' an auction now, Sally,"
Reddy answered, with a grin. "There ain't nobody here but
Young Wild West an' his crowd. It ain't likely they would
.
want to buy the stuff."
"There'll be mote here in a day or two, that's sartin.
Wait tlll the stage-coach comes over. The driver didn't know
that the camp was goin' to bust when he left here Monday
mornin'. Now it's Thursday an' she's due here afore dark
to-night. I'd jest like to see the blamed old stage loaded down
with men what's got a little money with 'em."
"So would I," his pard declared. "But it ain't very likely,
'cause most likely somebody has been met on the way over."
''That won't make no difference. If a stranger has started
for here he'll come right on, even though he finds out that
almost everybody has left here. It will sorter make him
think that there may be a chance for him, an' he'll satisfy his
curiosity an' come. You kin depend on that, Reddy. I ain't
no fool, an' I've got a way of thinkin' things over that ·most
•
men ain't got."
"I know yer have," Reddy declared, looking at his leader
admiringly. "You have got a head on you, an' no mistake,
Hog."
What the bags and bundles contained could not have been
worth more than twenty dollars, at the most.
, Dirty blankets, well worn clothing that had been discarded
by the miners when they left so hurriedly, and some cooking
utensils, about summed up the total.
Of <:ourse a1:yon? wanting such things might be willing to
p~.y a gootl 1;nce for them.
Sally looked the pile over criti:cally, and then he steppel1
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over ancl picked up a muddy sack that had no doubt b~n
filled with grain at one time.
It was still in good condition, there being no holes in it,
and holding it up he laid it upon the table.
"What are you goin' to do with that bag?" Reddy asked.
"I've got another idea," was the reply. "Jest look out of
the door an' see if any one's hangln' around. I reckon me an'
you is enough to look after this little thing."
His pard obeyed, and informed him that there was nobodt
about the shanty.
"Now then," Hog said, speaki:ag ln a low tone of voice as
Reddy sat down before him, "this here bag is goin' to be filled
with somethin' that's worth while. There's Jerry, the owner
of the Blazin' Star Saloon. Have you noticed how he's been
actin' since Young Wild West got here?"
"It sorter looks as though he's goin' back on the gang,"
Reddy admitted.
"It sart!nly does look that way, an' I think If It come to a
showdown he would side in with Young Wild West." .
"Most likely, 'cause )le's figurin' to be on the safe side.
We've been fools enough to spend all our money on hlm, an'
he's jest waitin' tm he gits all we've, got, an' then he's goin'
to pull up stakes an' hit the trail."
"I know that as well as you do. Now then, here's the point
I'm comln' to. I don't see any sense in lettin' Jerry sneak
away with a big pile of money, even though he leaves a lot of
whisky behind him. He's got more good clotl;J.es than any ten
men what ever lived. here in the camp. I reckon me an' you
kin wear good clothes after we git away from here, can't we?"
"We sartinly kin, if we've got 'em to wear."
"Jerry's clothes wlll flt both of us putty well. Maybe the
troflsars might be a little short for me, but that don't make
no difference. I'll wear boots, an' I kin tuck 'em In the boots."
"You're thinkin' of makin' a raid on Jerry's place, then, I
s'pose?"
"That's jest what I'm thlnkln' of."
"All right, I'm with yer."
"An' there's another thing, too," Hog went on to say, his
voice lowering still more. "What Sally done sorter woke me
up to somethin' I didn't give much thought to afore. I s'pose
It's only human nature for everybody to think of lookin' out
for himself."
"That's the way it ought to be if it ain't," Reddy retorted.
"The boys belongln' to our gang is all good fellers, but that
don't say that me an' you has got to support •em all. Of
course if any strangers comes here with the stage to-night an'
we clean 'em out, we'll divide it up even. That ain't no more
than right. But If we should happen to rob Jerry I think that
what we take from him oughter belong to me an' you."
"If we do it it sartinly oughter."
"Well, me an• you ts enough to do lt. We don't want no one
else in the game. It wm be a mighty easy thing to do, 'cause
Jerry ain't got no one to tend the bar for him. S'pose we go
over putty soon an' make a search through the blamed old
shanty."
"I'm willln'."
"All right, then. Jest look out an' see if there's any one over
there now."
"I don't see nobody, but I kln hear s1ngtn'. I reckon the
boys must be inside."
"How is things lookin' over towards Young Wild West's
camp?"
Reddy turned to the door again, and after taking a look reported that everything seemed to be very quiet there.
"Is Tom Lucas over there?" the leader asked.
"Yes, he's over there slttln' on a stone In the shade talkln'
to Young Wild West an' his pards. The gals seems to be
aewin' or doln' somethin', an' one of the heathens is fl.shin' in
the brook. The other one is layin' fiat on his bacl!:, asleep, 1
s'pose."
The distance was not so great that Reddy could see all this,
and satisfied that the coa.st was clear, so to speak, Hog got
ready for business.
"We don't want to let any one over at Young Wlld West's
.camp see us come out of here, 'cause I've got an idea they're
keep!n' a watch on me putty well," he said. "We'll jest leave
the door open as it is, an' climb out of the window at the
back. Then there won't be no trouble in sneakin' along behind the shanties until we git down to the back of the Blazin'
Star."
"Right yer are, Hog. You're sartinly about as clever as they
make 'em. There's only pne person in the whole world that
kin beat you, an' I s'pose that's the kid they call Young Wild
Weat."
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"He mlght be a little quicker than me when it comes to
shoot.in', but when it comes to puttln' up games like this I
don't think he would be anywhere nigh to me."
"°\Vell, that kid ain't given to doin' sich things," and Reddy
grinned and shrugged his shoulders. "He's what you mlght
call honest, I s'pose. We ain't."
"Of course we ain't. What's the use of tryin' to be honest
ln slch a place as this? A man's a fool for even tryln' to be."
Hog had no difficulty In making his exit through the window, and when he dropped upon the ground outside, Reddy
was not long in following him.
Then the two proceeded cautiously to make their way unob~
served to the rear of the shanty saloon.
As they neared the place they could hear singing and laughter, so it was easy to guess that the gang was inside having a
good time.
This would make it all the better, they knew, and when they
finally got to the ·back of the shanty they lost no time In entering it by means of an open window.
The room they got into was the one occupied by the proprietor as a sleeping quarters.
At one end of It was stretched a calico curtain, and behind
this they knew pretty well they would find Jerry's wardrobe.
Hog had brought the empty sack with him, and after listenIng for a moment so he was sure that no one was coming, he
drew back the curtain, and the clothing that Jerry was so
proud of was exposed to view.
"How is that?" the villain whispered.
"Fine," Reddy answered. "There's two or three fancy vests
there. I reckon I don't want no vest."
"We'll put slch th1ngs as that in the bag, then. Maybe they'll
come in handy some time."
"Here's a box of paper collars, too," Reddy remarked. "Who
In thunder would think of wearln' slch a thing as a collar In
the busted mlnin' camp?"
·
"Nobody but Jerry. I've seen him wear a collar sometimes .
on a Sunday mornln', He told me once that he had always
had a )labit of do!n' it afore he come Jlere, an' the habit sorter
stuck to him. Well, the paper collars go Into the bag here
with the vests."
The box contained half a dozen collars, and as it droppe~
into the bag a jingling sound was heard, which both vlllains
noticed.
"Git that box out, Reddy," Hog exclaimed, ln a whisper.
''There's somethln' in it besides paper collars."
•
He was obeyed, and removing the cover the two looked in ;
and found a massive gold chain In the bottom of the box.
"That ain't so bad," Hog declared, as he picked it out and
weighed It in his hand. "That's solid gold. Eighteen carat, 1
too. This ain't goin' to be sich a bad haul, an' you kin bet on '
It, Reddy."
j
"That's right. Are you goln' to put the chain in your pocket
or leave It In the box?"
"Leave it in the box, of course. This bagful o! stutr is
goin' to be worth a whole lot more than all the rest of the
bags put together. I! there's an auction held here I'm goin'
to buy thls bag. I'll mark It so I'll know it."
"What's the use of goin' to the trouble of hav1n' an auction
when we kin keep all this stuff without doin' it? Jerry can't
do nothln' even If he finds out that we took it."
"Well, that's all right. It may be that they'll think It's fair
an' square to hold an auction of everythln' that's been found
in the camp. Young Wlld West might be satisfied to that arrangement, an' he's one we've got to look out for."
The search was resumed, and after every article of clothing
had been taken down and made into a big bundle, Hog opened
the door of a small closet.
The first thing hls eyes lighted upon was a tin box.
This he took out and placed upon the bed that was a.t one
end of the room.
Removing the lld, he saw some yellow papers tied together
with tape.
"Legal documents, I reckon," he said, as he pulled out the
papers. "Whew! Here's somethln' worth wh1le, Reddy. Here's
money. I didn't think Jerry was fool enough to keep money
in that closet. But It's all rlght. We want it."
There '\Vas quite a roll of greasy bills and probably as much
as fifty dollars in gold and silver In the box.
Some of the bills were ·o f large denomination, and not taking
the trouble to count them, Hog declared that there must be
over a thousand dollars there.
"This goes in the bag, too," he said, with a grin.
"I think we had better divide the money right now," hia
pard suggested.
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"No, that wouldn't do. S'pose somethin' was to happen an'
we was forced to let ourselves be searched? It the money was
found on us it would look bad."
"That's so. I forgot about Young Wild West. He's heire
yet an' most likely he's goin' to stay here long enough to see
this thing through."
"I'm hopin' that he'll stay here forever. I mean by that
that he'll be buried here."
'·I wouldn't want to shoot him when he's lookin'," Reddy
declared, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"That's all right. He won't always be lookin'. Jest leave
it to me."
The tin box was placed in the sack, and then both turned
to the closet again.
What was their surprise and delight when they unearthed
a rusty tomato can which was full of paper money.
"A regular mint, ain't it, Reddy?" Hog Said, showing great
elation.
"I should reckon so," was the reply. "Put the can in. the
bag."
The next thing they came upon was a five-pound package of
coffee.
They could tell what it was by smelling of it, and this, too,
went into the bag.
They kept on until the bag was about half full, and then to
fill it out properly, some of the clothing which they picked
from the worst of what there was there was stuffed in, and
the bag securely tied.
·'There yer are!" exclaimed Hog, with a nod of satisfaction.
"Now then, we'll go on back to the shanty. By the way things
sound in the bar-room they're havin' a good time there, so I
reckon we won't have no trouble to git back without bein'
seen."
He lifted the bag out of the window, and then leaped out
after it.
Reddy then handed him the bundle of clothing and followed
it to the ground.
After looking around to make sure that the way was clear,
the two villains started to return to the shanty.
They got there without being seen as they thought, and were
perfectly satisfied with what they had done.
CHAPTER VII.
GETI'ING READY FOR AN AUCTION BALE,

Things were really very quiet at Young Wild West's camp
when Reddy looked that way before going with Hog to make
the raid on Jerry.
Wild had heard enough from the talk of the men to make
him think that people would be coming to the camp, and he
had decided to remain there two or three days.
He had not heard that the stage-coach was due there that
night, however.
·
If he had known this probably he would have felt more
willing to wait.
·
But he soon learned ·that the stage-coach was due if the
trip was made, for Tom Lucas happened to think of it and
mentioned the fact.
"Good! " the young deadshot exclaimed. "I hope there is
quite a crowd in the stage when it gets here. Not saying that
I'll be glad to see them disappointed when they find that there
is nothing worth while here, but just to help along the excitement. The chances are that Hog Jenks and his gang will
get after the strangers right away, and that will give us good
cause to interfere."
"They'll git after 'em, you kin bet. That's what they've
been f!gurln' on ever since people begun to go away from
here," Lucas retorted.
Then he looked around, and seeing n.o one in sight, added:
"I reckon I'll take a little walk toward the Blazin' Star.
Most likely the whole gang is in there. I won't go in, but jest
want to git close enough to sorter hear what's goin' on. I'll
be back in a few minutes."
It happened that Tom left the camp just about the time the
two villains were going through the closet In Jerry's bedroom.
He reached the rear of the building and was just about to
sit down behind a rock within fifty feet of it when he saw a
man moving about in the room he knew the proprietor occup ied as his sleeping quarters.
Tom watched and soon made out that the man was Hog
Jenks.
Then it was not long before he saw Reddy, and it flashed
upon his mind that they were in there for no good purpose.
Naturally he crept up closer to investigate.

He crawled directly under the window, and by llstening
heard nearly everything the two villains said as they were
putting the money and other things In the bag.
At first he was going to spring up and cover the villains with
his gun.
But on second thought he decided to let them go and go
back to the camp and report to Young Wild West and his partners.
He waited until he heard them talking about leaving, and
then he slipped away and was not long in getting back to the
camp.
"I'm mighty glad I took a wallc over that way," he said, his
face flushed with excitement and satisfaction.
"How is that, Tom?" Wild asked, for he could tell right
away that the man had something of importance to tell.
"Hog Jenks an' Reddy has been robbln' Jerry."
"Is that so?" and the boy became very much Interested right
away.
"Yes, they've cleaned him out of all his clothes, an' they've
found a whole fot of money. They've put the money an' a lot
of other things into a bag, an' the clothes is done up in a
bundle. I s'pose they're on their way to Hog's shanty afore
this. I jest about had time enough to git away afo:re they
could see me."
"Got hold of a lot of money, did they?"
"Yes, it's likely it runs up into the thousands from the way
they wa.5 talkin'."
"And they put it in a bag, you say?"
"Yes, they put the money in a bag along with some vests
an' other clothes an' some other things in the way of coffee an'
sich like. I heard Hog sayin' somethin' about havin' an auction, an' that he was goin' to buy that bag."
"Is that so? Very well. I reckon we' 11 have an auction,
then. It would be quite appropriate, anyhow. The camp is
busted, so if any one can be found to buy out what has been
left here by those who went away it will be all right, and the
funds can go to helping along the loss of those who made such
a bad Investment here. That is, of course," the young deadshot added, "if they can be found. But I hardly think any one
will pay much of a price for anything that's put up to be sold
under the hammer."
"Wild," Arietta spoke up, for she had been listening intently, "if there is an auction I want to be the auctioneer."
"Do you mean that, Et?" the boy asked, laughingly.
"Certainly I mean it. I have often been present when different things were being sold at auction, and I think I would
make a pretty good auctioneer."
"All right, then, that part of it is settled. We are going to
hold an auction here in the bustecl camp, and you are to be the
auctioneer. I'll try and see to it that the bag Tom has been
telling us about is put up, too. But you can bet all you're
worth that Hog Jenks will never buy it."
"You leave that to me, Wild," the girl retorted, smilingly.
"I'll strike it off to the right party, you can be sure."
"Well, Tom," the young deadshot observed, after a pa~e
"I reckon the next thing to do is for us to find out just ho~
this bag looks."
"I can't say as I could pick it out from a lot of others, but I
happen to know that there's coffee in it. Most anybody could
tell which one it was by smellin'' of it."
"That's true enough. All right. If there are any other bags
to be put up when we hold the auction we'll be careful to
know which one contains the coffee."
"Me flndee outtee lat, Mlsler Wild," Hop Wah spoke up.
"You think you will be able to do it, eh, Hop?"
"Yes, Misler Wild. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Well, I hardly think there will be much trouble In finding
out which of the bags the coffee is in. If you do try to find
it out you had better be a little bit careful, or the bad gang
may take a notion to put an end to you and then stow you
away in a bag."
"Me no 'flaid, Misler Wild. Me gittee um bad Melican men
allee light. Ley thlinkee me allee samee gottee plenty dynamite in my pockee."
The Chinaman of course had related what happened at the
shanty saloon, and his answer caused them all to laugh, especially Tom Lucas, who considered It one of the best jokes he
had ever heard.
After a while the young deadshot decided to go over to the
Blazing Star Saloon and see what was transpiring there.
Since he had learned that in all probability the stage-coach
which made trips twice a week to the mining camp wo..ild arrive that night, he felt that the villains must be making some
sort of preparations.
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"Charlie," he said, nodding to the scout, "I reckon you had
better go with me. You, too, Tom."
"Me, too, Misler Wild," Hop spoke up, before either of them
could make a reply.
"All right, you come along, too, then, Hop. Maybe somebody will have a complaint to enter against you. If I think
'it's worth while I'll see to it that you return the money you
won in the game of p<>ker."
"Don't you do it, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie said, persuasively. "Didn't you hear him say how they was cheat!n' like
anything?"
"Yes, I heard him say that, Charlie. But even though they
are dishonest men, if I find that they had no show at all I
think it will be better for Hop to give them back their money."
"Not unless they ask for it, anyhow."
"Very well, we'll let it go at that, then. If they demand
their money and claim that Hop actually fleeced them out of
it it will be all :right. If they say nothing about it we'll let it
go as it is."
Jim Dart was perfectly content to remain at the camp with
the girls, so the four prompt1y set out and wallced leisurely
in the direction of the saloon.
They were about half way to it when Hog Jen}l:s and Reddy
came out of their shanty and started in the same direction.
"There they come now," Lucas said, nodding to our hero.
"I reckon they've been flxin' things up over there. S'pose
the rest of yer goes on in Jerry's place while I take a walk
around an' git back to their shanty an' see jest what they've
been doln'."
"A good idea, Tom," the young deadshot answered. "You
can do that if you like. We'll see to it that they don't go back
to interfere with you."
They paused in front of the Blazing Star and waited for
the two villains to come up.
Both Hog and Reddy acted boldly, and as they reached the
spot the former said:
Kinder lonesome around here, I reckon."
"Rather," our hero replied, In his cool and easy way. "I
suppose you can't find anything to keep busy."
"Not a thing. I reckon we'll have to be leavln' here putty
soon. But we did think we would wait till Jerry's tanglefoot
give out."
"I suppose there will be something going on if the stagecoach happens to come in with a fe,w passengers to-night."
"It ain't likely any one will come here now. This here ca.mp
is busted, you know."
As he lilaid this Hog looked sharply at Lucas, for he knew
right away that he must have been telllng the young deadshot
·
something.
"You can't tell about that, Hog," Wild answered. "It may be
that the people running the stage-coach l!ne don't know anything about the camp busting up."
"I don't see how they could have kept from hearln' about
it," and then the leader of the gang went on into the saloon.
Tom walked on past the place, while Wild stepped up close
to Reddy and went inside just as If he was In his company.
Cheyenne Charlie and Hop were close at the young deadshot's heels, and when the gang Inside saw them they ceased
talking and all eyes were turned upon them.
Some were playing cards, while others were sitting or standIng about, having what they no doubt called a good time.
Glasses were upon the bar and tables, and bottles of whiskY
•
were showing up in several places.
J erry, behind the bar, seemed to be perfectly content, for tbe
money had been rolling in for some l!ttle ttnie now.
"Hello, Young Wild West!" he called out, nodding to our
hero pleasantly. "Glad to see you come in. Things was a
little dull until the gang come In an' started up business.
Won't you have somethln' on the house?"
"No, thank so," the boy answered, coolly. "We didn't come
here for that. We just wanted to see how things were going
on. Is there anything new?"
"Nothln' as I know of. I've got plenty of good old tanglefoot yet, an' I'm goin' to keep on sell1n' it as long as there's
any money here to buy it."
"You are after the money, then, I see."
"Of course I am. I bought the goods an' I want to sell 'em
an' make mY profit if I kin. If I can't I'm goin' to give what
I've got left away."
"You inte}l.d leaving them here, then?"
"Sartin I do. What's the use of stayln' here?"
"Not much, if everything I hear is the truth. I heard you
had a little excitement here before dinner. Dynamite or something exploded, didn't It?"
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"Yes, that smart heathen of yours kin tell you all .bout it if
he has a mind to."
"Me no undelstandee," Hop spoke up, shaking his head and
looking very solemn.
"See here, Jerry," Wild said, as he walked up close to the
bar, "did the Chinaman cheat any one out of his money?"
"I can't say as he did. We was in a game of poker an' he
happened to have the best hand an' got quite a little from us,
that's all."
"You didn't catch him cheating, then?"
"No, no one caught him cheatin'. But we s'posed he must
have done it, 'cause everybody held four of a kind."
"You were in the game, then?"
"Yes, I was in the game."
"Did you lose much?"
"Oh, It don't matter. I'm willin' to lose it. I had no busl•
ness to take the risk if I didn't expect to lose."
"Do you know whether any one else cheated or not?"
"I s'pose they did," and Jerry turned and looked at Hog
and Reddy.
"Oh," Wild said, with a nod. "Those two fellows were cheatIng, eh?"
"I s'poi.e they was."
''Nobody didn't say anything about it if we was," Reddy
ventured.
"But you were cheating just the same."
"Maybe we was."
"All right, tnen. I thought if Hop was the only one who
was doing the cheating he had better give back the money he
•
won."
No one said anything, so the young deadshot decided to let
the matter drop.
Wild again turned to the proprietor of the establishment.
"Jerry," said he, "the stage-coach is due to arrive here tonight, I understand."
"Yes, unless they give up makin' the trip."
"But the outfit would come over if there was any one who
wanted to come here, wouldn't it?"
.
"Most likely It would."
"When did the men in charge of the mines leave here?"
"All but one of 'em went three days ago."
"And when did the last one leave?"
"Yisterday."
"They left everything just as it was when the work was
stopped by the miners, I suppose."
"That's it. Everything is right there . .,
"Well, it seems rather strange that they would go away and
leave everything to go to ruin."
"It does sorter look that way. I was hopin' they would
come back here with a gang an' a lot of teams to move away
some of the stuff they've got here. That would give me a
chance to git rid of all the whisky I've got on hand, an' make
a good profit, too."
"Did those who went away leave anything behind them that
was of any value?"
"I couldn't say about that. I know some of 'em didn't take
much with 'em when they went. It seemed as If they was took
with a, sudden fear an' wanted to git away as fast as they
could."
"Do you know anything about that, Hog?" Wild asked, turn111.g to the leader of the gang of ruffians.
"How would I know anything about it?" was the reply.
"Well, you are supposed to be the boss of the ca.mp. It would
be natural for any one to think that you would know something about it."
"Well, since you want to know so bad, I'll tell you that there
was quite a lot of stuff left here when most of the men livin'
here went away, We got it all together this mornin', an' It's
put up In bundles. We're thinldn' of holdin' an auction."
"Ahl"
This was just what Wild was driving at, and he was pleased
to hear the man give such an ans,w er.
"There ain't nothin' wrong about that, is there?"
"Why, no. Certainly not. But who are you going to sell the
stuff to?"
"Any one what Is wl!Un' to bid on It."
"Where is this stuff, as _you call It?"
"Ob, It's stowed away in one of the shanties."
"All right. When you get ready to hold the auction I've got
an auctioneer for you."
Hog gave a start and then looked at Reddy uneasily.
"Are you g-oin' to take a hand in it, then?" he asked, aft.er
a pause.
"I certainly am. I am going to have a young lady for auc-1
'
tioneer. That will make it all the more interesting."

1
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The two villains exchanged gliJ,nces, while the rest of the
gang looked on in mute surprise.
"Well," spoke up Jerry, "you kin go ahead an' have all the
auctions you want, but I don't think you'll find me biddin'
on anything. I might have somethin' to sell, though, an' if
Ybu don't mind, Young Wild West, I'll turn 'em over to you
'
when the time comes."
"All right, 'J erry, I reckon we can attend to it for you."
Tom Lucas came in just then, his hand on his gun, for he
was going to make sure that Hog did not get the drop on him.
But the villain only smiled when he saw the precaution he
had taken, and said nothing.
Lucas called our hero to the door and then in a whisper
said:
"I've been over to that shanty where Hog an' Reddy lives.
There's a whole lot of bundles an' bags piled up in it. I
reckon they must have been gatherin' up about everything
there was left in the camp."
"All right, then. We'll have the auction to-morrow morning," was the young dead shot's reply.
CHAPTER VIII.
THE STAGE-COACH ARRIVES.

The feeling of uneasiness that came over the villains when
Young Wild West entered the saloon did not leave them, and
it was not long before some of them went out.
Jerry noticed this, and nodding to our hero, he said:
''It seems that you have sorter hurt my business, Young
Wild West. I aint meanin' that you ain't welcome here, but I
never seen anything like it. The gang is all so much afraid
of yer that they don't want to buy much when you're around."
"I'm sorry for that, Jerry," the boy answered, laughingly.
"But 1 have an idea tha.t since you have made up your mind
to quit the place, it won't make much difference if you don't
happen to sell any more whisky. But if you don't want me
here, just say so."
"I wouldn't say nothin' I!ke that. You oughter kriow it, too.
I s'pose you're right in sayin' it won't make much difference.
It's a blamed shame that things had to go the way they have
here in Golden Bubble Camp. The men as started things goin'
in sich shape couldn't have knowed thei'r business very well."
"lt looks that way, Jerry. But I hardly think the owners
of the mines would be satisfied to let everything go to ruin.
There will be something going on here before long, and you
can bet on it. Maybe it won't last a very long time, but there
will be work done here yet, even if the camp is busted."
·'Do you think so?" and Jerry brightened up.
"I can't help thinking that way. "There's machinery here
t)lat may be used somewhere else. It is llardly likely the
owners will let it stay llere and rust until it is no good."
"I never thought of that afore. I hope they'll do somethin'
jest to keep things goin' long enough for me to sell out my
stock."
Wild felt. like telling him that he had been robbed of the
money he had hidden in the closet of his sleeping room, but
it would not be wise to do it just then, so he let it go at that.
After lingering a while at the place our hero told Charlie it
was time for them to go back to the camp, and as they were
walking toward the door he turned and, nodding to Jerry,
said:

"Well, now you can go ahead and do a little business. We
are going out for a while. We'll be back again when the stagecoach is due. I hope you do a good business, Jerry."
"Thank yer," was the quic1l reply. "I hope I do, too. That's
what I'm here for, to git all the money I kin."
Charlie faughed at this, for he was thinking of what the
thieves had talrnn from the man unknown to him.
Hop remained there, but Wild and Charlie went on' back
to the camp.
Lucas had gone out after telling Wild about the finding of
the bags and bundles iil Hog Jenk's shanty.
He was waiting for them outside, and joined them and went
back to the camp with them.
Wild was always thinking of something novel, and he was
now convinced that the auction would be just about the right
,
thing.
If it happened that no one came over with the stage it might
be difficult to sell the stuff, though he figured on arranging it
so Jerry would get back what had been stolen from him.
The afternoon passed quietly enough at the cam.i.
No sounds came from the saloon out of the ordinary, so
they knew that the villains must be behaving themselves
pretty well.

Undoubtedly they had all gathered there after Wild and
Charlie left the place.
"Elt," the young deadshot said, when it was getting along
toward five o'clock, "I reckon we had better have an early supper to-night. From what I can understand, if the stage-coach
comes at all it will reach here around six. There may be something worth watching at that time, so it w111 be well to eat
what we want to first."
"I think that will suit us all, Wild," the girl answered, with
a smile.' "It seems that none of us have any trouble to get up
a good appetite, even if the meals come sooner or later."
The young deadshot then to.Id the cook to go ahead and get
an early supper, and soon Wing was humming an outlandish
tune no doubt popular in his native land and working away
over the fire he had kindled.
Supper was just a]?out ready when Hop appeared on the
scene.
"Well, heathen," Cheyenne Charlie said, looking at him
sharply, "what have you been doin' over at the whisky-mill
all the afternoon?"
"Not velly muchee, Misler Charlie," was the reply. "Um
bad Melican men no wantee play dlaw pokee some more, so be.
Me havee lillee fun, chuckee l!llee dice, malrne twenty dollee,
so be."
"An' coine back to the camp s6ber, !or a wonder," the scout
added, as if he was somewhat surprised.
"Me no dlinkee vel!y muchee tangiefoot, Misler Charlie.
When me feelee slckee or gottee lillee pain len me wantee
_
tanglefoot."
"Is the whole gang over there, Hop?" Wild asked, as the
Chinaman started to get a pail of water from the brook.
"Yes, Misler Wild, ley all !ere. Makee plenty singee and
havee goodee timee. Nobody g!ttee mad, so be. Mlsler Jelly'
sellee plenty tanglef~ot."
"Everything is satisfactory, then. Did you hear them saying
anything about what they expected when the stage-coach arrived?"
"Misler Jelly thllnkee somebody comee."
"Yes, I suppose he does, after what I told him. But do the
rest act as if they expect it to arrive?"
"Ley all wantee um stage-coach comee, Misler Wild."
"No doubt or it. Well, it won't take very long to find out
whether it's coming or not. We'll have supper now, and then
we'll wait until the time comes, and as soon as we hear the
outfit coming we'll go over there and see wliat happens."
They a.ll had their supper and then they round that it lacked
but a few minutes to six o'clock.
Somehow the young deadshot was feeling confident that the
stage-coach would come and bring passengers with it.
He was not mistaken in this, for just about two minutes
after six the clatter of hoofs and rumbling of wheels came to
their ears,
''Here she comes, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie si;ioke up, and
then he took off his hat and let out a cheer.
Tom Lucas joined in this.
He was much elated, and looking at the young deadshot, he
exclaimed:
''.Thunder! You kn.owed what you was talk1n' about, Young
Wild West. You said shl'! would come, an' she sartihly is.
We'll see the outfit in less than a minute now coruin' around
that bend up there."
Then all eyes turned in the direction he pointed, and. sure
enough, lt was not long before the lumbering old stage-coach
drawn by four horses rounded a bend in the trail and came
lnto view.
"Come on, girls," Young Wild ·west said, ''I reckon we'll
leave the camp in charge of Wing. It will be worth going over
there, I think, for it's seldom any one has the privilege of
seeing a stage-coach fetch passengers to a busted mining
camp."
They were all ready, so without any delay they proceeded
In the direction of the shanty saloon.
They stopped at a deserted shanty a few yards from it, and
taking their station before it, waited for the stage-coach to
arrive.
Already it could be seen coming over the level stretch at the
foot of the mountain.
The horses were galloping along and raising a cloud of dust
and the driver could be seen swinging his whip just as if h~
was trying to get to the place on time.
As the outfit drew a little nearer our friends saw that there
were quite a number of passengers On top of the stage.
Then they saw the heads of others thrust from the little
windows and the doors at the sides.
"There's a big bunch of 'em comin', I reckon," Tom Lucas
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said, looking surprised. '"What In thunder kin they want Harris," was the quick reply. "But he's sorter down on tho
whole lot of us. I s'pose it's 'cause Tom Lucas told him a lot
here, I wonder?"
"I am not at all surprised. 'l'al,e it easy, Toni., and we'll of stuff."
"Well, if Lucas told him anything he ought to have known
i;oon find out," our hero answered.
Up came the stage-coach, rattling past our friends and com- pretty well what he wa-s talking about."
"I didn't tell him anything that wasn't true, boss," Lucas
tng to a halt directly in front of the Blazing Star Saloon.
Then · the passengers quickly got down from the top while spoke up, promptly, at the same time keeping a sharp eye
upon Hog Jenks, who was standing almost opposite him.
those inside lost no time in alighting upon the ground.
"A rather peculiar situation, I shot1ld sal' . Seems rather
"There's one of the bosses of the big mine," Tom Lucas
exclaimed, pointing to a, tall, broad-shouldered man as he got odd that all the honest men should go away and the rascals
out of the stage. He was here about three months ago. Most should remain."
"That's jest the way It is, though, boss," Tom declared,
likely he's come back to find out jest what's the matter."
"More than likely, Tom," Wild retorted. "I reckon you earnestly. "I was about the last of the honest ones to leave.
Hog Jenks would have liked to shoot me down, but he didn't
had better introduce me to him."
"Come on, then. I'll do it right away. His name is Harris, dare. Me an' him has got an old grudge between us, an' one
an' tliough I ain't never been much acquainted with him, I of these times one or the other of us is goin' to bite the dust."
The passengers who had come ovet· in the stage now began
know him enough to speak to him. I used to work for him
moving on the side where Young Wild West was standing.
once."
Charlie, Jim and the girls came up just then, and soon they
The bad gang was behaving nicely.
Not a man in the crowd seemed to be anything but in a were talking to them and telling thetn just about how things
good humor, and they all greeted the new arrivals in a friendly were running at the camp.
Hog Jenks was much angered, o'f course, but he dared not
way.
Jerry was standing in the doorway of his saloon, his hair say anything, so he contented himself with talking to his comcombed and glistening with the 11oap he had put on it, no panions and bidding them wait until they got a goort chanre.
"Mr. Harris," Wild said, as he nodded for the man to follow
doubt to improve his appearance as much as possible.
Harris, the man Tom meaµt to Introduce our hero to, was him, "if I were you I wouldn't put up at Jerry's place. He
has no one to help him at all, and the c11ances are you would
talking to Jerry when Wild walked up with the proprietor.
"So things are In a pretty bad shape, are they?" they heard have to cook your own meals, anyhow, if yoi:1 could flnrt much
him say. "Well, we've been expecting something like this to cook. There's nothing in the way of ea'tables In the camp,
for some time. I have been sent down here to see about sav- save what those fellows have in their possession. I sup.pose
Ing what we can of the machinery and getting It away. I have you wlll have to buy what you can from them. But there are
got half a dozen men with me now to help along in the work a few empty shanties around here, so you had better _look up
of getting ready for the removal. We'll have plenty of teams one or two of them and make arrangetnents to stay in them.
and big wagons over here inside of a week. It's too bad that From what I can see the stage-coach didn't bring much in the
the Golden Bubble has bursted. I did think one time that It way of anything but the baggage of the passengers. You
was one o! the richest spots In this part of the country. But didn't think about bringing anything to eat with you, did
you?"
I was mistaken, like all the rest."
"Why, no, I never gave that a thought."
"Say, Mr. Harris," Lucas called out, just then, as he touched
"Probably you can make out all right. You might have to
the man on the arm.
"Why, hello!" the man exclaimed, as he turned around and pay a big price for what you want for your supper and breakrecognized the man. "So you're one o! th e few who chose to fast. But we are going to hold an auction here to-morrow
th
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Champion Deadehot an' the whitest boy on earth."
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have made up my min
"What's that you say? Young Wild West!" and then Harris
turned and looked curiously at the boy who was standing near visions."
"Things are worse than I figured on," declared Harris, with
·
at hand.
"Glad to meet you, Mr. Harris,'' Wild said, in his cool and a shake of the head. "But I am going to do as you say, Young
Wild West. You are nothing but a boy, but you talk like a
·
easy way, as he put out his hand.
The mine owner at once accepted it and gave it a hearty ·person who knows something."
Then Wild -led him to the shanty they had stopped at to
.
-grip.
"So you're the wonderful Young Wild West I have heard so wait !or the outfit to arrive, and after looking inside Harris
much. about, eh?" he ea.Id, sizing up the boy from his feet to decided to make It his quarters.
There was room enough in it for four or five more, so he
the top of his head.
"r don't know as there is anything very wonderful about me. called the men he had hired to come over to work for him
and bade them clean it out and fix things up.
But it happens that I am Young Wild West."
Then Wild went with him into the saloon, where the whole
"What ever brought you to such a place as this?"
"This man told us about the camp going up, and that's why crowd had gathered by this time, and calling the proprietor,
we came here this morning. We met him as he was on his way he said:
"Well, Jerry, Mr. Harris wants to buy some grub. You have
to some other place."
.
got plenty on hand, I know."
"Oh, and you induced him to come baclr., I suppose."
"Not plenty, but I may have enough to fix him up for a day
"Well, we didn't have to coax him any. When he found we
meant to come here he decided to turn back and come with us. or two."
"That will be all right, He's willing to pay you what it's
r suppose you have heard just about what the situation is
worth."
·
here."
"There ain't goin' to be no grub sold to nobody," spoke up
"Oh, I have known right along how things were going at the
Hog Jenks, who had taken enough whisky to put false courage
rolne."
"I don't mean that. I was referring to the crowd o! villains in him, and he was now ready to fight, It seemed.
"Is that so, Hog?" and the b.oy turned coolly to hlm and
that chose to remain here for the purpose of preying upon
pulled a gun. "You seem to forget that you are not running
any strangers who happened to strike here."
"No, I didn't hear anything about that," and Harr.ls turned this camp any longer. Jerry has said he would let Mr. Harris
8.l).d looked curiously at the men he supposed to be honest have what he could spare. Now you shut up. You haven't
anything to say about it."
miners.
"Jest open your mouth ag'in, an' me an' you will mix right
"Well, you want to be on the look-out, and it would be a
good idea if you were to tell the passengers who came over here," Tom Lucas called out. "I can't hardly keep from gitwith you to keep a watch. There are twenty-one men here, tin' at yer, Hog. You kin bet I'll have yer afore many hours."
The courage the villain had mustered seemed to ooze out at
Including the proprietor of this shanty, who stand ready to'
the end of his toes, for, much abashed, he stepped back and'
rob you."
'
The boy spoke loud enough for every one to hear hlm, and did not say another word.
Harris then went ahead and purchased what he would need
some of the villains winced and began talking 1n low tones
for a day or two and had it taken over to the shanty.
among themselves.
The stage-coaoh driver put up his horses in the usual place
"That's a pretty bold accusation, Young Wild West," Harris
said, showing more surprise than ever. "How about it, Jerry?" and declared that he would be ready to set out again the firstl
"He's a little wrong when he counts me In on that game, Mr. thing in the morning to get a supply of provisions and bring'
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over more men who would be needed to finish the work of
taking down the machinery and preparing it for shipment.
"There'll be trouble here to-night, Mr. Harris," Young Wild
West said, as-he got ready to leave the shanty and go back to
the camp. "Just see to it that your men keep their eyes open.
Look out for the bad gang."
"I'll take your advice," was the reply, "But don't fear. I
have always been able to take care of myself pretty well, an'Cl
I 11appen to know that I have a few men here who are not
afraid of anything."
CHAPTER IX.
THE VILLAINS MEET WITH A. LOSS.

When Young Wild West and his friends went back to the
camp they were not a little surprised to see a man sitting on
the ground talking to the cook.
The fellow arose the moment he saw them approaching, and
then they saw it was the little man called Sally.
"What do you think of that, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, pointing him out. "That sneakin' little coyote has
come back ag'in."
"Nothing surprising rn that, Charlie," the young deadshot
answered. "I suppose he had a longing to come baclc here,
and it was but natural that he should come to our camp, for
he feared that if he fell into the hands of his former companions they might go ahead and lynch him."
"Hello, Young Wild West," the little man called out, pleasantly, "I didn't have no horse to git away with, an' I didn't
feel like stealin' any, so I jest went off two or three miles an'
waited until I seen the stage-coach comin', an' then I come
back here. 'Maybe it will be all right for me to stay here now."
"It might be all right, but it will depend a great deal upon
how you behave yourself. You have got quite a nerve to come
back, though, Sally,"
"I always did have lots of nerve," and the man grinned as if
he thought it was somewhat of a joke.- "I was jest askin' your
cook if he couldn't give me a little somethin' to eat. I ain't
touched a mouthful since breakfast, you know."
·'He can give you something to eat, for we are not the sort
to let a man go hungry, even if we know he is no good."
"Don't think that I ain't no good, Young Wild West. What
I done most any one else would have done. I took it that it
was every man for himself, an' if any one was fool enough to
go away an' leave anything worth while behind him, it belonged to the one as found it. I didn't think I had any right
to divide up with the rest of the gang."
"I am not saying anything about that part of it. But you
have long been known as a bad character, and you will have
to walk pretty straight and for quite a long time before you
could convince me that you had reforrn~d. But don't think
that I am going to wait for you to reform. I have put you
down as no good, so that settles it."
Wild then told Wing to go ahead and cook the villain something to eat, and it was not long before he was eating almost
ravenously, for his lbng wait ' on , the side of the mountain ha·d
increased his appetite somewhat.
Our hero was pretty well satisfied that there would be trouble
before the night was over, but he did not choose to remain in
sight of the villainous gang.
If they started in to malre trouble for the newcomers, then
it would be time for him to act.
It was ·rather tiresome to sit about the camp and wait for
something they expected would be sure to take place.
But Hop managed to make the time pass pleasantly, for he
played all sorts of tricks upon S.ally and caused more than
one laugh.
Ten o'clo()k came and tliings seemed to be rather quiet over
at the Blazing Star Saluon.
The shanty near it, which had been taken possession of by
Harris and his men, was lighted up by a couple -of oil lamps.
The other passengers, who had come to the place thinking
they would better their conditions in life, had accepted the
hospitality the saloon afforded, and were taking their chances
with the bad gang,
Wild knew that 'if anything happened it would most likely
start with these men.
As it came time to retire for the night the girls sought the
tent they used as a sleeping quarter, and then Wild told Jim
to take the first watch as usual.
"You ain't goin' to sleep, are yer, Wild?" Lucas asked, looking at the boy in surprise.
"Why, certainly," was the reply.
"Well, I ain't."
_"You had better. Jim will be enough to keep on the watch,"

"If you don't mind I'll .set up a while with him, then."

"Suit yourself," and the boy promptly went into the tent,
Charlie folldwing him. - 1·
Sally was gi:ven a blanket, and Jim told him to lie down in
plain sight, and warned him that if he found him sneaking
away he would be very apt to get a bullet.
But the little villain had no idea of doing anything wrong
just t}len.
He really looked upon Young Wild West and his friends as
his protectors, and that being the case, he was going to behave himself.
Jim and Tom had not been on watch more than half an hour
when half a dozen shots rang out from the direction of the
shanty Harrls •occup!ed.
Then a shout went up and there was more shooting.
Wild and Charlie came out of the tent in a jiffy.
"ll'hey've started something going down there, I reckon," the
young deadshot said, in his cool and easy way. "Come on.
We must take a hand in it."
The shooting now became fast and furious, and leaving the
girls and the two Chinamen at the camp, the four ran swiftly
-for the scene.
Of course they did not run squarely into it, but going around
to the left they managed to get a place of vantage, from which
they could be near enough to take part and at the same time
see pretty well what was going on.
Just then the shooting stoppe9-, and a man lying on the
ground in front of the Blazing Star was the only one to be
seen.
But a moment later hurried footsteps sounded, and then the
few who had chosen to obtain shelter in the saloon came running out from a rear door.
Evidently they had seen our friends approaching, and they
were now looking to them for protection.
"What's the trouble here, anyhow?" Wild asked, as they
came running up, for he knew very well that they were not
members of Hog's gang."
"Them fellers stole everything we had while we was asleep,"
one of them answered, quickly. "Then they sneaked out an'
started to clean up them what's in the other shanty. They got
ready to set fire to it, so they would have things their own
way, but some one inside must have seen 'em an' opened fire
on 'em. I reckon three or four of the rascals got shot."
"A good thing if they all got shot," Cheyenne Charlie spoke
up. "Where is the gang now?"
"They're all inside the bar-room. We thought it about time
we got out. But we ain't got a dollar to our names. They
robbed us all."
"Don't worry about it," Wild advised, -coolly. "We'll see ' to
it that you get back your money. It may. be that you will have
to wait until to-morrow morning, but it's all right, anyhow.
Now , then, you people had better go over to our camp. You
can see a lighted lantern over there, so you won't miss the
way. I suppose they took your guns, too, '1idn't they?"
"Only one of us has got a gun," one of them spol;:e up, and
then he showed that he had a short-barreled revolver which
was not of the sort in general use in that section of the country,
Wild again told them to go over to the camp, and then turning to his cbmpanious, he said:
"There's only one thing to do, and that is to march right
into that saloon. Come on. Tom, you keep your eyes open,
for maybe you'll get the chance you have been looking for
right now." "You lcin bet your life I'li lceep my eyes open," was the
reply.
They waited until the men had left them, and started on
their way to the camp, and then they stepped softly to the
rear of the shanty saloon.
Excited voices were heard inside, as well as the jingling of
glasses.
The door was open, but there was no light in the back room.
This made it all. the better, and, ,w ithout any hesitation
Young Wild West stepped inside, Jim Dart following him
closely and Charlie and Lucas bringing up the rear.
Wild reached the door that opened into the bar-room, and
turning the ,k nob he swung it open and stepped inside quickly,
his revolver ready for instant use.
Tb.ere were as many as fifteen in the place, and as they
turned and saw the young den.dshot standing there, his gun
pointed at the crowd, a hoarse cry of surprise went up.
"You sneaking coyote!" the boy exclaimed, his eyes flashing.
"You are bound to keep .us from getting any sleep to-night, It
seems. Now then, I am going to tell you that if you don't -get
out of here and go to your shanties and stay there until day-
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light to-morrow morning, we'll start right in to clean you up.
We won't spare one of you."
"Don't blame me, Young Wild West," called out Jerry,
showing considerable fear. "I'm only tryin' to make money
by sellin' my tanglefoot."
"You shut up," Wild answered, flashing a look at him that
told plainly what his opinion was. "You are just as bad as
any of them, and I don't want to hear another word from you."
Having been told what to do, the villains lost no time in
,,leaving the saloon.
One of the first to go out was Hog Jenks.
He was completely cowed again, and acted very much as if
he expected at any moment to receive a bullet.
When the last one had gone outside, Wild went to the door.
He saw them walking away in a bunch, and in the starlight
was able to count them.
There were just fourteen of them.
"Where Is the rest of the gang, Jerry?" he asked, turning
to the proprietor.
"Got shot, I reckon," was the reply,
"Six of them went down, then, eh?"
"Yes, It seems they was on the ·watch for 'em at the other
shanty. Harris ain't no slouch, you know."
"Good! I'm glad to hear it. I think there might be a few
more shot before another day has passed': Maybe you might
be one of them, too."
"Don't say that, Young Wlld West," the v1llain exclaimed,
and then he began to plead with the boy.
Wild dld not exactly mean what he said, but he had a feeling of contempt for the man, since he really believed that he
was about as bad as any of them.
When he saw how frightened Jerry was he nodded to him
and said:
"That's all right. I suppose there's such a thing as a fellow
like you reforming. rour ambition is to get hold of as much
money as you possibly can, and then get away from here. How
much have you got now?"
"I ain't got but mighty little money, Young Wild West," was
the repJy. "It's cost a whole lot to run this place, an' when
times was good I wasn't wise enough to do much savin'."
"That's where you were foolish. Maybe you haven't got as
much as you thought, after all."
"I don't know jest how much I've got," Jerry declared.
"Haven't any idea, have you?"
"Well, I suppose I might think it up, if I was to try putty
hard."
"Where do you keep your money?"
"Mostly in my pockets."
"You surely wouldn't run the risk of keeping it anywhere
about the house, especially when tnere's such a bad gang
hanging around here all the time."
"That's all right, Wild," Lucas spoke up. "He belongs to
the gang. He wouldn't be afraid of Hog or any one of the
rest stealin' from him."
"Probably that is it. Well, it's none of my business if they
take all he has got. A thief is a thief, anyhow, and if one
happens to i;;et robbed I suppose it serv~s him right."
"Why don't you tell him about Hog an' Reddy stealin' his
money an' clothes an' things?" Tom whi1opered.
"Maybe it wouldn't hurt if I did. I reckon I will."
'fhen again turning to the trembling proprietor, the young
deadshot walked up a little closer to the bar and said:
"I told you a minute or so ago that maybe you didn't have
as much money as you thought, Jerry. I happen to know that
you have been robbed. Just go in our sleeping room and take
a look around."
The man seemed to forget his fear for the time, and came
quickly from behind the bar.
He made a bee-line for the apartment he occupied as a bedroom.
Wild and Tom followed him, leaving Charlie and Jim to keep
a watch In case the villains might take a notion to sneak up
and open fire on them in the darkness.
The door of the closet was wide open, and the curtain that
had kept his wardrobe from the dust was swung back.
Jerry's clothes were gone, and he gave a startled cry.
After making sure that nothing that was really worth anything had been left, he hurried to the closet.
He looked for the tin box and the can, 'but they were not
there.
"Who done this, who . done this?" he cried, excitedly.
"A couple of your own gang, Charlie," Young Wild West
answered, in his cool and easy way. "Now then, it looks as if
you won't have half as much money to take away with you
when you go as you thought."

1')'.

Jerry became-almost frantic.
He pulled a gun from his hip pocket and started to leave
the place.
"Hold on, there!" Wild called out sharply. "If you go out
there and try to make trouble they'll shoot you down. They
uon't care no more for you than they do for a dog. Now you
take my advice and keep quiet. If you show signs of changing
for the better you might possibly get your money ·back again.
But I'll tell you that Hog and Reddy are the thieves. They
climbed in the window of this room and robbed you whUe
you were in the bar-room trying to accumulate more money
by disposing of the vile stuff you call whisky. Now then,
I'll bid you good-night. I hope you will be able to go to sleep
and have pleasant dreams, for 1, hardly think any of the gang
'
will be back again before morning."
Wild and Tom walked on out of the room and Jerry followed
them, a very dejected villain indeed.
"Come on, boy~," the young. deadshot said, nodding to his
companions. "I reckon we'll go on back to the camp. We'll
stop and see how things are at the shanty first, though."
They all went out, and they had barely reached the shanty
that was being occupied by Harris and his men, when the
lights of the saloon were extinguished, probably earlier than
at any time during its existence.
Harris was waiting outside.
He had a rifle and showed that he was ready for any at·
tack from the v!llalns.
Two or three silent forms lay on the ground, and this told
how successful the occupants of the shanty had been in resisting the attack of the villainous crowd.
"Well, Mr. Harris," the young deadshot said, as he stepped
up to the mine owner, "I reckon it's all over for to-night.
Did any of your party get hurt?"
"Not a man,," was the reply. "They almost riddled the
shanty with bullets, but we were all lying close to the floor
at the time, so no one received as much as a scratch. But we
did a little work, though."
"So I understand. Six of them went down, I understand."
"As many as that, eh? Well, it can't be helped. They
brought it on themselves."
"Certainly they did. But I reckon you won't be bothered
with them again to-night. You had better keep a pretty good
watch, though."
"Oh, we'll do that all right."
Then after bidding the men good-night, the four turned
and went back to the camp.
They found those they had sent there waiting rather anxiously, but when Wild assured them that he thought there
would be .no further danger, they were not long in accepting
the blankets offered tM;m and making beds where it was most
convenient.
Wild and Charlie again went into the tent, and Tom remained with Jim Dart.
The night passed quietly enough, the scout and Wild relieving, Jim In turn, and when daylight came they were all up
and ready for business.
CHAPTER X.
TRE AUCTION SALE.

While Young Wild West and his friends were eating a rather
early breakfast, they were surprised to see a score or more
horsemen riding into the mining camp.
Behind them were three wagons, each being drawn by four
mules.
"What does this mean, boys?" the young deadshot said,
turning to his partners.
"I reckon we had better go an' µnd out, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie suggested.
'' Come on. That's just what we will do."
They were in time to intercept the new arrivals before they
reached the shanty that was occupied by the mine owner and
his men.
"Good-morning, gentlemen," the young deadshot called out,
in his cool and easy way. "What brought you here so early
in the morning?"
"Is Mr. Harris over at the Blazin' Star?" one of the men
asked.
"~o. he's in that shanty this s:dc of it. So you want to see
.
him, do you?"
"Yes, we got the word he left over at the Fork, an' we got a
lot of provisions an' as many men as we could an' started
right out a little after noon yister day. It was slow travelin',
but we kept it up till after one o·c!oc; : lhi3 mornin', ::ui' then
started on ag'ln at four. So the camp ls b:.rntcd, ch?"
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"Fifty-five," Reddy called out.
"That's what they say. You'll find Harris in the shanty
"Sixty," came from Lucas, while he kept a sharp watch
there."
Wild walked along with the horsemen, and Harris, who was upon Hog.
"I'll make it a hundred," Rog yelled, as he dove into his
,still asleep, was quickly awakened by the man who was doing
pocket as if he expected the bag to be knocked down to him.
guard duty.
"I'll make it two hundred, miss," said Tom. "I happen to
The dead villa.ins lying around attracted the attention of
the newcomers, of course, and all sorts of questions were know what's in that bag, an' I'm either goin' to git it or make
some one pay a whole lot more than it's worth."
asked.
That settled it as far as the two villains were concerned.
In less than ten minutes everybody knew what had taken
"Going at two hundred," Arietta called. "Who says two
place at the "busted mining camp," and that Young Wild
hundred and ten?"
West was going to hold an auction sale.
There was some laughter, but no one offered to make the bid.
"I don't know what the bundles and bags contain, with the
"Sold! " Arletta exclaimed, and then Wild beckoned to Tom
exception of one of them," the young deadshot told them.
come and get his purchase.
"Let me do the buy!n' of that one, Wild," Lucas spoke up, to Lucas
made the pretense of paying for it, though he really
coaxingly.
not pass any money to the boy at all.
"All right, then. I'll fix it so you can be a short distance didAfter
that the rest of the stuff was sold quickly, for some
away from the camp and have a horse. You can be on the of the strangers seemed to think that there might be somewatch, and when you see me step up and hold up the bag, you thing of value in the bundles and bags.
are to come riding up as if your life almost depended on it."
The auction had not lasted more than half an hour, and
"I know."
when it was over with Young Wild West leaped upon the table
"O! course," the young deadshot went on, with a smile, "you and, talting off his hat, ea.id:
won't have to pay any money for It. What is In the bag be"Now then, gentlemen, I am going to tell you something.
longs to Jerry, and I am going to see to it that he gets it." Just
give me your attention for a minute or two."
Our friends went back and finished their breakfast, and
Everybody listened with the utmost attention, and the boy
when they again returned they found quite a little excitement, related
how Rogg and Reddy had robbed the saloon-keeper,
especially in front of the saloon.
and that his belongings were in the bag.
Rog had made a truce with Harris and had received permisThe leader of the villains no Sooner heard this than he
sion to carry away his dead and bury them.
sneaked away and went behind the shanty.
Wild
Young
it,
of
enough
had
have
they
think
rather
"I
At the same time Tom Lucas 'stepped back and went around
West," Harris said to the young dea.dshot, laughingly, "Now at the other side.
then, before ye get at work taking the machinery apart at the
No one seemed to take particular notice of them, and the
mine you may as well go ahead with your auction."
first thing they knew two shots sounded in quick succession.
Wild then got Charlie and Jim and several or the others
This caused a rush for the rear of the shanty, and when
to go about and announce it so the members of the bad gang they got there they saw Lucas holding a bleeding arm, a
could. hear it.that the auction was going to take place shortly, smoking revolver in his other hand, while a short distance
and that It would be held In front of Hog's own shanty.
from him lay Hog Jenks upon his face.
Arietta soon appeared, and then walking at the side of her
"It had to be, Young Wild West," Tom said, shaking his
dashing young lover, they led the way to the shanty.
head. "I knowed he wanted me, so when I seen him start
Every man in the camp followed, Including the ruffians, around back of the shanty I went the other way. We seen
who hardly knew what to make of it.
each other at about the same time, an• both fired at once. He
Wild and Jim sorted over the bundles and bags they found in touched my arm, but I reckon my bullet found his heart. You
don't blame me, do you?"
the sh\l,D.tY, and they had no trouble in finding the one that
1
"I can't say that I do, Tom. But I really think that Rog
contained the package of coffee.
A table was taken from the shanty and placed upon the would have been a good tenant for a cell for the rest of his
ground In a Uttle square, and then a mallet was found that days. However, it can't be helped, so we'll let it go at that."
As soon as they found that their leader had been shot the
~uld answer the purpo·s e of a hammer, and Arietta. was ready
crowd of villains which had tlecreased so much since the day
tor business.
"Now then, gentlemen," the young deadshot called out, "I before were very anxious to get away from Golden Bubble
:reckon everything is ready. This is going to be the greatest Camp.
Some of them started to leave at once, but Young Wild West
auction that was ever held in a. busted mining camp. Make
,our bids and try and keep as orderly as possible. The auc- called them back.
"See here you measly coyotes," he said, "I reckon you are
t1oneei: wlll now proceed."
better all
Arietta took up a bundle of old clothes which was marked getting ready to leave. If that's the case you had
up in tlfese
show
never
,you
that
it
to
see
and
together,
go
No. 1.
bad lot,
"How much am I offered for this?" she asked, as she held parts again as long as you l!ve. You are a mighty
anyhow, and since your leader has cashed in his chips, I am
lt up.
going to let the rest of you go. Now then, the quicker you
"TEl!l cents,,. some one laughingly exclaimed.
get away from here the better it will be."
"Ten cents. Who says fifteen?" the girl called out.
They all hurriedly took their departure, and half an hour
But though she tried ha.rd to get another bid, it was no use,
later not ·one of them could be found in the camp.
so she called the man who had offered ten cents to step up.
Young Wild West was voted to be a hero, of course, but his
He did so, and when he had paid oTer the money he kicked
the bundle of old clothes apart and went back into the crowd, sweetheart came in for her share of it.
Young Wild West and his friends remained there the rest of
while every one but the ruffians laughed heartily.
"Now then, what am I offered for this bag?" Arietta called the day.
But they did not wait any longer, though the work of taking
out, pointing to it as Wild held up the bag for inspection.
pUBhed rapidly.
"No one knows the contents, but It must be sold. What am I out the machinery from the mine was being would
be a deweek it
another
In
that
knew
e
on.
Every
offered?"
be dug out
It happened that Hog Jenks and Reddy both recognized the serted camp, for since there was nothing more towas
no need
it, there
bag, and knowing its contents, they ma.de up their minds to of the ground that would pay to mine
there:
staying
one
any
of
it.
get
Tom Lucas went with our friends to the nearest town, and
"I'll give five dollars for it," Reddy called out, after Hog had
then he parted company, declaring that he only hoped he
given him a. nudge.
would have a chance to meet them again some time.
"I'll make It five an' a half," Hog added, quickly.
Sally, the little rascal who had so nearly been lynched, had
At this juncture the clatter of hoofs sounded, and Tom
been permitted to go his way by our hero, though no one
Lucas was seen riding hurriedly to the spot.
thought he would ever reform.
"Six dollars," yelled Reddy.
That wound up the adventure at the "busted mining camp,"
"Seven," Rog answered, for he seemed to think that Lucas
when Arietta so successfully posed as an auctioneer.
was coming there for the purpose of bidding upon the QJLg.
"Fifty dollars," Lucas shouted, as he leaped from the saddle
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
.
and ran up close to Arletta.
OUSTING THE OUTLAWS; OR, THE CLEAN-UP AT FANCY
The leader of the gang and his lieutenant were astounded. FLAT."
"Fifty dollars, fifty dollars," Arletta. called out, holding up
the wooden hammer and looking around at the crowd. "Who
will s11,y fifty-five? I am sure this bag is worth more than

that."

.
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CURRENT NEWS
The Queen of England is against extravagance in dress
on the part of the ladies who are about her. She herself
sets the example of economy in these matters, for she has
the reputation of being by far the most economically
dressed lady in the royal household. Her dress bill is said
not to exceed the sum of $1,250 a year, and yet the most
spiteful persoh could not truthfully say that she ever looks
dowdy or shabby. She maintains ~hat $1,500 a year is the
outside amount that any woman need spend on dress,
though the maids of honor have an allowance of $2,000 a
year for the purpose, that being the sum that Queen Ale;x:andra in the last reign thought the minimum possible.
One of the most striking developments of present-day
engineering is the great expense which the railroad companies do not hesitate to incur in building tunnels of unprecedented length with a view to decreasing their grades
across the mountain summits. The latest announcement
in this connection is that of the Canadian Pacific Railroad,
wl.ich states it is going to undertake the construction shortly of a tunnel that will be by far the longest yet constructed. It is to be built below it& pass through the
Rocky Mountains. It will be 16 miles in length and will
cost $14,000,000. This is some four miles longer than the
well-known Simplon Tunnel through the Alps and the
e~timated time of construction is seven years.

M. de Launay, the French authority on minerology, has
been trying to calculate the total quantity of diamonds
that have been extracted from the earth. Prior to the discovery of the Brazilian diamond mines in 1722 India gave
about 4,400 pounds, or about 10,000,000 carats, worth
about $85,200,000. From Brazil have been taken about
5,500 pounds, or 12,000,000 carats, worth about $100,000,000. 'l'he South African mines, since their discovery in
1870, have yielded about 120,000,000 carats, with a value
of $780,000,000. These would make a cube of 26 feet
4 4-5 inches, and weighing 28 2-5 tons. After being cut
these would weigh only half as much, but they would
be worth approximately $5,000,000,000 . They could be
packed in a box 6 feet 2 inches long, the same in width,
and 3 feet 4 inches deep.
The Joss of a German torpedo-boat destro:ver with sixtysix officers and men recently-practically the whole complement-illustrates once more the grave risks of night
maneuvers, when carried out by these craft in connection
with battleships. In the particular maneuver in which the
disaster occurred, the group of destroyers, in line abreast,
passes through a column of battleships. It requires the
nicest judgment of speed and tlistance to enable the captain of a destroyer to carry his boat through the interval
between two battleships, which may be steaming at 15
knots or more, without being rammed. A slight misjud~-

ment may bring the craft square across the bows of the big
ship; and this is what seems to have occurred in the case
of the recent disaster. The Germans are fond of this
maneuver and similar accidents occurred in July, 1912,
and in September of last year. These, however, are the
risks which must be run jf high efficiency in maneuvers is
to be maintained.
The government sets an example to the whole country
in requiring that worn-out flags shall be burned and not
permitted to become mere pieces of waste rag. Whether
or not any special law or regulation governs the disposition
of the flags, the universal practice of the army and navy
for generation& has been that whenever a flag is no longer
fit for service it shall be destroyed. When a flag used at
an army post or on board a naval vessel becomes unserviceable requisition of the quarter-master is made for a. new
one, and the old one is burned. The same disposition is
made of flags used on public buildings in Washington.
Custodians of buildings outside of Washington buy their
flags outright of the government. Whether or not they
follow the official plan of disposing of old flag!;! cannt be
stated. Flags borne in battle are invariably preserved,
either by the commands which carried them or under instructions from the war department by the government at
Washington. A whole roomful of battle flags is on exhibition at the waf department.
The question of who invented real paper has apparently
been settled by means of a catalogue of manuscripts in the
Royal Library of France, made by a Greek scholar at the j
command of King Henry II. of France. In thi!;! cataloguer's own hand are found notes to the effect that "real
paper" originated· in Damascus. To make a difference be-j
tween the $Ort of paper that was in use in China hundreds
of years ago, and the beginning of the sort of paper 'W'e l
use to-day, our paper is called "real paper." This is because the Chinese used silk for their paper, which was after ·
all more of a sort of pulpy silk than real paper. And while !
silk was common enough in China back in the seventh cen- 1
tury, it was not plentiful elsewhere and so the Chinese '
so-called paper was extremely rare and expensive in oth!31" 1
countries. Of course writing was done on cavern walls,
on tablets, on clay, on slabs of gold and tanned skins and :
then papyrus, but in about the seventh century some Arabs
discoYered that paper could be made from cotton. So our :
first real paper, as far as can be learned to-day, was mado
in Arabia, where there was actually a paper factory in I
operation in the seventh century, u ing cotton, which wru1 '
plentiful. 'l'o the Arabs, then, we seem to owe our present
pap{'r a,; well as our numerals. It was not until the four-· '
tcenth cenbir~· that paper 1ms made from flax, linen, hemp .
and such things, and, of course, $till later that the cheaper
sorts of paper were :rnaae from wod pulp. Both Italy
and Germany claim the honor of fi.n;t making linen paper.
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DICK
-OR-

THE BOY RANCHMAN OF TEXAS
•

By DICK ELLISON
_(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XVII. (Continued.)
. Dick paused for a moment amazed, and hardly knowing
what to do.
He knew that the ba,ll had passed close to his head, and
he was stunned by the shock.
He went staggering toward the stone vault, and the
ranchman, leaping out, seized him and asked :
"Dick, Dick, have you been hurt? Did the ball strike
you?"
"No, I think not. It shook me up pretty well, though."
"Doggone them for a pack o' scamps!" cried Benny,
running toward the door. "I will make it hot for some of
them now, you bet your boots!"
Benny had his revolver in hi~ hand, and, running to the
door, he poked his revolver through the hole that had been
made by them cannon balls, and, taking aim, began to blaze
away.
There were howls, yells and oaths from without, all of
which told that the pistol shots were taking effect.
Benny came walking back with a satisfied air1 after he
had emptied his pistol, and said :
"I tell you, when I pull the trigger something's got to
d]-'.op. Several of them dropped that time."
"Benny, I hope you did not kill any one," said Mrs.
Maxwell.
"I don't believe I did, but I burnt the skins of some of
them so they will remember me, and will not get in too
close range again."
"Benny was correct," said Dick, looking from one of the
narrow windows. "They ·are now moving the cannon to a
less expose.d poeition."
The ranchman, who was at Dick's side, gazed out and
said:
"Yes. It is quite evident that they think they are too
much exposed to our shots. Then I don't believe they
know many are in this house."
"No, they don't."
"They may think we a:re twenty, Dick."
"I hope they do, Uncle Will, for then they will be all
the easier frightened away."
"Dick, I am proud of you. I am glad that I gave you
this ranch. You are a brave boy, and have proven--that
you are worthy of all the trust I put in you."
"Uncle Will," said Dick,. almost choking up with joy at
the praise of his newly found relative, "I am glad that you
have such confidence i'n me. I have only done my duty."

"Yes, that is all any one can do, Dick. If a man does
his duty, he does all. So few 'do that that when we find
one .who does, we cf!,nnot praise him too much. You shall
be ewarded, Dick, for all that you have done for me. I
will see that you are made my heir in reality."
"If I can find the lost children of Mrs. Maxwell?"
Mr. Lemmons hesitated a moment, and then: said:
"No. I will not hamper you· with such conditions. I
know you will do your best to find the poor lady's children
for her without having any such restrictions placed upon
you. I will set apart enough to maintain her during her
life, and you shall have all the rest. And there is the
greatest abundance for you."
"Uncle William, if we ever get out of this trouble, I will
prove to you that I am worthy of the trust you place in
me."
"I know you will, Dick."
"We must give our whole attention now to getting out
of this building, or conquering those rascals. I wish that
the lieutenant and his• troop of cavalry would only come
up now. Wc would soon make the rascals come to time."
"Yes, Dick. We will beat them yet. If we can't do any
better we will go down into the cave."
"Is there a cavern near?"
"Yes. There is a cavern that reaches fully fiity miles."
"Wbere is it?"
"This. building is right over the cave."
"And have you any way to get down to it?"
"Yes."
"How?"
"A flight of steps. A trap-door opens to those steps,
and then we-can go down without the least trouble."
At this moment Benny, who had been watching from
another window, came to them and said :
"They are hatching some kind of mischief over there."
"Over where, Benny?" asked Mr. Lemmons.
"A~ the big house. You can't see them very well from
this window, but if you will go upstairs you will see that
the cowboys are gathering in from every point, and that
they seem to be planning something."
"What have they done with the cannon?" Dick asked.
"I don't ]mow. I don't see them using it anywhere, and
I guess that they have left it."
"Perhaps they are out of ammunition for it," suggested·
Mr. Lemmons.
"Well, if they come in reach of my pistol, I will let
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them know that I have some bullets left," declared
Benny.
"Come, Dick, we will go up to the upper room where we
can sec everything at the house," said Mr. Lemmons.
They went to what was a sort of armored observatoTy.
The windows were very narrow, and the walls very thick.
There were iron s'h utters on the inside which wer.e bullet
proof. They had only to close them and cut off an attack
from ordinary small arms.
Looking from the port-lik~ windows, Dick arid his uncle
saw there was quite a gathering at the house, which was
about two or three hundred yards away.
"Oh, Uncle Will, I wish that we had our Remingtons
with us! We could rake them here, but our pistol are
not long enough range to do any mischief."
"No. Perhaps it is as well you haven't. I don't want
to kill the ·poor fools, much as they deserve it. It's all
right for Benny to pepper their skins a little bit with his
pistol, and remind them to keep a respectful distance, but
I hope we won't have to take liie. It is a serious thing
to do so, Dick, my boy."
.
.
"I realize all that, Uncle Will, but we must defend our
own lives at all hazards."
"Oh, we will do that. Now watch that gang. Wl1at
does that gathering mean, Dick?"
"It can't have but one meaning, Uncle Will, and that
meaning is that they are going to drive us out O'.f here if
they can."
1'he cowboys that were assembling were seen to arm
themselves with Remingtons and Springfield rifles.
This meant trouble to our friends, and no one knew it
better than our hero, Dick Donnelly.

CHAPTER X'il III.
UNDER THE EARTH .

Those assembled cowboys were not long in disclosing to
our beleaguered friends what they designed to do. They
saw one of them with a rifle in band come down to the
stone wall and take up his place behim1 it, evidently with
some murderous design . rrhen others, singly and in two ,
threes and fours moved out and took up positions b~hintl
the stone wall, the gate, some out building, or other obst ruction that would afford them some protection.
"Uncle Will," said Dick, "it means that we are to be
besieged."
There came a puff of wl1itioh smoke from near the gate,
and a bullet flattened itself against the stone wall near the
window. Dick knew now that the fight was on in earnest.
Another shot and another in quick succession, and bullets began to rattle a.o-ainst the stone wall, or whiz through
the windows. Diel~ and his uncle "'ithdrew to a safe position, but were still near enongli to se~ all that was going
011 at the honse and around the stone wall in front of
them.
Benny came to them to rn? that they had completely
surroundrd the honsC', and were firing at it from every
point.
"They co11lc1 wait a whil e and starve us out," snic1 Dick.
"I wonder that they have not thought of that, and tlccicled
not t o waste so n:iuch lead."

The ranchman shook his bead and answered :
'No, I don't believe that they could. We have considerable food stored within this building, and then at almost
any day they know that the soldiers or some wandering
cattle hunters are liable to come this way, and that would
make it rather awkward for them."
"I had not thought of rhat."
"Whatever they do, they must do quickly. "
"What are they going to do up there with the cannon?"
askec1 Dick, as he pointed toward the lawn at the rear of
the house, where they had dragged the cannon, an d were
training it on the building.
"1'hey must have found another ball, and are going to
give us a shot."
By this tin1e the cowboys were firing almost incessantly,
their bullets rattling like hail through the windows, or
:flattening against the stone wall. In a few moments every
pane of glass had been s'hivercd by the bullets ..
Dick and his uncle were watching the cannon. They
saw it loaded aJ1d trnined on the building. Then some one
with a long iron rod, one encl of which hac1 been hE;\ated
red hot, touched it to the touch-hole of the cannon. There
was a great puff of smoke, and a l9g chain struck against
the wall, and bounded away, falling into the yard below.
"So they are firing chain'S at us. They had better keep
them, for they will soon have to have them on themselves,"
said the ranchman.
"They have no cannon balls, or they would not be firing
chains," Dick thought.
The cowboys could be seen creeping closer and closer
toward the house, keeping well concealed behind the stone
wall, the logs of WO(?d, and whatever other cover could be
found .
Dick was often tempted to try a shot at one of them, but
his uncle told him it would only be a waste of lead, and
that he hacl better reserve his bullets.
1'he .firing was now almost incessant. Bullets flatt ened
again_st the stone wall, they pierced every crack and crevice
to be foillld, and it became dangerous t o show oneself a.t
a window . .
Be1111y amusGd himself by holding his hat befor e the
window until it was so full of bullet holes that it would
bardly stay on his head.
The cannon again roared, and this time a shower of mus~
ket balls and iron slugs came whizzing and crashing into
and against the stone building.
"'rhey are firing grape and cannist er," Benny declared.
"Well, just come within reach of my 32, and I will make
it too hot for you," said the lad.
'The night wore away, day dawned, and still the siege
continued. Dick and Benny had fired a few 'shots and
wounded one or two of the besieging party, but fortunat ely
tbev had not a single casualty among their number.
It was the middle of the afternoon, and the cannon,
after having exhanstecl the log chains and scrap iron, was
shooting gravel, blocks 0£ ~,..oocl anc1 ,d1aternr the.y could
find to pu t in tbe gun. rrhc rifles, however, were by far
the most da11gerous.
(To be Continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
DIES AT THE AGE OF 103 YEARS.
Mrs. Nancy 0. Rogers, aged 103 years and 9 months,
'.died recently at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Nancy M.
Street, at Gay Hill, Montville, Conn. .Mrs. Rogers was
the oldest woman in Connecticut. She was active until six
months ago, when she was taken ill, and her remarkable
memory and eyesight failed. The old lady was dexterous
with thread and needle, but after she reached the century
mark she developed a peculiar mania for secretly collecting
every available piece of clothing about the house and ripping out the stitches. Mrs. Rogers was born in Groton,
and was the widow of Lyman Rogers. · Previous to her
marriage to him she was the widow of Charles L. ::rerkins,
also of Groton.
JEFF DA VIS' CAPTOR TALKS
Casper Knobel of Philadelphia celebrated on May 10 the
forty-eighth anniversary of the capture of Jefferson Davis,
President of the Confederacy. Knobel is the only survivor
of the fourteen members of th~ Fourth Michigan Cavalry
who made the capture. He tells this story of the capture :
"On May 7, 1865, I with 419· men and twenty officers
of the Fourth Michigan Cavalry, then stationed at Macon,
Ga., was sent to capture Davis. After three days and
tiights of hard riding we learned that a party was camped
about a mile and a half from Abbeyville. Our band scattered into squads of fourteen men each to look for the mysterious_campers.
"I espied the tent of Davis. I saw who was inside and
leveled my gun at Davis, who surrendered at once. Because Mrs. Davis threw a skirt over her husband's shoulders
to protect him from the cool night air the absurd story
about hi~ fleeing in woman's clothing originated. There
is not a word of truth in it."
Knobel was born· in Switzerland May 24, 1844. He
came to America in 1862 and joined the Union Army.
SKY SOUNDING BALLOONS.
The limit to which manned balloons can ascend is about
30,000 feet, but a sounding balloon lately sent up in Italy
at the University of Pavia reached a height of 121,000 feet,
br nearly twenty-three miles.
At regular intervals, simultaneously in all the large
countries, the weather observers make tests of the upper
air by means of sounding balloons. These balloons are
usually about six feet in diameter and are filled with free
bydrogen gas. They carry an instrument called a meteograph, which registers and records the- altitude, temperature, humidity and wind velocity. Since the balloons rise
with great speed and almost in a vertical line, the ascents
· resemble somewhat the descent of a lead line from a ship in
the ocean, and this resemblance accounts for the name,
"sounding balloon." E ventually the balloon reaches a
height above which it cannot go. If the gas bag is of silk it
collapses. If it is of India rubber it explodes. In either
case a parachute descends, bringing the recording apparatus with it.

The greatest height attained by one of the balloons in
the United States was at Huron, S. D., on Sept. 1, 1910.
That ascent was 30,400 meters, or a little less than nine'
teen miles.
Wherever the sounding balloons have been used, whether
near the equator or in northern latitudes, the records have
shown that after six miles above the earth the temperature
no longer drops rapidly as the instrument ascends, but at
times becomes stationary.
The lowest temperature during the recent remarkable
flight was 70 4-10 degrees below zero, F., at a point twelve
'
and one-half miles high.
THE HORSE-HAIR INDUSTRY.
Few persons are aware of the commercial importance of
horse hair and of how elaborate a process is necessary to
prepare it f.or the trade. Horse hair arrives at the factory
in bales up to half a ton in weight and six hundred dollars
in value. The chief sources of supply are the United
States, Great Britain, South America, Australia, Germany,
Russia, and China. The tails are the best, since tail
hairs are hard and tough, those of the mane being soft
and of inferior value. The specially long hairs are, of
course, suitable for particular purposes, but those of ordinary length are prepared for stuffing furniture. The
hair is first cleaned by suction, which carries away the dust.
Color forms. the first basis of classification. Then the hair
is divided according to its various length and quality.
That which is to appear black is dyed in logwood, washed,
and dried. The next step is roughly to mix the various
hairs in such manner as to form stuffings of the various
grades. After this the material is passed through a series
of mixing machines or mills, which are provided with
exhausts for taking out any particles of dust that remain.
The first rough mixing is accomplished on the floor of the
factory; and the use of the machines complete the process.
Next occurs a very curious part of the process. A short
walk is provided, somewhat similar to that on which hempen cords are made, and there the hair is twisted up to foTill
ropes. Each pair of workmen is followed by a boy who
beats up a fresh supply o:f material and that which is
dropped with two sticks, thus getting it ready :for the
twisters. The ropes are again twistecl upon themselves,
soaked for two hours in water, then baked at a temperature
of about 350 degrees Fahrenheit for twelve hours. The
damp heat, as may well be imagined, destroys all bacterial
life that might remain in the hair. At the same time it
fixes the curl. The ropes are hung up to cool for three
days. The inferior qualities are then untwisted and carded
by machinery. The best qualities are opened out and
hand-carded, the opened twists being placed on the bent
pins of the carder which give somewhat, as they are :fixed
into leather that is in turn fastened to a board. The :finer
the quality the smaller the rope and the tighter its coils.
The hair from English cart-horses is held by many to be
the best, since it possesses the greatest strength. Black hair
is 11omewhat stronger than white.
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FIGHTING WITH GOMEZ
-OR--

TEXAS COWBOYS IN CUBA
By "PAWNEE JACK"
"(A. SERIAL STORY)
"I don't believe that our people seek her life," the coloCHAPTER XIX. (Continued.)
"Senorita, a woman never appeals in vain to an Ameri- nel Temarked.
"Your people have killed many women and old men
can for protection."
children during this war, colonel."
and
safety."
for
"I knew that, Senor Capitan, so I fled to you
"Not so, Captain Crane. 'l'hey were murdered by Cu"Where· do you wish to go, senorita? I shall try to
bans-volunteers-not by Spaniards."
place you in--"
"Oh, Senor Capitan I I have no friends or acquaint- · '"I'hey were led by Spanish officers. I have seen two
,., written orders from Spanish generals to that effect. We
ances outside of Havana except in Santiago."
captured them, or rather, found them on the bodies of the
"And those are two places to which I cannot go."
dead officers. It is done at the command of the captaincan
I
wait.
can
I
soon.
there
go
all
will
"But you
general. It is a trait of Spanish character that has been
rough it with the army· till then."
the prime cause of the loss of Spanish colonies the world
Jed shook his head.
"A. camp is no place for a young and beautiful woman, over."
senorita," he remarked. "You would be in constant
"I cannot argue that point with you. People in every
danger there. We have no castles in which to keep you country have insunections to contend with. In your great
from the adoration of rough soldiers."
republic you are at swords' points for four years. But
"'!'his is no time for compliments and flattery, Senor may I ask what you are going to do with the young
Capitan," she said. "I have come to you for protection. woman?"
The Spaniards seek my life. In your camp no m.an would
"Yes, you _can ask, but I'm blest if I can answer it, '.for
dare harm one known to be in your care. Your men love I don't know. I'd rather have a column of Spanish
and fear you-besides they are Americanos like yourself- soldiers on my hands. If you can take her with you, I'd
every one of them a hero."
ever after pray that heaven's blessing attend you."
"But we·are on the road more than 'in camp. You would
Navarro laughed so heartily that every one of the party
thus be unprotected."
noticed it. Jed laughed, too, adding:
"No, no-Senor Capitan," and she shook her head. "I
"'l'here ii, an old saying in my country that a woman is
shall be safe there. The Cubans are not Spaniards."
at the bottom of the worst of a man's troubles."
Colonel Navarro heard every word that was uttered, and
"Yes, yes," and the colonel laughed till he was on the
his eye~ flashed at her imputations upon the honor of Span- point of falling out of his saddle. The young woman kept
iards. But he did not say anything. It would have been
her eyes on them all tho time, her color coming and going
out of place. He was struck by her marvelous beauty,
with each varying mood.
however, and when Jed aBsigned two of the Texans as a
"There are two beautiful sisters at the house of Senor
bodyguard for her-Tom Hufl: being one of them-he wonwhere we are going," Jed said. "It was there
anola,
M
:
dered what had happened to throw such a beautiful woman
fiend dashed up to us, and called on us to
beautiful
this
into the camp of the insurgents for protection.
of her parents. When you see them you
rescue
the
to
go
"Senor Crane," he said to Jed, after they had started
more the magnetic beauty of this one.
still
realize
will
the
me
telling
to
objections
any
you·
forw ard again, "have
'l'hey are the nieces of Senor Juan l;)elmar, for whom you
'
history of that young woman?"
been exchanged. I hardly think they will be glad to
have
"None whatever, colonel," he replied, "for I know nothagain, and yet she mu1,t remain there as long as
her
see
ing i:n the world about her-not even her name."
we can persuade her to try to get to Santiago
unless
clo,
we
sur"But you both seem to know each other," and the
protection."
your
under
prise he betrayed was genuine.
"I should have to obey :my orders thr.t cr.nne to me in
"Yes, in a way," and he briefly told him the story of
regard to lier," tbe colonel remarked.
his first meeting with her and her game as a decoy.
":Even should you be ordered to shcot her?"
"She came close to making an end of all of us," he
"Yes. 'l'he first duty of a soldier is to obey orders.
added. "Her very natural way of acting disarmed suspiwould you do?"
Wliat
dangeTcion. Her marvelous beauty makes her the most
the 111an who orderecl me to shoot her," waa the
"Shoot
ous woman I ever saw."
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prompt reply, at which the Spanish soldier laughed
hiartily, saying:
"It is quite evident you were never in a regular army,
captain."
"Very true, colonel, and I never intend to be. I'll never
do harm to a womllJ1 except to restrain her when humanity demands it."
"You have the romance and enthusiasm of youth. That
will pass in time, maybe."
"Perhaps, but not in my country. I know men there
.;eventy-:five years old who still think and feel as I do in
regard to women. But there is the home of Senor Manola.
You can catch glimpses of the liouse thrqugh the trees
there," and he pointed in the direction of the mansion
as he spoke.
"It is a beautiful place," the colonel remarked as he
looked a:bout him. "A very beautiful place indeed."
They dismounted and were met at the door by Senor
·Manola himself, who welcomed them to his home. He
:eyed Navarro with no little interest as the man for whom
the Spanish were willing to give up Juan Delmar, the
richest man in Cuba. He was given the best room in tb
house, and a feast was prepared for him. Jed asked for
the two sisters. Christobel came to meet him.
"That beautiful fiend has fled to us for protection," h e
said to her. "She says they accUBe her of betraying them
because they failed to get us into the trap set for us. I
shall have to crave shelter for her till we leave again."
"Why, yes, Senor Capitan; but what in the world will
you do with her?"
"I shall have to :find a refuge for her somewhere-in
some family remote from army operation.s. Shall I fetch
her in?"
"Yes, if you please."
He returned to where the young woman still sat on her
horse, and said:
"Senorita, the ladies bid me fetch you to the house.
Will you dismount?" and he held both hands up to her.
She fell into his arms and was promptly placed on her
feet. As he caught her he felt a revolver in the pocket of
her dress. He also saw the hilt of a dagger concealed in
the bodice.
Under the circumstances it was quite natural she should
be armed, and he thought little of it at the moment. But
ere he reached the house with her it fl.ash{ld through his
mind that the woman who could act as a decoy to lead
nearly a score of men to a bloody death was also capable of
slaying a man with her own hand for $5,000. The tQought
came to him like t.n inspiration.
As she disappeared into the house he said to himself:
"I'll not give you the chance, senorita. You ai·e beautiful as an angel, but your blandishments will fail again.
You ~ould strike· only when escape is possible. It is true
that woman is either angel or fiend. How beautiful she is l
But she is not the angel that Chxistobel is."
OHAPTER XX.
«NOT SO ll'AST, SENORITA I"
Half an hour after the arrival of the party at the Ma-

nola place, they were summoned to dinner. Na,varro waa

introduced to the beautiful unknown as a Spanish officer
returning to his command after being exchanged.
"I am not so fortunate as to know senorita's name, colonel," Jed remarked, as he presented the officer. "But as
your rank is superior to mine you are entitled to the honor
of her company at dinner."
Navarro made a low bow and declared himself highly
honored.
"My name is Inez Mendoza," she said, turning to Jed.
"I have no longer any reason for concealing my identity.
Colonel, General Narcissa wanted to have me shot. I accept your es~ort because I know you would not dare shoot
me here."
"You ought to pardon the general, senorita, for your
beauty would disturb the discipline of an entire army."
"Good! Good, colonel!" laughed Jed. "I've been trying to ,frame an excuse for shooting her myself. I thank
you heartily for it. Senorita; your beauty is fatal to youand everybody else about you. Lead her in to dinner,
colonel," and he tendered his arm to Christobel as he spoke.
Jack led Anita in, and all were laughing merrily as they
surrounded the table.
She had more wits than the two sisters, and entertained
the entire party at dinner. The colonel was captured by
her in a very few minutes, much to the relief of both Anita
and Christobel. They had little to say, but ate in silence
and listened to her. After the meal they returned to the
piazza, where the fair Inez joined the men in smoking
cigars. Nearly all Cuban women smoke. In the course
of another hour Jed mentioned that he was at the colonel's
service in escorting him toward the lines of the Spanish
army.
"I am loath to go, Captain Crane," Navarro said, unless I can persuade Senorita Mendoza to return to our
lines also. I will guarantee protection to her."
"Why, you would have me shot as soon as the order came
for you to do so!" she exclaimed. "I am not so foolish as
to go to my death voluntarily, Senor Colonel!"
"Go incognito, senorita," he suggested.
She smiled and shook her head.
"You would be safe," he urged.
"It would be dangerous. I could not remain in disguise
all the time. I would rather camp in the woods and be
free from the awful suspense and fear of discovery."
"I would advise you to go, senorita," said Jed. "We
are liable to be surrounded, captured or shot to death at
any moment."
"But you would die fighting in my defense. I could but
die with you. No. I won't go," and she shook her head
in a way that told plainly she had made up her mind.
Reluctantly th,e colonel prepared to leave. He led her
aside-to the fafther end of the piazza, and talked with
her in low tones for some minutes. She seemed to be telling him something that was not unpleMant, for he shook
hands with her and then led her back to the others.
"It's no UBe," he remarked. "I cannot persuade her to
return to our lines."
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TIMELY TOPICS
Captain R. 0. T. Mann, of the Philippine constabulary,
who arrivecl from Manila recently, said the Moros in their
recent outbreak used Russian-Japanese war rifles supplied
bv a German firm. The arms were sent to Singapore, Capt~in Mann said, and the Moros crossed from J olo and obtained a supply. The captain said two thousand of these
rifles were in the hands of the Moros when they revolted
several months ago, and it is proving difficult to gather
them in.
A taste for European clothes, cheap furniture, European food, bicycles, tin trunks, etc., is reported to be developing among the colored native population of South
Africa, according to the official trade repo~. The commissioner estimates that $30,000,000 is the value of the
native population to overseas exporters of goods. Hitherto,
trade with the natives-known as "Kaffir truck" tradeba~ comprised chiefly cheap goods such as beads, cotton
blankets, brass, copper and steel wire and cheap. c~tlery.
The natives are now earning better wages and this is developing their taste.
The effect of radium in the treatment of cancer is to be
made the subject of a special investigation at Harvard
:Medical School under the direction of Dr. William Duane.
For the present the e2..-periments will be conducted in the
school, but a special building will be erected and devoted
entirely to the work of radium investigation. Dr. Du.ane
has studied in the laboratory of Mme. Curie, the discoverer
of radium, and has been in touch also with the work of the
Radium Institution in London. The investigation is to be
ma<lc under the general supervisiop. of the Cancer Commission of Harvard.
The old clipper ship Southern Rights, a blockade runner
during the civil war, has been sold to be broken up. Captain F. 0. Wilson of Bergen Point, N . J., who bought her,
will tow the old craft up to Cow Bay on the Connecticut
side of the Sotmd and beach her, after which her hull will
be stripped of all valuable material and the remaining
timbers burned. The Southern Rights was built at Bath,
Me., in 1859, and originally hailed from Boston. She was
in commission until two years ago, when she went ashore
on the Long Island coast. Subsequently she was refloated
and towed to Brooklyn.
George Williams, formerly of Lafayette, Ind., was
brought back from Peru in a serious condition, resulting
from injuries inflicted in an extraordinary manner at the
time of the flood in that city. He was brought back by his
two brothers, who live here. He was employed at an interurban substation, and when the water began to rise he was
unable to escape. He was compelled to climb higher and
higher until he reached the rafters of tlie garret) where he
hung by his arms to keep his head above water. A number

to

of hungry rats, driven from tneir haunts, began
attack
him, and he was powerless to defend himself, being obliged
to hang for his life. The rats gnawed off both ears. Blood
poisoning has now set in and his condition is serious.
Nine Cornell students have enrolled in the course of
dimestic science recently opened to men by the Home
Economics Department at -that university, and according
to Miss 0. M. Brownell, their instructor, they are rapidly
learning the culinary art. Among them are S. H. Watson'
of the varsity baseball team and C. W. Whitney, a member
of the Glee Club and a speaker of prominence. D. R.
Meyer of New York is also registered in the course. They
attend the regular lectures, and every Thursday afternoon
roll u.p their sleeves, don aprons and spend an hour in the
laboratory, where they cook and bake, mix and prepare!
dough for bread and cakes and when they are all through
wash up and dry pots, pans and dishes.
About a hundred -years ago a Spanish priest visited
Arizona, and found the river banks of the Colorado so high 1
that a rock rising out of the river, and in reality as large'
as the Cathedral of Seville, looked, when seen from the
top of the cliffs, no larger than a man's hand. Nothing in
the world, said this traveler, can be compared to the ravines
of the Colorado, and to find formations worthy of being
placed beside them we have to leave this planet altogether!
and turn to the clefts and :fissures of the moon. Major
Powell, who first successfully explored the Colorado in
1869, calls the Grand Canyon, which is the deepest of thaj
gorges, "the most profound chasm known on the globe."
He adds that at no point for a distance of over 200 miles
is it less than 4,000 feet' deep. This is a little over three- 1
quarters of a mile. But the sides are not perpendicular up
to this height. The highest cliffs in the canyon that a.re
perpendicular from the water's edge rise on each side to a
height of 3,000 feet, or more than eight times that of St.
Paul's Cathedral. Above this height the walls recede as
they rise, consisting of a series of precipices, each a little'1
farther back than the one below. At one point the sides
are over a mile in height, reaching an elevation above the .
river of 6,233 feet; but there the gorge is several miles 1
across, whereas the perpendicular cliffs above mentioned
are not more than a few hundred feet apart. The gorges/
have been gradually formed by the waters of the Colorado
River, which rises in the Rocky Mountains. It has eaten
its way down through limestone and granite in a most
extraordinary manner, leaving walls standing on each side.
Looking up from the river, the sky appears in many places
as a mere streak of blue. Often clouds fill the top of the
gorge, and then, to any one on the river below, the chasm
has the appearance of being roofed in. Lieutenant Ives,
who partially explornd the river, which is very dangerol1S
ancl quite unnavigable at many points, says that no description can possibly give any idea of the majestic gmv.deur of this waterway.
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seam in the center of a mass of much younger Triassic
stone. The Loetschberg Tunnel proved a much more difficult proposition than the St. Gothard Tunnel, which is
driven almost entirely through hard gneiss. At Andermatt
ancl Airolo one can perceive, by the quarries, how, under
tremendous lateral pressure, the Jurassic chalk has been
turned into marble. In the case of the Loetschberg the
geological profile presented the unusual sight of primitive
rock piled on top of stratified rock. All the Alpine tunnels
are run on straight lines except the Loetschberg, which is
built on a curve. This was necessitated by unforeseen obstacles in the interior composition of the mountain, and
resulted in an extra expenditure of $500,000. The engineers did not believe that the Kander stream, which flows
down the mo'1ntainside, would interfere with the boring
of a tunnel six hundred feet below the river-bed; but it did,
and there was a cave-in by which twenty-five .workmen lost
their lives.
·

If a li~n and a strong horse were to pull in opposite directions the horse would pull the lion backward with comGRINS AND CHUCJ(Ll~S
parative ease. But if the lion were hitched behind the
"What
punishment
did that defaulting banker get?"
horse and facing in the same direction and were allowed
"I
understand
his
lawyer
charged him forty thousand
to exert his strength in backing he could easily pull the
dollars."
horse down upon his haunches or drag him across the ring,
so much greater is his strength when exerted backward
Ce.Iler-You know, there was something I wanted to say
from the hind legs than in forward pulling.
to you, but it has quite gone out of my mind. I can't
remember what it was. Maiden (hopefully)-lt wasn't
Farming under forty feet of water would seem to be a good-night, was it? ,
rather difficult work. It is a difficult and expensive work,
but it is clone upon a vast scale, as there are farms unrler
"My wife/' said Mr. Clarke, "sent two dollars in anforty, fifty and even sixty feet of salt water to the extent
swer
to an advertisement of a sure method of getting rid
of more than 20,000 acres under a single management.
of
~uperfl.uous
fat." "And what did she get for the
These farms, while they are as extensive as the vast grain
money?
Was
the
information what she wanted?" asked
fields of the West, do not produce grain, but they produce
oysters. The crop is propagated, seeded, planted, pro- Mr. Simmons. "Well, she got a reply telling her to sell it
tected, removed, replanted, matured and harv~sted all by to the soap man." ·
steam power, large steamers being employed in gathering
Father-Mabel, you · might give that young man who
the oyster crops from the grounds.
comes to see you in the evening a message . . Mabel (blushing )-Yes, father. Father-Tell lum we've got no obArmy swords are tempered in oil. After the blade,
jection to. him running up the gas bills, but we'd rather
pounded, rolled and hammered to the right length, is
he didn't carry away the morning paper with him when he
ground it is subjected to severe tests. The point is caught
leaves.
under a staple, and the blade is bent over a block of wood,
ma.king the arc of circle about thirty-five inches in diameStruggling Pastor-Nearly all the congregation nave
ter. It is then bent in the opposite direction. Afterward
the blade is struck on an oak block and tested on sides and subscribed liberally for the building fund, and I feel sure
edges. Finally it is dipped in oil and bent. While it is that I can also have your hearty co-operation. How much
bent the oil is wiped off. If they blade is cracked, even will you-- Mrs. Leader-Let me see. Oh, I am the
though the defects might be otherwise invisible to the eye, only member who has a carriage and coachman, I think.
the oil in the minute crevices will be forced to the surface S. P.-Yes. The rest are poor. Mrs. L .-Well, I will
when the blade is straightened, and the defects will in- drive around and collect the subscriptions.
stantly be revealed by slight streaks of oil little wider
than a hair.
·
The minister of a parish in Scotland was called to effect
a reconciliation between a :fisherman ot a certain village
According to Professor Wehril, of Zurich, geologists owe and his wife. After using all the arguments in his power
much of their knowledge of the Alps to the various tunnels to convince the offending husband that it was unmanly in
which have been b~red through those mountains to make him, to say the least, to strike Polly with his fist, the
railway routes between the northern and southern parts of minister concluded, "David, you know that the wife is the
Europe. Dr. Wehril points out one important discovery weaker vessel, and you ·should have pity on her." "Well,
on the occasion of the construction of the Loetschberg then," said David, sulkily, "if she's the weaker vessel, she
Tunnel. This was the unexpected piercing of a great coal should carry the less sail."
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The man was carried on board l)y means of the blanket,
four seamen lifting the attenuated form, one at each corner,
for the poor creature looked as though he would drop to
pieces if taken hold of by his limbs.
By Kit Clyde,
He was soon below and in the surgeon's hands, lying in
Not long since a German steamship from Hamburg, a comfortable berth, while the steward was making some
after touching at Havre, where she took in coal.and freight, hot gruel for the famished creature. In the meantime the
doubled Cape de la Hague, and skirting the Chanl1el good ship lay her course once more to the &outhwest and
Islands, lay her course to the southward and westward for sped on her way.
'l'he man thus picked up at sea had not yet uttered an
the United States. The good ship glided on her way,
making her usual speed of thirtee~ knots per hour, until articulated wo;rd. The gruel came, and the physician gave
it, only a teaspoonfu! at a time, to his patient; for, in bis
the morning of the second day from Havre.
starved condition, food carelessly administered would have
officer
the
by
sounded
wa&
bell
neer's
i
eng.
Suddenly the
on the bridge to "slow the ship," and a moment afterward killed him nearly as quickly ~ would a dose of prussic
acid.
the signal bell sounded "stop her."
'1.'hree minutes by the watch must elapse between each
The steamer' was now fairly in the broad Atlantic, and
of the warm and nut=Jtious beverage.
teaspoonful
uncommon
some
signified
such a signal to the engineer
was patient, and served the man with his
surgeon
The
occurrence or exigency.
watch in his hand, and now added a little brandy to tbe
Of course, all were on the alert instantly,
The captain, who had just sat down to his morning cup dish of gruel.
In half an hour the stranger had taken in ten teaspoonof coffee in the cabin, put down the untas~ed beverage and
of the hot and nutritious compound.
fuls
soon
was
watch
the
of
officer
the
when
hastened upon deck,
The doctor paused, set down the bowl he held, felt the
observed pointing to a small objl)ct far to leeward on the
sufferer's pulse, and said:
'
ship's starboard quarter.
"Now let him sleep, not too long. In fifteen minutes he
The captain, after inspecting the tiny speck upon the
sea for a few moments, ordered the ship's course to be must have some more nourishment. Keep the gruel hot.''
In fifteen minutes the man was aroused gently from the
changed, and bore down toward the object referred to.
A moment before, the course steered by the steamer was sleep into which he had s~, and the same quantity of
leaving this object, whatever it might be, behind her, but gruel and brandy administered this time, two minutes innow the ship was rapidly shortening the distance between tervening between each spoonful of the nourishment.
In the second half hour he took fifteen spoonfuls of the
it and herself. Those with glasses and on the elevated posithen was permitted to sleep again.
gruel,
than
sooner
object
the
out
make
could
bridge
the
of
tion
And so he was fed, not only through the day, but all
those upon the deck.
But it was soon apparent to all on board that a small through the night, the doctor giving his whole time to the
boat, containing, as it seemed, a man, was tossing nbout sufferer, and watching him with an earnest sympathy,
mingled with scientific observation. On the second day
wildly upon the waves.
As the ship neared the little cockleshell, it could be seen beef tea was substituted for gruel~ but given in the same
1
that its occupant was a man who seemed to l,Je ,quite nude, cautious ·way, and not until the evening of the second day
and who only retained an upright position for a moment was the invalid able to speak.
The doctor forbade all questions being asked the man
at a time, after which he would lie down again. 'rhe quarpresent, and only talked to him sufficiently to ascertain
at
headway
the
lowered,
quickly
was
steamer
terboat of the
upon the steamer checked, and a half dozen men~ with the his physical condition.
He was French, and spoke only that language; and on
second officer, pulled toward the stranger.
The captain of the steamer had ordered a blanket and the third day told the doctor that he had been bathing on
a fl.ask of brandy into the quarter-boat, saying that the poor the shore at Brest, where he left his clothes on land, and,
fellow might require something to keep life in him long pushed off in his boat to get into deeper water.
enough to get him on board the ship. As it afterward: · Suddenly a squall took the boat · and blew her like a
proved, these were excellent precautions, and per~aps saved feather out to sea.
, Night came on, and he had been. blown and tossed about
the man's life.
The officer sent from the steamer found in the little · for days without :food or clothing.
By comparing dates, and judging by his physical condiboat a man so reduced by ~xposuro and starvation that he
the stranger had been almost without food for seven
tion,
feet.
his
upon
stand
or
word
a
articulate
could not
He could only look imploringly at his deliverers and days and nights. It had rained twice during that time, and
he had succeeded in catching and drinking about a quart
point to his mouth.
A swallow of the brandy, which was prepared with a of water each time. He had given up all hope of life, being
little water for drinking, was poured down the man's from time to time insensible, when he saw the steamer, and
throat and one of the seamen who had a biscuit in his finally was seized with utter despair until. he saw her steerpocket instantly rubbed it up into crumbs and, with an- \ ing a comse w·hich wo~1 lrl c~rry her awn;' from him.
rescue irOJ_n the bo.at, nor
other small swallow of brandy, this was washed down the I He had no r~collect1?11 or
from time to tune, as
lter
m
up
sit.
t_o
tned
had
he
that
i
stranger's throat.
,. .
..
_
.
~mn_.
appro~(;m,g,
were_
they
l
boat's
the
and
He was theri wrapped in t?e large blanket,
Whute,er he chc, wa., JY mst.mot a. that .,nMi.
crew pulled for the steamship.
S,4-VED AT SEA.
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Re was past reason, and, indeed, was only half conscious I ~till, this man had only lived, as it were, for the purpose
of e1:1caping.
for twenty-four hours afterward.
Finally the time came to make the attempt.
The rescued man gave his name as Louis Molineux, and
No. 734 had never attempted to escape, though most of
said his business was that of a cabinet-maker. Re added
that he had good friends in New York_, and that if he could the prisoners had been punis1rnd for this offense against
once reach that city ~ co11ld procure the means to return the p1·ison rules more or less frequently.
He was, therefore, separated from his comm.de, to whom
fo Brest anu. also to pay whatever charge was due the
he had been shackled for'·years, and put upon some service
steamer which had so nobly rescued him from death.
It was absolutely marvelous to see the physical im- where a single hand was needed in the yard.
One day he saw a chance to silently drop into the waters
provement of this man from day to day on board the
of the harbor.
steamer.
Of course, he sank with the weight of iron he had upon
The sixth day of the passage he went on deck with
assistance; the seventh day he went alone; the eighth day his limbs, but as-:soon as he struck the bottom he struggled
he walked fore and aft from prow to stern unaided, and to the pier, and, climbing up, reached the surface where he
wlien the ship made Sandy Hook he was out of the doctor's could breathe.
Ther~ he remained for hours, entirely submerged, except
hands, and as well as anyone on board.
face and mouth; and, as night came on, succeeded in
his
It seemed almost a miracle.
1
his way round on to the beach, often under water.
working
and
one,
plausible
a
'The story he told the doctor was
Among the rocks of the shore he dug himself a hidinganswered the purpose, but we must tell the rnader the
place beneath the sand, and lived for some days on seaweed
absolute truth relative to Louis Molineux.
Penal servitude in France differs from that of all other and shellfish, while he was working upon his irons by the
slow process of wearing an opening in his chain through
countries.
.
The convicts are chained together like oxen, and are the means of friction upon the rocks.
It w~s _more tnan a week before he had freed himself
employed in cleaning and completing works in connection
.
.
.
d
with the galleys, chained at all times in couples, to render froRm his _nons.l . o·
1s pnson c othm0 woul betray him anY_Where, and_ he
escape the more difficult.
Their diet consists of stale bread, dry biscuit, beans, a! coul~ neyer appear for a moment out of his hole durmg'
little olive oil, and a preparation called wine, but tasting daylight.
One night hunger, at last, drove him to a fisherman's
·
like vinegar.
. t hut on the coast, where, finding no one at home, he ate a
th
.
k . tb
:fi • ,
fi
· At
gun re, say ve O c1oc m ie_ mornmg, e _convic s I hearty meal and carried off a loaf of bread.
· came near cost·mg h'1m h'1s l'b
board which con- - Tl11s
are. released. from the bare,
1 erty, as th e fi sherman
.
. slantmg
d N 734
bb d
t' th th h db
· J'
stitutes then only bed, receive then coarse breakfast, and
°· was
as they pass out in couples to the workyards, a smith with 1 gave mt odrmtahion ba eth a lee~tro e 'an
suspec ·e ·o ave een e cu pr1 .
I
d
1
hid'
hi
t
,
1
d
ft
ld'
Tl
a heavy hammer tests each set of fetters, to make sure that
mg-p_ ace, an
ie so iers o en passe_ c ose o s
I
they have not been tampered with. .
more than once he gave himself up for lost. Still he re.
. . . .
mained undiscovered.
The d1s01plme 1s atrocious.
he observed a small boat hauled up on the
The French prison system certainly favors escape, not- ' One nio-ht
0
beach
withstanding its apparently rigid rnles.
It is a system of_ stric! concentration at one time of the , Hi~ plan was to throw away the clothes which would
have betrayed him, get into the boat, and pull off into the
.
day, and of_loose disp:rsi?n ~t ano th er. .
On enter~g these n~stitut10ns the pnsoner 1s first care- track of foreign-bound ships.
He had also framed in his own mind the story which he
fully measured and weighed.
He is then stripped, bathed, and draped in the costume told the surgeon of the steamer, and which would, doubtof his class, in which he looks not unlike a stage harlequin. less, serve his object.
Part of that story was true.
His cap, coat, pants, and vest are all of different colors,
Ile was taken by a squall far away to seaward, and out of
divided in the middle, one leg one color, and its companion
the usual track of ships outwarc,l bound, lost both oars, and
a different hue.
here he was driven about in the exposed condition in which
This is to make escape more difficult.
.
Singular to say, they are permitted to smoke in their he was found, as we have described.
Had it been other than' the summer months, the exposure
iron bondage, and may hold conspiring converse; there is
little check upon their muttered intercourse and whispeT- would have cost the ·wretched man his life.
An iron constitution, and the careful nursing he reings at night-time.
ceived on board the German packet ship, brought him
Louis Molineux was No. 734 in the prison· at Brest.
He had been incarcerated there for eleven years and , through and saved his life.
j Louis Molineux, "734," was landed _in New York possess· over, though for what crime he would not divulge.
But let his guilt have been as great as possible, it would I ing only a small purse made up for him among the passenseem as though he had expiated his crime by the years oi gers on board the steamer.
Of course, if the officers of the ship had known his real
suffering and pain he had endured.
So strictly had he been guarded and so securely ironed character, they would have been obliged to detain him.
But "734" was soon lost sight of in the busy crowds of
all those dull, dragging, weary years, that he had never
metropolis.
the
•
once seen a. chance of escape.

I

I
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NEWS OF ~THE DAY
It is claimed that the finest turqlloises in the world come
from the Mount Sinai Peninsula. Formerly the mines of
Persia supplied them in abundance, but within the last
few years these mines have shown signs of exhaustion; and
concessions have been obtained for working the ancient
Sinai mines, which, as hieroglyphics carved on the rocks
show, were originally opened by the Egyptians.
Definite steps were taken recently to insure the presence
here this summer of the team of Australian cricketers, who
are due to arrive in Vancouver early next month, for a two
day's match in New York on August 8 and 9. These dates
were agreed upon at a meeting of the seventy-five delegates,
representing the various clubs, at the headquarters of the
Cosmopolitan Cricket League, at No. 2150 Fifth A venue,
recently.
Henry Lang, chief guardian of peace at Columbia University, foiled a sophomore attempt yesterday to kidnap
six first-year students. Lang was passing through Hamilt?n Hall when he heard cries from the gemot, a room
:fitted up by the class of '81 as a commencement memori!.j.l.
Entering it, he found the freshmen, their arms tiecl behind
their backs, being held by several dozen sophomores. Lang
ordered the freshmen freed, but the sophomores hustled the
freshmen to their feet and were putting them into a taxicab
when Lang called Dean Keppel. In a minute the freshmen
were free and the sophomores were scooting for safety.
In the principality of Liechtenstein, which is celebrating
its bicentenary,.taxes are unknown to its people. Its handful of square miles is squeezed in between Austria, Germany and Switzerland, and usually crowded out of all but
big ~ca.le maps of Europe. Ecclesiastically it is attached to
Switzerland, and for customs and postal purposes to Austria, while its septuagenarian ruler, Prince John, lives in
Vienna and compromises for his absence from his kingdom
by paying the whole of the expenses of its administration
out of his annual income of 12,000,000 francs. The baby
state has a full-grown parliament, with salaried legislators,
whose wages are also paid by Prince John.

A foreign railway company has solved the plan of getting
, good shade trees in a short time, though they may be
smal1. 'rhe trees are so arranged that after two years'
time they will give as much shade as trees in the ordinary
way of setting out would give that are fifteen or twenty
years old. The company gets a small elm tree, preferably,
digging this, roots and all, from ~he ground. The tree
then is set, the top part being set into the ground, and tho
roots are left in the air. The tree then grows, forms roots
on what originally was the top of a tree, and the original
roots that now take the place of the branches begin to leaf
out and form a complete foliage very quickly. Beautiful
specimens of such inverted trees are to be seen by the
fountains in Kensington gardens, London.

A general withdrawal of funds by Japanese from the
local branch of the Yokohama Specie Bank, Los Angeles,
as well as from other institutions where Japanese are depositors, is noticeable as a result of the anti-alien land
legislation now pending in the Legislature at Sacramento.
The reason is that the Japanese are using their savings to
complete payments on lands purchased by contract in order
that they may secure title in their own names before legislation is adopted preventing this course. K. Miyakawa,
a manager of the local branch of the Specie Bank, said
to-day that the withdrawing of money is persistent. There
is no run on the bank, but the depositors who have purchased land on the instalment. plan are seeking to have the
title recorded in their own name, believing that this title
will be protected by the courts. Inquiry among leaders of
the Japanese colony to-day developed that no anti-American sentiment existed because of the discussions now going
on at Sacramento. Neither is there any sentiment in favor
of war.
The German Antarctic expedition, under Lieut. Eilchncr, recently retumed to Buenos Aires, without having
accomplished its chief purpose, which was to land in Anarctira and push into the interior of that continent. After
traversing .a belt of drift ice, 1,200 miles wide, new land
was found in February, 1912, at latitude 76 degrees 35
minutes south, and longitude 30 degrees west; i. e., part of
the shore of Weddell Sea, and evidently a southwesterly
continuation of Coats Land. In honor of the late ruler of
Bavaria, the patron of the expedition, this land was named
"Prince Regent Luitpolcl Land." The general course of
this land was traced as far south as 79 degrees. In latitude
18 degTees an ice-barrier was discovered, extending west
from the coast, and was named "Kaiser Wilhelm Barrier."
A landing was effected on the barrier and a station established; but soon afterward part of the ice on which the
station stood was broken off by a high tide, and the explorers had to Tega.in their ship a& best they could. The
vessel then turned homeward, but on March 9 was caught,
in an ice-floe, and drifted helplessly until November 26,
when it was :finally extricated by blasting. During this
long drift oceanographical and metcroiogical observations
were carried on. Weddell Sea was found to be shallow near,
the barrier, but very deep (about 17,000 feet)· in the
middle, and separated from the •Atlantic Ocean by a ridge
or rise, with a depth of about 3,300 feet. 'l'he currents
seem to be controlled by tl~e winds attcndiug a ,quasipermanent barometric dopre~sion oveTlying Wcddell Sea.
During the same drift an eight -clay sl edge expedition was
made to the westward in an un successful attempt to find
the conjectural Morell Lancl The expec1ition har1 the misfortune to lo~e its sailin 2; master, Capt ain Vnhsel, who
succumbed to heart disease 011 the onhn.ril jonrncy. Tl1e
equipment of tl:e par Ly is rrportc(1 to be i11L1ct, and anot her
attem pt ~o effc~t a lunJiJJ,; in Allarctic:1 will be mr..clc ne.<:t
December.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
THE TRIPOLI EARTHQUAKE.
Mrs. Mabel Loomis Todd was in Tripoli when that city
was bombarded by the Italians. She writes: "When bombardment finally began the noise was terrific, houses
shaking as if in earthquake, refugees crying with grief and
terror. Our English friends, however, were not daunted,
nud, going to the telegraph company's house on the water
front, they obtained from its balcony a superb view, remaining until a shell dropped into the sea about t:wenty
yards away, shrapnel began to burst all around and break
over them, and it seemed prudent to retreat to the kiosk on
their own roof terrace-slightly more protected, but still
offering a splendid prospect. At six o'clock :firing ceased,
when, gathering up the bits of fallen shrapnel (not less
than twenty pounds), they retired to their populous rooms
below."
OUR NEW ARMY PISTOL.
The issue of the new automatic pistol to the signal corps
troops, field artillery, and infantry has been authorized by
the War Department. In all probability the a.rm will soon
be i$sued to the coast artillery and engineers.
Until it has been fully determined whether the cavalry
will discard the pistol no pistols will be issued to the enlisted men of the mounted service. Officers and non-commissioned officers will probably always carry pistols, but
the belief is held among some of the close students of the
;mounted service that all the arms that enlisted men need
tire a rifle and a saber. It is argued that when they are
mounted they will fight with their swords and when they
are dismounted they will fight with rifles. While this question is pending the cavalry will continue to carry the old
style revolver.
The new automatic pistol, calibre 45, is without much
q11estion the most powerful pistol that has ever been issued
to any army. It throws a 230 grain bullet with sufficient
force to kill a man at a distance of 500 yards. This pistol
has been fired twenty-one times in twelve seconds, beginning with the pistol empty and the loaded magazines on
the table at the side of the operator. Firing at twentyfive yards distance at a target six by two feet, twenty-one
hits have been made in twenty-eight seconds, with a mean
radius of 5.85 inches.
Te~ts have shown that the pistol will penetrate four
inches of white pine at a range of 250 yards. A penetration of one inch in white pine corresponds to a dangerous
wound.
COLOR BLINDNESS
The various tests for color blindness have come into
practical use in the examination of railroad ~ngineeers
and the like, where the ability to distinguish colors is necessary, so that these tests are no longer peculiar to the laboratory. But it is not generally known outside the laboratory that everybody i& partially color-blind-that is, in
certain parts of the field of vision.

The most normal individual can see all the colors only
when he looks directly at them. If looked at from an
angle of about fifteen degrees, red and green can no longer
be seen, but in their places will appear shades of yellow
or blue. This region of the eye is known as the yellow
zone. If the color be moved &till farther to the side the
yellow and blue will disappear and only gray can be seen.
This region is known as the zone of complete color-blindness.
An interesting theory in regard to these zones is that
every normal eye represents three stages of evolution. The
zone of complete color-blindness is the lowest stage, and
appears in such animals as the frog, whose vision is known
as shadow vision. The blue-yellow zone is one step higher
in the scale, although not clearly marked off in the animal
kingdom; and the appearance of the red-green zone marks
the highest stage of evolution. Cases of color-blindness
are, according to this theory, a lack of development beyond
the early stage in the individual life.
FIRST 'l'HINGS
Envelopes were first made in 1839.
The first steel pen was made in· 1830.
The first air pump was made in 1650.
Anresthesia was first discovered in 1844.
The first balloon ascent was made in 1783.
The first lucifer match was made in 1829.
The entire Hebrew Bible was printed in 1488.
The first iron steamship was built in 1830.
Ships were first copper bottomed in 1873.
Coaches were first used in England in 1569.
The first horse railroad was built in 1826-7.
Gold was :first discovered in California. in 1848.
The first steamship plied the Hudson in 1807.
The first watches were made 11.t Nuremburg in 1477.
Omnibuses were introduced in New York in 1830.
The first newspaper advertisement appeared in 1652.
The first copper cent was coined in New Haven in 1687.
Kerosene was first used for lighting purposes in 1826.
The first telescope was probably used in England in
1608.
The first saw maker's anvil was brought to America in
1819.
The first use of a locomotive in this country was in
1829.
. The first . almanac was printed by George von Purbach
m1460.
The first chimneys were introduced into Ro~e from
Padua in 1368.
The first printing pr~ in the United States was introduced in 1629.
The first steam engine on ibis continent was brought
from England in 1753.
Glass windows were first introduced into England in
the eighth century.
The first complete sewing machine was patented by Elias
Howe, Jr., in 1846.

Almo1t anyone c&n learn it at home. Small
eoat. e~nd to-day 2-cent etamp tor partl<:ulara
and proot. O. A. SMITH, Room ~ D87 ~21
Blcelow et., Peoria. 111.
MAGIC COINER.

~fr.

1 1
am~sl~ysi ;~
a ~1:
blanks aro placed unde»
the llttlo tin cup and
apparently coined Into
dime•. A real moneymaker.
Prlce, __%0c.
C. BEHR, 150 w.
62d St., New York City,

THE FOUNTAIN RING.
A handsome ring connected with
a ru)lber ball which le concealed
In the palm ot the hand. A gentle
squeeze torces water or cologne in
the face ot the victim while he Is
examining It. The ball can be ln~tantly ·fillell- l)y Immersing ring In
water •&me as a fourtaln pen tiller.
Pr-le~ by mall, postpaid, 12c. ea.oh,
H. Ji'. LANG, 1814 Centre St., B'kl:,n, N. Y.

S

TBICi:g"lf,uC

'

~ ol
c~f.,'1{e'd ;~~ ~~~.
Th~ !41-n ma.y J:>e ueejl

and the11 qhut, and
when It opens again
It falls in plj>cea; ahui
a11d open ag-a•n aqd It
Is p~r!ect, without a
1lgn ot a break. A gfe&.t aurprlse tor thou
11.ot In the trick. Price, SGc. by mall, p0Jtpa14;
ft. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B':l<IYll, N, '!1.

Sure Firtt
Accuracy
Penetration

The World's
Record Holders
Remington-UMC .22 cal.
fte •••••••..·DMC caho ••kt • ll•i
eartridges have broken
two records in two years.
The present world's 100-shot galle11y ree;rd, 2484 ex 2500, held by
1
Arthur Hubalek was made with these hard hitting .22's.
They will help you, too, to break your best shooting records,
Remington-UMC .22's are ~ade, ,t oo, with hollow point bullet,.
Thia iDCrease, theh- shocking and killing power.
.
' -;,
Remington- UMC-the perfect shooting eomblnatioa
HERINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,
299 Bro~dwa,, New Yo,• cu,

.

Ayvad's Wa~r;_Wings
/

Learn i to I swim ~by, one1tr:al
Prlee •& ceac1, Po.tpald
Theee wo.ter-wlnre take up no more room than•
poctet--hankerohlef. Tl!•1 .,..11.ll'h 3 ouuea and 1uport from 6() to 250 pounds. With 11, pair &111ene ca11
earn t.o ewim or A.Oat.. For uaa, you ha.Te 01i:i to we\
~!u&~~~~.~o,ether
• ,,...
H. F. LANG, 18111 Centre St., B 1ld:,n, N. Y.

I will send as long as
they last my 25c book

r.
~~::m~i~;.:::: ~£..

STRONG ARMS

tor 1o Cents In Stampa ar Cali

Illu~trated with 20 ,t unpage, half-tone cuts, showIng exercises that will
quickly develop, beautify
and gain great strengih
in your shoulders, arme
and hande, without 1!,nY
3rpparatus.

Gee whls! ~'ha\ tua

yeu

can

ha.~·e

with

tlll1 1tutr. Mol1ten t\le
tip of your tlnirer, ta•

It en the contento et
I.lie box, &nil a ll~tle
"It will 1tlck. . Th~•
obak• ha.ndo w•ti. yeur
trlen\l,
or firop a

111eck d<>wn 111• back.
In a minute he will
feel ... 1r lte h&d
,
••v•n ye&r,' Itch. lt
will 11111.1«,· lllm acr&tcll, rear, •qulrm &Jl<l
aa.11:• fae.a. But It Is perfectly harmleoo, &I
It •• ma.de trem the 1eed1 ot wild rooo. The
llorrll>IIH ltcb 1t•P• In a few mlnute1, or c&n
M checked lmmed•a~e•r bY rubbing the ••ot
w•th & wet cloth. Wblle It •• worklnr, you
~I
111-. 111' ,aall, poat•a.14WOLFF NOVELTY co~ Z9 w. Hth St.. N, Y.

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOYE,

ti••

ir..--~.1° j~~-·\l:f1~ -~~rc-.nW :.:::1t:r,.:

QOOD LUCK CUN FOB

Wizard Repeating

LIQUID PISTOL
WUl •tap tho moot Tie•
Iona dqir (or BJ,.n) wltb•
out permanent lnJary.
Per!ec\ly aafe to Qarry wlthoutdan11er
of leakage.
l!'lre, and recnarges DY
pulllng tbe trigger. Loads irom any Liquid. No
car.trJdiUS require<!. Over siz shots in one !oa.din11,
All d1>a.lers. or by mall, liOe. Pistol ,rttb rubber covered hol& Le.r. OSc. · Holsters sepa.rn.t~, 10c. Send
moue:, order. No postage titamps or ooini:i a..c oepted,
PARKER, STEARNS&. CO., 273 GEORGIA AYE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

'1'he real western article,
carried by the cowboys. It
ls made of fine leather,
with a highly nickeled
buckle. The holster contains a metal gun, of the
same pattern as those used
IJra.ln tickling p\lzzles. Sample for 10 cents
by all the most famo1:1s "'it.hour
three good ones for. 26 cents. Oata iog in cl11dcct.
scouts. Any boy we1J.rlng or
WONDER nomn co .. Dopt. I, Box 123, st. Paul, ,111nn.
one of these fobs will attract attention. It wl]l
give him an a1r of western
romance.
The prettiest LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME
·
Ventrilo11ulat Double Throat ,
and most serviceable watch
f~!~?y0jt~~~~~!~ ~~:t1~8y~;if~~b~ia'r ,~~~~!~
tob ever made. Send for
one to-day. Price 20 ceDts
:~~~~~~~,tin':i~~~i~Jli~:dt~~~:;~~
the field and l9rest. LoF.afs ~f fuu. Wonder•
each by mail postpP.id.
ful invention. ThouoqnJs 8old, Price: ou ly

Brighten Your Wits

,~!~:

M. V, GALLIGAN,
'111 W. 56th St., N. l'.,

10 cents; 4 for 25 cen1a, or 12 for 50 cie-nte,.

Double Throit Co.Dpt. KFrenchtowo,NJ.

I will be ple!!,se<'I to answer any question on de··
veloping or reducing a!U'
other part of your bodY,
. wl thou t a.dd!ttonal charge.
PROF. ANTHONY I$ARKE1'
17 8s Ba1ker Blda
.• 110 W. 42d SL, "· Y.
1
Eet•bll1bed ;s year, Ju. New Yorll 0U7

Eight Carnes for IOc
Cheu. Checkers, Fox and Gec,c. NiJJe Men Morris, A11th°""

Introduction Game, Spanish Priron, 1Jominocs: a wholt:: year't
amwement and the whole thinv for only
Send I Oc today and vet all eight va.ne,
0
KEARSLEY CO,, 117 Winston, Loa Ancolea, Calo

10

lllYSTERIOUS SKULL.

&

1

Shines In the dark. The molt
frl&"httul ghost ever ehown.
A
more etartlln&' et!ect could not be
found.
Not only will It at!ord
tremendous amusement, but Jt ts
guarantet;d

to

scare

away

bur•

gla.rs, blll collectors, and bcok
agents. It cannot i;et out ot order
and can be used repeatedly:, Price.
4x5 Inches, 15c.;
by
ma.II.
H. l'. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

TRICK l\lATCHBS,
Conalet ot a Swedl1h 1atety
box,
tilled with
matcho1,
whlch will not llgh t.
Just
the thing to cure tho match
borrowing habit. Price, lie.,
postpaid.
WOLF.F NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.

STAB AND CBESCE?ff
PUZZLE,
The puzzle Is to separate the one atar from
the linked 1tar and cre•cent without uelng force.
Price by mall, p~tpald
l0e.; 8 tor 25c.

\VOJ,FF NOVELTY co~
29 W, 26th St., N. Y.
1
n1Alie~~!.~~J. ttiH.!l~~k3u~trt:t·a~\:
Iara (60 dimes).
It cannot be
THE INX BLOT JOXJ!:B.
opened until the bank la full, when
Fool Your Frlenda.
It can be readily emptied and re•
-The greatest novel ...
locked, ready to be a.gain retllled.
ty of the age! Have
Every pa.rent should aee that their
a Joke which makea
children have a small 1aTtngs bank, 1
everybody
I a u s- h •
1
More fun than any
~Tm~~· 1se~} ~h~a:/!af;st sr~1;!t!~~~
other
novelty
that
Habits formed In early ll!e are seldom forgotten in later years. Price baa been shown In years. Place It on a. deok,
of this llttle bank, l0c,; 3 for 25c., tablecloth, or any piece of furniture, as shown
in the above cut, near some valuable papers.
malled postpaid,
or on ftne wearfl!g apparel. Watch the reC. BEJIR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
ault I Oh, Gee! Price, 15c. ea.oh, postpaid.
C. BEHB, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
POCKET SAYINGS BANX.

I

i

TBICK CUP.

.JUMPING JACK PENCU,.
Thi• pencil Is made up
In handsome style and
• looks eo Inviting t h at
every one will want to
,.,ok at ft. The natural thing to do ls to
'~rtte wJth ft, and just as soon as your friend
lrles to write, the entire Inside of the pencil
!Ilea back llke a jumping jack. and "Mr.
Nosy" will be frightened stlt!. It Is one ot
our beet pencil tricks and you will have a
ha.rd Job trying to keep It. Your trfend1 will
try . to take It from you. Prfce by mall, postpaid, l0c. each.
C. DEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

NEW SUBPBISE NOVELTY.
Foxy Grandpa, Mr. Peewee
a.nd other comical races ar ...
tletlcally colored, to which
la attached a. long rubber
tube, connected with a. rubber ball, which can be fllled
with water, the rubber ball
being carried In the pocket,
a alight preoaure on the bulb

~~¥tse:.; ~~~fiy"t::a:en~he r•·

Price, 115c.,
Po1tpald.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. 'i.

I

GOOD LUCK BAN•KS.
Ornamental a1 well • a1 uoetul.
ad• et \t,l&'hl'>' nlbl.!elod bra1e.
heil4'; Jult ' Otle Do1lo.r. When
led ,t CM,on1 ll)Selt.
Rema.kl•

!

~~c~e~.:'t~t~a~~-•d·uo;!~ ~=t~~~
ed If net oatltlllod.
Price, lGc.
b:r lll&II.

L. Senarens, 347 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

IMITATION CIGAB BUTT.
It Is made of a composition,
exactly resembling a
lighted
cigar. The white ashes at the
end and the Imitation of tobacco-lea! being perfect.
You
can carelesaly place it on top of
the tablecloth or any other e:,;·
pensive piece ot furniture, and
await the result. After they see
the Joke everybody will have a
good la.ugh. Price, l0e. ea.ch by
ma.II, postpaid; 3 tor 25c.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
.

AUTOMATIC COPYING PENCU..
The Importance of
carrying a good reliable pencil need not
be dwelt upon here.
It le an absolute neceHlty with ue all,
The holder or thle pencil lo beautifully
nickeled with grooved box-wood himdle, giving- a firm grip In writing; the pei;icll automatically oupplles the lea.d as needed while
a box of these long leads are given with each
pencil. The writing ot this pencil Is Indelible
the aame as ink, and thus can be used in
wrltlnc- letters, addressing envelopes, etc.
lltlla of account or invoices made out with
this pencil can be copied the same as If copying Ink we.a used. It ls the handiest pencil
on the market; you do not require a knife
to keep it sharp; it le ever ready, ever aafe,
and Just the thing to carry.
Price of pencil, with box of le&da complete, only
IOo.; a for 2oc.; ,:me dozen 900. postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. %GU. .iii., N. 'I',

1!!!!!!!1

SNAKE IN THE CAMERA
To all e.ppearancea
this little 1ta.rtler 11 a
nice looktnc camera.
compartments; the other
The proper way to UH
la a etatlonary ball. By •
It Is to tell your
0
friends
you are a-olna1 {~!le bl:~;ctiC:u Yv :nfe~tk:
•
to take their pictures.
a-rea.t trfck noTelty and Immense oeller.
Of course they are
Prfce, l0c., postpaid.
tickled,
for
nearly
everybody
wanta
to
WOLFF NOYELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.
pose tor a. photograph. You arrange them ID
a group, tu11 around a little bit, aim your
THE AUTOPHONE.
camera at them, and request the ladles to
A sma.U musical instru- look pleaaant. Aa aoon a• they are smlltnc
ment that produces very and tryln&' to appear beautiful, preea the
Imagine the yell
sweet musical notes by 1prinr 1n your camera.
placing It between the lip• when 1. huge enake jump, out Into the crowd.
with the tongue over the Guaranteed to take the 1wellln,; out of a.n7
edge, a.nd blowln&' &"ently one'• head at the first shot.
Prfce S5 cents, by mall, po1tpald.
In to the Instrument, The
notes produced are not H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
unlike those ot the fife
and flute. We •end full
ELECTBJC PUSH BUT•
printed l n at r u ct 1 on•
TON.-The ba.oe Is made of
whereby anyone can play
maple, and the center piece
anything they can hum, whistle or sing, with
ot black walnut, the whole
very little practice. Price, l0c,; 8 tor 25c.,
thin&' about l¾ lnche• In
malled, postpaid.
diameter, with a meta.I
C. B-EHB, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
hook on the back ao that
It may be slipped cYer edse
ot the vest pocket. ExpoH
to view your New Electrlo
MAGIC PIPE.
Bell, when your friend will
Made of a relftllar corn- Jpueh the button expecting to hear It ring.
cob pipe, with rubber figure• A• Boon aa he touche• it, you will 1ee aome ot
lnolde; by blowing throu&'h the llvel!e1t dancing you ever wltneaaed. The
the stem the figure wlll jump Jlllectrlc Button la heavily ch.ari;ed and will
shock when the button le puehed.
out. Ma.de In tollowln&' lls-· slve & emart
Prfce l0o., by mall, poatpald.
urea: rabbits. donkeys, cata,
WOLFF
NOVELTY
CO., :18 W. Hth Bt., N. Y.
chickens, etc.
Price, He., po•tpald,
WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y,
THE MAGIC DAGGER.
A wonderful llluelon.
To all appearances it
MAGIC MIRBOB.
I ~hi~~ ~~~ln:-a~ ~o";,i.,f:~
Fat and lean tunny ta.cee. By
looking In theae mlrrora upright
around in your hand
your features bec9me na.rrow and and 1uddenly state that you think you have
-.
elongated. Look Into It aldewl1e lived long enoua-h and ha.d better commlt
and )JUr phlz broaden• out In aulclde, at the oa.me time plunging the dagger
the most corntc&l manner.
Size up to the hilt Into your breast or aide, or you
3',ix2¾ lnchee, In a. handsome lml• can pretend to atab a friend or a.cquaJntance.
O.t course your triend or yoursel.t are not intalion morocco caee.
Price, 10c. ea.ch, postpaid. jured In the least, but the deception Is perfect
and
will startle all who eee It.
H. I<'. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
Price, l0c., or 3 tor 25c. by mall, poetpald.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
THE OANADIAN WONDER CABD TBIC:K,
Aatontahtng, wonderful,
THE MAGIC CABD BOX.
a.nd perplexing!
Have you
One ot the best and cheapest
seen them? Any child can
tricks tor giving parlor or
work them, and yet, what
stag-e exhibitions.
The trlck
they do Is so a.muelng that
Is performed as follows: You
the sharpeot people on earth
request any two persons in
are tooled. We cannot tell
your audience to each select
you what they do, or other•
a. card trom an ordinary pack
would get next and opoll the
ot cards, you then produce a
tun. Juot get a aet and read the directions.
small handsome box tnade to
The results wl!l etartle your friends and
Imitate pebbled leather, which
utterly mystify them. A genuine good thins
anyone may examine as closely as they will.
1t you wJsh to have no end ot amusement.
Price by mall, l0e. You now ask one of the two who have seWOLFF NOYELTY CO., 29 W. 26tt: St., N. Y. lected cards to place his or her card Inside
the box, which being done, the lid Is abut,
and the box placed on the table. You then
etate that you wlll cauoe the cards to dleapl'ICTURE POSTALS,
pea.r and upon opening the box the card has
Tl>.,y consist of .j'ungle eeta, vanished and the box found empty. The other
Map and Seal of State•, card Is now pla.ced In the box; the lid Is again
Good Luck card•, Comics, close,l and when the box Is opened the first
with witty sayings and funny card appears as strangely as it went. Other
pictures, cards showing cele- tr!cks can be performed in various ways. You
brated person' building-a, etc. may cause several cards to disappear after
In !act, there fs such a great they are placed in the box, and then you can
varloty that It Is not poul- cause them all to appear at once. You may
ble to describe them here. tear a card up, place it in the box, and on
They are beautifully emboo1- lifting the cover ft wlll be found whole a.nd
ed in exquhdte colors, some entire. In !act, nearly every trick o! appearwith glazed surtacea, and ance and disappearance can be done with th"
other• In matt.
Absolutely Magic Card Box.
Full printed Instructions,
the handsomest cards issued. by which anyone can perform the dft!erent
Price 15c. tor 25 c,ards by tricks, sent with each box.
mall.
Price, 20c. by ma.fl, postpaid.
WOLFF NO,'ELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y, WOLFF NOVF.LTY CO •• 20 W. 26th St., N. Y,
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Made of natural white
wood turned, with two
compartmenta:
a
round,
black ball flt• . on those
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545 Young WIid West and the Doomed Mine; or, Arletta' s Life at
Stake.
Young Wild West Taming the Cow-Pnnchers; or, The Hard 5 4 6 Young WIid West Racing tor a Ranch; or, Spitfire on H ls MettlP.
Young
WIid West Marked by Mexicans ; or, Arletta and the
5
4
7
Cr owd of Bull Tall Ranch.
Senor.
Young Wild West After the " Vultures" ; or, Arletta and the Band
of Ten .
548 Young Wild Weat and the "Sliver Kid", or, The Dandy of tbe ,
Young Wild Weat Celling the Two-Gun Man; or, Sav ing a SherGulch . .
ltl'"s l:,lfe.
549 Young Wild West and the Yellow Buil; or, Arlette's Darln i:;
You ng Wild West·s Ru stler Round-Up; or, Arlette's Call tor Help.
Escape.
Yo ~fch~ild West a nd "'Ginger Jake" ; or, The Boss of Gimlet 51\0 Young Wild West Surrounded by Death; or, The Seven Dymu nlte
w~
\
Young Wild West and the Choctaw Chief; or, Arletta Defying tbe 551 Young Wild West Staking a Claim ; or, Arl etta on Gu a rd.
Redskins.
552 Young WIid West's Greaser Chase; or, The Outlaws of t he RorYoung Wild West and the Haunted Pass ; or, Tbe Secret of the
der.
Death Trail.
553 Young WIid West Swinging a Lariat ; or, Arletta and the W il d
Young Wild West Saved by a Signal: or. Arletta and the VanHorses.
ishing Light.
Yo ung Wild West's Double Shuffle; or, The Celebration at Buck- 554 Young Wild West Booming a Camp ; or, The Shot That Opened
a
Gold Mine.
born Ranch .
Young Wild West Capturing a Chief ; or, Arletta as a Cavairy 555 Young Wild West and the "Busted" Mining Camp; or, Arietta
11
s
.
an Auctioneer.
Scout.
Young Wild West and the Lone _Cabin : or, The Raiders of the 556 Youn g WIid West Ousting the Outlaws ; or , The Clean-Up at
Fan
cy Flat.
Gorge.
Young Wild Wept Trapped In a Canyon: or, Arletta'• Sw ing for
Life.
Young Wild West and th e Boy Rancbero ; or, H elping a T enderfoot to Success.
Young Wild West Defying an Ambush: or, Arletta He lping the
Cavalry.
Yeung Wild West at an Indian Pow-Wow ;' or, Doomed to Dle at
the Stake.
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For sale by all newsd ealers, or w11J be sent to any address on r eceipt of price, 5 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

16!, West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU WANT ./I.NY '.BACK NUMBERS
of our weeklies and cannot procure them trom newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and
fill In your Order and send It to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we wUI send them to you by return ma il.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK . TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

::B<><>~S

No. 1,
NAPOLEON'S OBACULUM. AND
DREAM BOOK.-Conta.lnlng tile grea.t oracle
of human deatiny; alao the true meaning of
almost a.ny kind or dreams, together with

"-'l 'lQUET'l'E.- lt la a great lite secr e t, and
one that every young m a n d e sires to k.now a.II
about. There' a h apJJl n~ss in it.
No, 14, HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A

charms,

complete han d- boo k

ceremoniea,

and

curious

game•

of

f or

makin g all kinda of

cards.
No, 2. HOW TO DO 'l'RICK8.-1'1le great
book· of magic and card trlcka, containing full
instruction on all the lea di n g card tri ck s o f
the day, al10 the moat popular magical tllu1ic. ns as performed by our le ading magl c la n11;
e v ery boy ahould obtain a copy of· this book.
No. S.
HOW TO FLIRT,-The arta and
wil es or flirtation are fully explained by thla
Jitde book. Beside s the various methods of
handkerchiet, ran. glove, parasol, window and
bat fli r tation, it contains a full ltat of the
la'Ng0ua'i~ a~'lown~ e~.Jlcil:°'r:r~he title ot
till• little book. It contalna full lnatructlona
in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ban..
~Y~~tl~~~ f~; ~:i~l~e;, 0 ~ 0 ~ ~~I 0e;~·ia:n~u~;;
dance1.
.

candy, le e- c r eam, sy r u ps, essen ces, etc., etc.
No. 18, HOW TO BECOME BEAU'l'U "UL,
-One of th e brightest and m ost valuable
little books e ve r gi ve n to the w orld. Every b 'ldy wishes t o know h o w to become beautlful, b o rh m ale and fe male.
The aec ret 11
1tmpl e, a n d alm ost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEN;
ING PARTY.-A com p le te compe ndiu m ot
gam es , spo rts, card d iverat o na, comic r ecltatl o na, et c. , su it a ble fo r parlor or drawingr o om entertainment.
It contains more for
tile money than any book publlalled.
m~f ;tm}fe?:"11 Jn~lnHgU:n~ ~Pn gF gl ~:-.,-e;,~:
publtahed ... It contain• full Jnatructlo na about
guns, hunt ing d o ge, traps, tra pp ing an d tlalltogether with dea c rtptlon or game and

No. ti. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love, cou:-tahlp a nd marriage,
gi v ing aen•lble advice, r•tlea and etiquette to
be obaerved, wtth many curious a nd tntereattng thtnga not generally known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
-Giving full Instruction tor the uae or dumbbell•, Indian clubs, parallel bara, horlzonta.l
bars and various other method• of developtns
a good, healthy muscle; containing over alxty
lllustratlona.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand1 o me1y tllustrated and containing full lnatruc-t io ns tor the manage ment anrl training of the
ca n ary , mocklr.gblrd. bobolink. olackblrd. pa.rooquet. parrot, etc.
No. 9. HOW TO BECO!llE A VENTRILOQUIST,-By Harry Kennedy. Every !ntelllg ent boy reading thla book ot lnatructlona ca.n
master the art. and create any amount or fun
for lllmselr and !rlenda. It la the greateat
b ook ,ever published.
No.
• HOW TO BOX.-The art ot aeJf..
10
de!enae made easy.
Containing over thlrt7
111uatratlon1 or guard•, blows, and the dltrerent poatUon• of a good boxer.
Every boy
should obtain one of theae uaeful and lnatruolive book•, aa It will teach you how to box'
without an Instructor.
No.
HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETl'EBS,
11
-.A moat complete Jtttle book. •ontalnJnar tun
direction• !or writing love-lettera. a nd when
when to use them. giving specimen lettera
ro r young and o ld.
No, 12. HOW TO WRITE LETl'ERS TO
LADIE8.-Gtvtng complete lnatructiona for
writing letter• to 1adie1 on all aubjecta; alao
letter• of tntroductlon, notea and reque1ta.
No. 1s. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OP

No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.Heller's second atght explained by hie former
aasb1tant, Fred Hunt, :Jr. ExpJatntng how the
sec r e t dial o gues were carri ed on bet w een the
magtc lan and the b o y on the at age ; also clvIng all the cod es and al g nala.
No. 28. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.This little book give• th e explanatio n to all
kinds of dream1, togeth e r wJth lucky and
unlu cky days.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GENTLEMEN. -Contalnl ng full d ir ecti o ns for
writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.Containing full lnatructlona for all kinda of
gymna1tlc sports and athletic exe r ciaea. Embracing tlllrty -tlve llluatratlona. By Pro!eaaor
W. Macdonald.
·
No, 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
A BOAT.-Fully llluatrated. Full lnatructlona
are given In thla little book, together with In1trucUon1 on 1wimmlng and rldlng, companion
aporta to boattn".
No, 1!7, HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
RECITATIONS.-Contalnlng th e moat popular
aelectlons in uae, comprisin g Dutch dialect,
French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect
plecea, together with many standard readlnga.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.Everyone la dealrous ot knowing what hla fuo~oi;~;e~;_e th;~uh~~~tnt~ii
by a glance at t-hla little book. Buy one and
be convinced.

0
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No, !9. HOW TO BECOME AN lNVENTOR.-Every boy ahould know how inventions
orlcinat.ed. Thia book explains them all. slvfn .. example tn electricity, hydraullca, maarne..
tlam, optlca. pneumatics. mechanic•. etc.

.No, llO, HOW TO COOK.-One ot tile m oat
lnatructlve book.a on coek.lng ever publlalled.
It co n tal n a r ecipe• tor evoking m eats . rtsh .
game. a nd oyatera ; a1ao plea, puddlnga, cak • •
a n d all kinds of paatry. and a grand col h,~ ·
lion of re ctpea.
No. 81. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKl<:lt.
c
1 J
r
11luatrat 1one. g lvin8' 1he
onta n ng ourteen
0
1
:~z=~~~~
:~tl~n1:~.co~ls~ ~~(~~
t a inlng gema from all the popular au tho n ot
p rose and poe try.

~~=~!~

-:..::q~~~

C~~;._ 1~Ti=ig ~~~r u~~n•R~~rE b:-,. i n~!~9YC~ 1~·1: ;
ot a machine, hlnta on tra i ning, etc. A complete b ook . F'ull ot prac t ical 1lluatratlo n1.
pl~:·
·i?.Vul Tf?ufeL1~·o i?.~~~a i";;-i~ig cot'~;
rul es an d r egulation• ot billiards. bagatelle.
bac kgamm on , croquet, dominoes. e tc.
0
11
J ° !;, t!f;,1n1:
{~e ~~ZJY::g Cc~~u'i,~~u1;,\ ~f
the day, amuatns rldd lea, curloua cat ch es and
10
wl~!.
TO BECOME YOUR O\\' N
DOC'l 'OR. -A wonderfu l boo k, contain ing useful and practtca.l Info r m ati o n In the treatm e nt
of ordinary dlaea1ea and ailment• common to
e v ery famUy . Abounding tn uaeful and etrectlve r ecipe• ror gene ral complalnta,
OW TO RAIS DOGS
1!Nu RABnn·f -A us'e fu?~~J~~!
etru c tt v e b oo k .
Handso mely illuatrate d .
No. 40 _ HOW TO MAKE AND !!ET TRAPS.
-inc ludi n g hlnta on how to catc h molea,
wease ls, o tter. rata. aqulrrela and b irds. Also
how to c ure aktna. CopJoualy tllust rate d.
No: 41. THE BOYS OF NE\V YORK END
ME.N'S JOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng a g r eat vari ety o f the lat est J okes u s ed b y the most
!amous end men.
No amateur mlnat rela la
complete with out this wonderrul litt le book.
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUMP SPEAKER.-Contalnlng a va r ied aaaortment or atump apeeche•. Negro. Du tc h and
Irish. Also end men ' • J o kea. Just t he thtna
for home amu1ement and amate u r ah o wa.
No. 48. HOW TO BECOME A MAGlVlA.N.
-Containing the grand eal ass ortm en t o r ma11lea.I Illusions ever p la ced bef ore th e pubuo.
Also trick,. with cards. Incantati ons . etc.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.-A grand collec ti o n of Al bum Ve rs e,
aultable ror any time and o ccasi o n ; em brac~~t'.
Al~CJ~~~~ c:~nt~~~ n \:·e~~;
Suitable r01" Valentine s and Weddings.
No. 411. TH"Jj: BOYS OF NEW YORK HIN•
STREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-!<omethlng new and very Instructive.
Every boJ
1hould obtain thle book. a1 It contain• r~u
Instructi o ns for organlzln• an amat e or mtn•
atrel troupe.
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For aale by all newsdealers, or wlll ne sent to any addreaa on receipt ot price, 10 eta. per oopy , or 3 tor 25 cts., In money or post&&e scam ps. oy
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